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Abstract
Triana, C. 2017. Atomic short-range order, optical and electronic properties of amorphous
transition metal oxides. An experimental and theoretical study of amorphous titanium aTiO2
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Amorphous transition metal oxides [aTMOs], have emerged as innovative functional materials
for wide-ranging electronic, optical and energy-related applications. However, no systematic
and broadly applicable method exists to assess their atomic-scale correlations, and since the
optical and electronic processes are local structure-dependent, still there are not well-stablished
mechanisms that suitably explain the physical properties of aTMOs.
This thesis presents experimental and theoretical studies of the atomic short-range order,
optical and electronic properties, and state-defects induced by Li+-ion-intercalation and oxygenvacancies in amorphous titanium aTiO2 and tungsten aWO3 thin-film oxides. Those properties
play a key role for application in high energy-density Li+-ion batteries and in switchable
dynamical modulation of solar-irradiation transmittance for energy efficient "smart windows",
where the disorder-dependent Li+-ion-intercalation and oxygen-vacancy-induced defect-states
influence charge-carrier transfer mechanisms. After introducing the scope of this thesis, the
fundamental theoretical concepts describing the experimental findings on amorphous solids
are reviewed. Thereafter, a comprehensive analysis on the optical absorption phenomena
experimentally observed in oxygen-deficient and Li+-ion-intercalated aLixTiO2−y and aLixWO3−y
thin-films and a discussion on the electrochromic properties are presented. The optical
absorption is described in the framework of the small polaron absorption model.
Finally, a state-of-the-art systematic procedure involving theory and experiment in a selfconsistent computational framework is implemented to unveil the atomic-scale structure of
aTiO2 and aWO3, and its role for the electronic properties. The procedure is based in Reverse
Monte Carlo [RMC] and Finite Difference Method [FDM] simulations of X-ray-Absorption
spectra to construct a disordered theoretical model having the same bonding and coordination
distribution as the experimental system. Ab-initio molecular dynamics simulations and density
functional theory are then used to assess defect-states induced by Li+-ion-intercalation and
oxygen-vacancies in aTiO2 and aWO3 oxides.
The schemes introduced in this study offer a consistent route to experimentally and
theoretically assess the role of the atomic-scale structure on the optical and electronic properties
of aTiO2 and aWO3 and could be extended to the study of other aTMOs. The final results provide
crucial insight towards the understanding of optical and electronic mechanisms where disorderdependent ion-intercalation and oxygen-vacancy-induced localized defect-states influence
charge transfer mechanisms of crucial importance for wide ranging optical and energy-related
application of aTiO2 and aWO3 oxides.
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1
Introduction
The physical and chemical properties of solid-state materials
such as electronic, optical, electrical, mechanical, ionic-bonding
and so on, are intrinsically linked to the degree of order —or the
absence thereof — in which their constituent atoms are arranged
into the three-dimensional structural-network. This yield to the
classiﬁcation of materials into crystalline and amorphous —or
disordered— solids, which can deviate from those ideal states
due to the presence of structural state-defects in the short-range
order. Crystalline solids exhibit well-deﬁned medium-to-longrange-order, and hence, are characterized by the periodicity of
the lattice, and by the rotational and translational symmetries
established in the crystallographic space-groups [1]. Contrary,
amorphous solids do not exhibit medium-to-long-range-order
and lack of rotational/translational symmetries; instead, they
comprise a complex atomic short-range order, and being able to
accommodate diverse local-symmetries into their disorderedstructural-networks [1]. Solid-state materials having crystalline
order have been well known and extensively characterized for
almost a century. However, describing the atomic-range order
of amorphous solids has been a longstanding and challenging
problem in condensed matter, solid-state physics, chemistry
and material science, where deﬁning the atomic-scale structure
and the underlying physical properties remain fundamental,
yet currently not resolved, issue. This is in great extent because
of the fact that those powerful experimental crystallographic
techniques —X-ray/neutron/electron diffraction— well developed
for crystalline solids break down when applied to the study of
amorphous materials.
A direct consequence of the lack of periodicity in amorphous
solids is an ill-deﬁned k-vector —i.e., no reciprocal space; phonons
and electrons cannot be described into the Bloch formalism, because
they cannot be represented through a dispersion function, ω(q), or by
a band structure, E(k)— and thus, electrons in amorphous solids
are mathematically described in the basis of the tight-binding
or the Hartree-Fock and Hohn-Sham theories [2]. Particularly,
for amorphous covalent-like bonded materials, the short-range
interaction of the electrons is predominant, and thus, the short-
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range structural-order mainly determines the Density of States
[DoS], which allows the proper description of excitations of
phonons and electrons in amorphous solids [3]. The electronic
band gap originates because of the lack of overlap between the
valence band [VB] —comprised mainly of bonding-orbitals— and
the conduction band [CB] —consisting of antibonding-orbitals—.
Atomic-scale disorder generally induces electronic localization
near the energy-gap edges, yielding band tails of occupied and
unoccupied localized states extended into the mobility gap [4].
These electronic properties are entirely governed by the atomicscale structure, which makes it of fundamental importance for
understanding qualitatively and quantitatively the spatial static
charge ﬂuctuations of interatomic bond-distances and bondangle leading to the broadening of the VB and CB edges, which
compose the band tails. Quantiﬁcation of local-coordination of
the constituent atoms is also crucial for understanding effects
due to atomic-scale structure on the retention of the electronic
band gap —given by the difference between the highest occupied
[HOMO] and the lowest unoccupied [LUMO] states— its widening
with disorder, the nature of the localized electronic states, and
their evolution from the localized to delocalized states at the
mobility edge, and thus, deﬁning the mobility gap.
The optical properties are mediated by excitations of chargecarriers —electrons and/or holes— between electronic states such
as VB and CB, tail states, and gap states, but photon absorption
due to transitions from the valence to the conduction band, also
make contribution to the optical absorption [3]. Since the short
range order determines the character of the DoS, the band gap
and mobility gap, then, the optical character of the intrabandinterband absorption processes are inherently affected by the
atomic-scale structure of the disordered system. In amorphous
solids, the charge carriers —electrons and holes— are embedded
in a disordered environment so that the formation of extended
states near the band edges becomes unlikely. Those electronic
and vibrational states may be localized —i.e. conﬁned to a speciﬁc
small-volume into the atomic-scale structure—, and thus, electronic
localization is mediated by disorder and local-relaxation of the
surrounding atoms into the disordered structural network [3].
Particularly, strong electron-phonon interaction yields electron
localization in self-trapped states. Electrons polarize the local
surrounding, so that localization of the wave function occurs at
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one or in a few atomic sites, thus leading to the formation of
polaronic states, which mediate optical absorption when selftrapped electrons undergo hopping between adjacent localized
states situated on a speciﬁc atomic site [3].
The aforementioned issues have motivated new research in
amorphous materials which extend from glasses, polymers and
liquid metals to nanoparticles, semiconductors and transition
metal oxides. For fundamental research, amorphous materials
provide a new approach to unique phenomena that are totally
different of that founded in perfect crystalline materials. For
instance, realization of icosahedral-order in amorphous solids
is allowed, while it belongs to the forbidden motifs in periodic
symmetries [1]. This issue is very important since it points out
that localized local-orders in amorphous materials account for
the existence of the glass state, which is directly responsible for
the undercooling of liquids [3]. Structural-disorder introduces
non-equilibrium states holding a complex degree of freedom,
and thus, the amorphous phase itself involves basic questions
regarding to the origin of anomalies in the low temperature
regime of the speciﬁc heat, the glass-transition and the nature
of electronic and vibrational states, which are related with the
electronic and optical properties. Theoretical and experimental
descriptions of amorphous materials in the basis of condensed
matter physics without lattice periodicity and the lacking of a
well-deﬁned reciprocal space —k-vector— is of great interest.
For experimental research, amorphous materials provide the
possibility to testing and develop more sensitive scattering and
spectroscopy techniques. Thus, although standard diffraction
techniques cannot be easily extended to determine the atomicscale structure of amorphous materials, scattering experiments
implemented in the framework of the total scattering analysis
—total structure factors S(Q) and related Fourier transformed pair
distribution functions g(r)— could provide valuable information
on the distribution of interatomic distances and coordinations
between pair of atoms, when constrained reﬁnements to model
structures are implemented. This approach becomes the only
option for experimental-driven determination of atomic-scale
structural correlations. Having this knowledge is then a crucial
prerequisite to theoretically and experimentally understand the
fundamental physical properties were the structure/property
relationships play a fundamental role.
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A more fundamental understanding in those systems is also
motivated by emerging innovative multifunctional amorphous
materials in wide-ranging energy, optical and electronic-related
applications. Specially, research in amorphous transition metal
oxides [aTMOs], has obtained increased attention due to their
varied technological applications in thin-ﬁlm coating, thin-ﬁlm
transistors, solar cells, photocatalysis, photovoltaics, memories,
memristors, optoelectronics, ion-batteries, sensors, high-k-gate
dielectrics, spintronic devices and so on [3]. The wide use and
research evidence the importance of amorphous materials, and
provide explanations of technical aspects related to preparation
methods, deposition parameters, and their role on the physical
properties. However, although the strong correlations between
deposition conditions and physical properties has been widely
studied, there is not a consensus about physical phenomena in
amorphous materials. Thus, while many experimental results
have been described just qualitatively, the processes associated
to the electrical conductivity, optical absorption and electronic
structure remain unclear. This fact is to a large extent because
no systematic and broadly applicable methods currently exist
to assess the atomic short-range order, and since the electrical,
optical and electronic properties are local structure-dependent,
there is a need to ﬁnd how the experimental system relates to
physical processes to suitably explain the properties of aTMOs.
This thesis reports an experimental and theoretical study on
the structural, optical and electronic properties of amorphous
titanium aTiO2 and tungsten aWO3 transition metal thin-ﬁlm
oxides. Important technical aspects on the preparation method
—reactive DC magnetron sputtering— and the role of deposition
parameters —plasma pressure, O2 /Ar ﬂow-ratios, oxygen-to-metal
ratio— of the as-deposited oxygen deﬁcient aTiO2−z [0≤z≤0.32]
and aWO3−z [0≤z≤0.27] solid thin-ﬁlm oxides are discussed in
Chapter 2. Such discussion is necessary because the deposition
parameters used during the preparation process inﬂuence the
physical properties. Characterization of as-deposited aTiO2−z
and aWO3−z thin-ﬁlm oxides; quantitative characterizations by
X-ray diffraction [XRD], elemental-composition and density by
Rutherford backscattering spectrometry [RBS], and the surface
morphology analyzed by scanning electron microscopy [SEM],
and atomic force microscopy [AFM] is also given in Chapter 2.
Comprehensive analyses on the optical properties, and a brief
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discussion about electrochromic properties of the as-deposited
aTiO2−z and aWO3−z thin-ﬁlm oxides are also presented there.
In Chapter 3, dielectric models for calculation of the optical
constants in the framework of the Tauc-Lorentz [TL], LorentzOscillator [LO], and Drude models are presented. The optical
properties of oxygen-deﬁcient and Li+ -intercalated aLix TiO2−z
[0≤x≤0.34] and aLix WO3−z [0≤x≤0.27] thin-ﬁlms are analyzed in
Chapter 4. Comprehensive analyses of the optical absorption
in the basis of Kramers-Kronig-consistent dielectric functions
extracted from dispersive numerical inversion of experimental
̵
̵
transmittance T(hω),
and reﬂectance R(hω),
spectra by TL+LO
models are given. In Chapter 5, the small polaron absorption
model is introduced, and in Chapter 6 it is used to describe the
̵
optical conductivity σ(hω)
of oxygen-deﬁcient and Li+ -ion-e−
intercalated aLix TiO2−z and aLix WO3−z thin-ﬁlms.
Chapter 7 outlines the fundamental physical principles and
experimental aspects concerning Extended X-ray-Absorption
Fine-Structure [EXAFS], and in Chapter 8 least-squares ﬁtting
[STF] of experimental EXAFS spectra is implemented to assess
the atomic short-range order of aTiO2 and aWO3 ﬁlm oxides.
Since STF ﬁttings do not provide a 3D-structure of aTiO2 and
aWO3 , a state-of-the-art systematic procedure involving theory
and experiment in a self-consistent computational framework
was implemented to simulate the atomic short-range order of
aTiO2 and aWO3 directly from the EXAFS spectra. To that end,
Molecular Dynamics structural trajectories of aTiO2 and aWO3
simulated as described in Chapter 9 and Chapter 10, were used
as input structures for Reverse Monte Carlo [RMC] simulations
of the experimental EXAFS spectra, as described in Chapter 11
and Chapter 12. This scheme is highly sensitive to the existence
and nature of atomic-scale structural correlation.
To understand the role of the atomic short-range order for
the electronic properties of aTiO2 and aWO3 oxides, ab-initio
density functional theory [DFT] calculations were carried out
for the RMC-EXAFS simulated structures of aTiO2 and aWO3 ,
as described in Chapter 13 and Chapter 14. Then, in Chapter
15 and Chapter 16, Finite Difference Method [FDM] is used to
simulate the measured X-ray-Absorption Near-Edge Structure
[XANES] spectra, which is interpreted in terms of the atomic
short-range order and the projected Density of State [DoS] of
aWO3 and aTiO2 oxides. The electronic defect-states induced
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by Li+ -intercalation and oxygen-vacancy in aTiO2 and aWO3 ,
are studied in Chapter 14. Especially, Li+ -intercalated aLix TiO2
and aLix WO3 compounds exhibit good performance as anode
material for application in high-energy-density Li-ion-batteries
and switchable modulation of solar-irradiation transmittance
for energy-efﬁcient electrochromic "smart windows". Electronic
state-defects arising from oxygen-vacancies provide hopping
channels for hole conduction, making aTiO2 a coating-layer in
photochemical water splitting. The reversible drift of positively
charged oxygen-vacancies under an applied bias makes aTiO2
a key oxide for application in memristors, spintronics, resistiveswitching memories and thin-ﬁlm-transistors [5–7].
Finally, concluding remarks to this thesis are given, from
which it is evident that a successful solution in understanding
the complex physical properties of amorphous materials, must
unify experiments and state-of-the-art computational models
to able characterize the atomic-scale structure to unvail the
underlying physical mechanisms of the system under study.

2
Experimental methods
This chapter reports the experimental methods employed in
the deposition and characterization of amorphous aWOy and
aTiOy solid thin-ﬁlm oxides. Fundamental physical principles
behind the experimental methods, operation and measurement
procedure are reported. The parameters used in the deposition
affect the morphology, stoichiometry, microstructure, electrical,
optical and transport properties of the deposited ﬁlms.1 In this
study the parameters used during deposition processes have
been selected in such a way that the deposited aWOy and aTiOy
thin-ﬁlm oxides should display high optical modulation upon
cyclic intercalation and deintercalation of Li+ -ion-e− pairs.

2.1

1
This is of great importance
when ﬁlms are deposited for
applications where optical or
electrical functionalities need
to be rigorously controlled.

Reactive DC magnetron sputtering

Reactive DC magnetron sputtering is a well-founded physical
vapor deposition technique for solid thin-ﬁlms growth. In this
method, a constant current ﬂows through a conducting target,
from which atomic species are removed by bombardment of its
surface area with ionic or neutral particles [8]. In the process,
a continuous ﬂow of Ar injected in a vacuum chamber, here
pumped at ≈10−7 Pa, is ionized by electrons emitted from a
cathode, thus producing Ar-ions and secondary electrons. The
latter ones are conﬁned around the target by magnetrons, while
the resulting Lorentz force —oriented axially from the direction of
electron motion— and the magnetic ﬁeld affect the trajectory in
such a way that electrons follow round-shaped paths. Positive
Ar-ions are accelerated towards the target by the high voltage,
while colliding with those atoms conﬁned by the magnetic ﬁeld
near the target. These processes enhance plasma ionization and
increase the number of collisions between the ionized Ar atoms
and the target. When injecting a reactive gas —oxygen O2 — in
the chamber, a chemical reaction with the atoms sputtered from
the target is induced. Neutral atoms or molecular species from
the target are transported through the chamber, and deposited
onto a substrate creating the thin-ﬁlm oxides2 [Figure 2.1]. The
stoichiometry, morphology, structure and surface properties of
the deposited ﬁlms are controlled by adjusting the deposition
parameters —power, pressure, O2 /Ar ﬂow ratio, temperature, etc—.

2
Sputtering using a metallic
target in Ar leads to high
deposition rates. Sputtering
of oxides in O2 /Ar plasma
leads lower deposition rates.
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Figure 2.1: Representation of
the sputter vacuum chamber.
A high DC voltage is applied
between the cathode [target]
and the anode. This high DC
voltage creates the plasma in
the chamber. The surface of
the target is bombarded and
atomic species are deposited
onto the substrate.

2.1.1

Figure 2.2: The conﬁguration
for sputtering: The sample
holder was rotating to obtain
homogeneous ﬁlms.

Deposition of aWOy and aTiOy thin-ﬁlm oxides

In this study a Balzer UTT 400 based deposition system [BalzerAG], equipped with a turbo molecular pump was employed for
reactive DC magnetron sputtering.
The amorphous aWOy [2≤y≤3] solid thin-ﬁlm oxides were
deposited from a 5-cm-diameter plate of 99.995% pure metallic
tungsten [W]-target. Depositions were carried out in a reactive
O2 /Ar plasma atmosphere of 99.998% purity, at a pressure of
≈2.66 Pa at room temperature. Depositions were performed at
the same pressure [≈2.66 Pa], discharge power [≈250 W], and
Ar ﬂow rate [≈50 ml/min] but at distinct O2 ﬂows. The O2 /Ar
ﬂow ratio was gradually reduced from O2 /Ar≈0.44 to deposit
stoichiometric aWO3 , to O2 /Ar≈0.04 to obtain aWO2 thin-ﬁlms.
Amorphous aTiOy [1.68≤y≤2.0] solid thin-ﬁlms oxides were
deposited from a 99.995% pure metallic titanium [Ti]-target. In
this case, a constant pressure of ≈4 Pa, current of ≈0.75 A and
an Ar ﬂow rate ≈100 ml/min were used. The O2 /Ar ﬂow ratio
was gradually decreased from ≈0.025 to deposit stoichiometric
aTiO2.0 to ≈0.01 to obtain sub-stoichiometric aTiO1.68 thin-ﬁlms.
A set of aWOy ; aTiOy solid thin-ﬁlm oxides were deposited
at 13-cm-distance from metallic [W or Ti] target onto unheated
glass substrates pre-coated with ≈50-nm-thick In2 O3 :Sn [ITO]
layers of 40 Ω/sq. sheet-resistance. For elemental composition
and structural analyses, a number of aWOy and aTiOy thinﬁlms oxides were also deposited onto glassy-carbon and pureglass substrates. The sample holder was rotating at a constant
angular speed to obtain ﬁlms with homogeneous density and
morphology [Figure 2.2].
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2.1.2

Characteristics of as-deposited aWOy and aTiOy ﬁlms

Figures 2.3 and 2.4 display the colour characteristics of some asdeposited aWOy and aTiOy thin-ﬁlm oxides. The as-deposited
stoichiometric aWO3.00 and aTiO2.00 ﬁlms prepared at higher
O2 /Ar ﬂow ratios of 0.44 and 0.025, respectively, displayed
high transparency. As the O2 /Ar ﬂow ratios were reduced into
the ranges 0.36-0.12 for as-deposited aWOy [2.57≤y≤2.93], and
to the ranges 0.02-0.01 for aTiOy [1.68≤y≤1.87], respectively, the
ﬁlms unveiled a blue-coloured state that gradually switch from
a clear-blue state to a dark-blue one as y decreases. The higher
oxygen deﬁcient aWOy [2.33≤y≤2.44] ﬁlms showed a deep greycoloured state, which turn into black for aWO2.00 ﬁlms. These
results provide indication of the formation of oxygen vacancies,
which in their turn veriﬁes the deposition of sub-stoichiometric
thin-ﬁlms when reducing the O2 /Ar ﬂow ratio. Blue-coloured
aWOy ﬁlms were stable in air atmosphere. However, clear-blue
coloured aTiOy ﬁlms were more unstable. Exposure to oxygen
and to a lesser extent to moisture cause rapid reactions at the
surface. Their blue-coloured state turns into transparent in few
minutes when exposed to air atmosphere. This drawback can
be however compensated by storage of those ﬁlms in chemical
desiccators or in a container ﬁlled with Ar gas.

2.2

Figure 2.3: Characteristics of
the as-deposited aWOy solid
thin-ﬁlm oxides sputtered at
different O2 /Ar ﬂow ratios.

Thin-ﬁlms thickness measurements

Thicknesses of the deposited aWOy and aTiOy thin-ﬁlm oxides
were measured using a surface Bruker DektakXT proﬁlometer
having a vertical resolution of about 4 Å. This instrument uses a
mechanical stylus tip to scan the surface of the ﬁlm at a steady
rate, while its vertical displacement is converted electrically or
optically into a signal, whose variation provides information of
the surface topography. Scanning between two points, one set
at ﬁlm’s surface and other at substrate’s surface leads a stepped
proﬁle whose height difference corresponds to ﬁlm’s thickness.
In this study, the thicknesses of the as-deposited aWOy and
aTiOy thin-ﬁlm oxides were set in the range δ≈300-600±20 nm.

2.3
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Structural Characterization by XRD

X-ray diffraction [XRD], is the most powerful, well-stablished
and widely applied technique for structural characterization of
crystalline materials. XRD is also an important tool for analysis

Figure 2.4: Characteristics of
the as-deposited aTiOy solid
thin-ﬁlm oxides sputtered at
different O2 /Ar ﬂow ratios.
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3
XRD pattern arises from
the scattering of X-rays by
the electrons of a crystalline
lattice if the constructive
interferences satisfy Bragg’s
Law: nλ=2dsinθ. The XRD
pattern is characteristic for
each material and crystal
structure, and can therefore
be used for crystallographic
phase identiﬁcation.

Figure 2.5: Diffractometer in
the conﬁguration used for Xray diffraction measurements
at grazing incidence angle.

of preferential orientation, grain size and strain [9].3 Although
XRD is well-established for crystalline materials, the XRD total
scattering has to be applied to analyze amorphous materials.

2.3.1

Structure of aWOy and aTiOy thin-ﬁlm oxides

Here XRD measurements were performed for the as-deposited
aWOy ; aTiOy ﬁlms deposited onto glass substrates just to prove
the existence of the amorphous phases —manifested in the lack
of sharp diffraction peaks in the XRD patterns—. Measurements
were carried out using a Siemens D5000 Diffractometer with
CuKα radiation, operating at a wavelength of 1.5406 Å, at 45
kV and 40 mA, for diffraction angles of 10○ ≤2θ≤90○ with steps
of 0.02○ . Measurements were done at grazing incidence angle
[GIXRD] where a parallel plate collimator scans over the angles
to collect the scattered beam from large surface areas due to the
low incident angle of X-rays [Figure 2.5]. The diffractometer is
equipped with ﬁx-divergence and anti-scatter slits.
Figure 2.6 shows measured X-ray diffraction XRD patterns
for deposited aWOy with 2.00≤y≤3.00 [Figure 2.6 (a)] and aTiOy
with 1.68≤y≤2.00 [Figure 2.6(b)] thin-ﬁlm oxides, respectively.
The absence of sharp diffraction peaks in the entire 2θ range
of those XRD patterns indicated that all as-deposited ﬁlms are
amorphous. The most prominent broad low-intensity feature is
due to the glass substrate. Because of the continuous nature of
the XRD patterns the as-deposited aWOy and aTiOy thin-ﬁlm
oxides do not display atomic long-range structural order. The
XRD patterns for aWOy [2.57≤y≤3.00] and aTiOy [1.68≤y≤2.00]
ﬁlms exhibit the characteristic ﬁngerprint of the XRD patterns
associated to amorphous transition metal oxides, which is a
widened peak at 2θ=20-25○ along with a lower one at 2θ=50○ .
It should be noted that although those XRD patterns seem to
possess exactly the same proﬁle, the peak positions and areas
are unique for each amorphous ﬁlm because their characteristic
shapes are linked to the microstructure of the amorphous ﬁlms.
Particularly, for amorphous aWOy and aTiOy thin-ﬁlms oxides
those XRD patterns have to be strictly different to each other
because they determine the atomic short-range order through
the Pair Distribution Functions [PDF]. However, because of the
low energy resolution of the CuKα radiation used in this study,
lower intensity reﬂections cannot be resolved accurately. These
facts can be seen in Figure 2.6(a) where it is also noted that the
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XRD patterns for aWOy [2.00≤y≤2.44] exhibit totally different
proﬁles while for aWO2.00 a small-intensity diffraction peak at
2θ=40○ is noted. These results suggest variations in the atomic
short-range order of those ﬁlms. The XRD peak in the aWO2.00
ﬁlms corresponds to a β-[100]-Im3̄m tungsten reﬂection which
suggests the presence of small β-W crystal-phases immersed in
the amorphous matrix of aWO2.00 . Previous studies have also
reported β-W crystal-phases in the structure of aWO2.00 [10].

2.4
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Figure 2.6: Measured XRD
patterns for; (a) as-deposited
aWOy [2.00≤y≤3.00] and (b)
aTiOy [1.68≤y≤2.00] thin-ﬁlm
oxides.

Rutherford backscattering spectrometry

Rutherford backscattering spectrometry [RBS], is an ion beam
technique utilized for determination of elemental composition,
tickness and density of materials [10].4 In this method, a beam
of incident ions —4 He+ — accelerated to an energy of ≈2 MeV,
undergo elastic backscattering with atomic nuclei and inelastic
scattering with electrons of a target, when colliding with it. The
former ones, yield backscattered ions with energies dependent
on the mass of target’s atoms, which results in an abrupt onset
of an edge or peaks in the RBS spectrum. The latter scattering
process relates to the energy loss of backscattered ions, which
is proportional to the stopping power and the number of atoms
per-unit-area in the target, and corresponds to the width of the
peaks in the RBS spectrum. This is revealed in the shape of the
spectrum adjacent to the low energy side of the edge-peak. The
intensity of backscattered ions is proportional to the number of

4
RBS is quantitative without
need for reference standards,
is non-destructive, and
accurate for the detection of
heavier element
concentrations of the order
of parts-per-million [ppm].
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Figure 2.7: Representation of
the conﬁguration applied to
perform RBS measurements.

NI : number of incident ions
NS : density concentration
[atoms/cm2 ]
dσ(θ)/dΩ: scattering cross
section
5

NA =6.02×1023 mol−1 is
Avogadro’s constant
n: number of atoms
δ: ﬁlm-thickness
M: molar mass

6

target atoms and their scattering cross section in the detection
area, being proportional to the squared nuclear charge of the
target atoms [10]. From the RBS spectrum the number of atoms
per-unit-area in the sample is obtained, and the asymmetry of
the peaks provides ﬁlm’s roughness. In the experimental setup
an energy detector is used as ampliﬁer to intensify the signals
coming from ions. A multichannel analyser divides the signals
according to energy [Figure 2.7]. The yield Υ(Ω) is calculated
according to5
Υ(Ω) = NI NS [

2.4.1

dσ(θ)
] dΩ,
dΩ

(2.1)

Composition of aWOy and aTiOy thin-ﬁlm oxides

In this study, RBS measurements were performed at Uppsala
Tandem Accelerator Laboratory using 2 MeV 4 He+ ions backscattered at an angle of 170○ from aWOy ; aTiOy thin-ﬁlm oxides
deposited on glassy-carbon substrates. An azimuth angle α≈7○
was applied to the sample holder in order to prevent the risk
of channeling into the thin-ﬁlms. The experimental spectrum
was ﬁtted to a model of the ﬁlm-substrate system by using the
SIMNRA software [11]. Simulated spectrum to the experimental
one was ﬁtted using the type of atom —relative peak-position—,
the atomic concentrations —relative peak heights—, and the areal
concentration —Np -atoms/cm2 —; Np proportional to the signal
area of the elements —peak width—. Thereafter, densities ρ for
the aWOy ; aTiOy thin-ﬁlm oxides were calculated according to6
ρ=

MNS
,
nNA δ

(2.2)

Figure 2.8 shows representative results of RBS spectral ﬁtting
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to the experimental data for as-deposited aWOy [Figure 2.8(a)]
and aTiOy [Figure 2.8(b)] thin-ﬁlm oxides at the shown levels
of oxygen deﬁciency y. From the excellent agreement between
the simulated spectra [red spectra] and measured RBS spectra
[black spectra], it is found that the as-deposited aWOy thin-ﬁlm
oxides encompass the whole range from aWO2 to aWO3 . The
stoichiometric range for as-deposited aTiOy thin-ﬁlm oxides is
restricted into the regime 1.68≤y≤2.00 because of the narrow
interval allowed to vary the O2 ﬂow ratio.
Results of atomic concentrations for the O, W and Ti species,
O/W and O/Ti ratios and densities ρ as calculated according
to Equation (2.2) are shown in Table 2.1 for aWOy and aTiOy
thin-ﬁlm oxides, respectively. Data for the O2 /Ar ﬂow ratios is
also presented. In Table 2.1, the O/W and O/Ti ratios have an
estimated uncertainty of about ±0.04. Since the RBS analyses
were carried out for several samples of each stoichiometry, the
data given in Table 2.1 corresponds to the mean stoichiometry
[MS] obtained from those RBS analyses. The calculated density
ρ=5.27 g/cm3 for the as-deposited aWO3.00 ﬁlms, agree with
earlier reported values, being lower than that reported ρ=7.16
g/cm3 for the bulk WO3 [12]. This implies that the deposited
aWO3.00 thin-ﬁlms have porosity of ≈0.26. Calculated ρ values
of aWOy [2.00≤y≤2.93] ﬁlms increase at lower stoichiometries,
being close to those measured for their crystalline counterparts.
As-deposited aWO2.00 has ρ comparable with reported ρ=10.8
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Figure 2.8: (a) Experimental
RBS spectra [black data] for
deposited aWO3.00 ﬁlms and
its spectral-ﬁtting [red data].
Insets display the measured
RBS spectra and their ﬁtting
for some sub-stoichiometries
of aWOy ﬁlms at the shown
levels of oxygen deﬁciency y.
(b) Measured RBS data [black
spectrum] for the aTiO2 thinﬁlm oxides and best spectralﬁtting [red spectra].
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g/cm3 for bulk WO2 [13]. For aTiOy thin-ﬁlm oxides the ρ
lies in the range reported for bulk TiO2 , which corresponds to
ρ=4.24 g/cm3 for rutile and ρ=3.83 g/cm3 for anatase [14].

Table 2.1: Data of O2 /Ar ﬂow
ratios, atomic concentrations
for O, W and Ti species, O/W
O/Ti ratios and densities ρ as
determined by RBS spectral
ﬁtting analysis for aWOy and
aTiOy thin-ﬁlms oxides.

Flow Ratio

Parameters Determined by Analyses of RBS Spectral Fitting

O2 /Ar (%)

O (%)

W (%)

O/W (±0.04)

ρ† (g/cm3 )

MS‡

44
36
16
14
12
10
6
4

75.08
74.58
73.94
73.18
72.09
70.96
69.93
66.81

24.92
25.42
26.06
26.82
27.99
29.04
30.07
33.17

3.00
2.93
2.84
2.73
2.57
2.44
2.33
2.00

5.27
5.48
5.72
6.68
7.34
8.52
9.86
10.76

aWO3.00
aWO2.93
aWO2.84
aWO2.73
aWO2.57
aWO2.44
aWO2.33
aWO2.00

Flow Ratio

Parameters Determined by Analyses of RBS Spectral Fitting

O2 /Ar (%)

O (%)

Ti (%)

O/Ti (±0.04)

ρ† (g/cm3 )

MS‡

0.025
0.020
0.016
0.010

75.08
74.58
73.94
73.18

24.92
25.42
26.06
26.82

3.00
2.93
2.84
2.73

3.82
4.02
4.15
4.22

aTiO2.00
aTiO1.87
aTiO1.78
aTiO1.68

†
‡

2.5

Figure 2.9: Conﬁguration for
SEM experiments.

MN

Densities ρ were calculated from Equation (2.2) by ρ = nN Sδ .
A
MS is the mean stoichiometry obtained from the RBS analyses.

Scanning electron microscopy

Scanning electron microscopy SEM, was used in morphological
characterization, which provides high resolution of the surface
morphology due to the short electron wavelength [10]. In SEM,
electrons impinge on the surface of a sample, while the signal
of backscattered and secondary electrons is recorded. Scanning
sample’s surface area gives structural information revealed by
an intensity map of recorded signals. The signal of secondary
electron gives information about topological contrast, while the
signal of backscatter electron provides compositional contrast.
SEM measurements are performed in vacuum, where electrons
are accelerated by an applied voltage. When primary electrons
impinge on sample’s surface they are backscattered elastically
and detected by a backscatter electron detector [BSE]. Electrons
undergoing inelastic scattering release electrons by ionization,
and the generated secondary electrons are detected by InLens
sensor ﬁxed above the objective lens directly in the beam path
[Figure 2.9]. Electrostatic attraction from the positive potential
in the SE detector —mounted on the wall of the specimen chamber—
also collects secondary electrons, minimizing the shadows in
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the image due to the detection of electrons from hidden spots
on the surface. SEM image can determine surface morphology,
porosity and grain characteristics. Samples for SEM analyses,
however, have to be conducting; otherwise they will be charged
and could produce distorted images. Non-conductive samples
are in general coated with an electrically conductive thin layer
—usually a thin layer of gold [Au] or palladium [Pd]— [10].

2.5.1

Morphology of aWOy and aTiOy ﬁlms by SEM

Surface morphological characterization of as-deposited aWOy
and aTiOy thin-ﬁlm oxides were performed by SEM, using a
LEO 1550 FEG Gemini instrument with an acceleration voltage
of 5-15 kV. The aWOy and aTiOy ﬁlms were coated with an
electrically conductive Pd thin layer. The secondary electron
signals were collected at the maximum magniﬁcation of 3000×.
Figure 2.10 and Figure 2.11 show illustrative results of surface
morphology as measured by SEM microscopy for as-deposited
aWOy [y=2.0; 3.0] and aTiOy [y=1.68; 2.0] thin-ﬁlm oxides. The
SEM micrographs display smooth surfaces characterized by a
ﬂat topography and granular traits into a porous-like structure.
Nanofeatures on the scale ≈5 nm and crack patterns with linear
extents of ≈140 nm in a porous structure are noted. Variations
in the particle size and granular/porous features were slightly
dependent on the O2 /Ar ﬂow ratios, therefore, similar surface
morphologies were observed for the sub-stoichiometric aWOy
[2.33≤y≤2.93] and aTiOy [1.78≤y≤1.87] thin-ﬁlm oxides.

2.6

Figure 2.10: SEM images for
aWOy [y=2.0; 3.0] thin-ﬁlms.

Figure 2.11: SEM images for
aTiOy [y=1.68; 2.0] thin-ﬁlms.

Atomic force microscopy

Atomic force microscopy [AFM] is a useful technique to assess
the surface roughness features,7 and grain size [10]. In AFM,
a sharp tip set at the free end of a cantilever, scans the sample
surface. The force acting between the tip and the surface causes
the cantilever to bend or be deﬂected when the tip approaches
the surface while a laser records the cantilever position. A laser
beam bounces back from the cantilever to a position sensitive
photodetector. As the tip scans the material surface, iterations
of positions of the laser beam on the detector create the image
[Figure 2.12]. For measurement of AFM in contact mode, the tip
scans over the surface topography while a feedback mechanism
adjust the cantilever-to-sample distance to maintain a constant

7
Higher surface roughnesses
leads to larger surface areas,
which enhance adsorption of
molecular/ionic species, and
inﬂuence optical properties.
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8
AFM in tap-mode provides
less information about the
irregularities on the surface
compared with the contact
mode

Figure 2.12: Representation
of AFM measurement in the
contact and tapping modes.

Figure 2.13: AFM images for
aWOy [y=2.0; 3.0] and aTiOy
[y=1.68; 2.0] thin-ﬁlms.

force between the tip and the sample. For AFM in tapping mode,
the tip vibrates at a high frequency over the surface. A constant
interatomic force between the atoms on the scanner tip and the
surface is maintained in order to scan the surface8 .

2.6.1

Morphology of aWOy and aTiOy ﬁlms by AFM

Supplementary analysis about the surface nanotopography of
the as-deposited aWOy and aTiOy thin-ﬁlm oxides was done by
AFM using a AU04-AFM PSIA XE150 instrument with an etchcantilever and tip radius 10 nm, 35○ apex angle, at a constant
force of ≈10−7 N. Areas of ≈1000 nm2 were scanned, and the
root-mean-square roughness Rrms was evaluated over this area.
The AFM micrographs in Figure 2.13 show that the aWO3.00
and aTiO2.00 ﬁlms yield a much smoother surface with a root
mean square roughness of R RMS =1.66 nm and R RMS =1.98 nm
respectively. Distribution of particle sizes were found to be in
the ranges ≈10-40 nm and ≈10-60 nm. Pore distribution were in
the range ≈10-30 nm and ≈10-50 nm, respectively. In aWO2.00
and aTiO1.68 ﬁlms the morphology shows slight increases in
the particle size and deep-cracks with a gradual vanishing of
the granular properties and formation of larger nanostructures.
This suggests surface densiﬁcation at low stoichiometry. The
particle size increases to the range ≈10-80 nm, while the pore
sizes increases slightly to ≈10-70 nm.
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Electrochemical measurements

Intercalation of Li+ -ions along with charge-balancing electrons
into the as-deposited aWOy ; aTiOy thin-ﬁlms were carried out
using electrochemistry. The aWOy ; aTiOy ﬁlms on unheated
glass substrates pre-coated with In2 O3 :Sn [ITO] layers were set
as working electrode [WE] and pure metallic Li-foils were used
as counter [CE] and reference [RE] electrodes. Measurements
were carried out in a glove box ﬁlled with Ar gas, and H2 O<4
ppm. Electrochemical measurements were performed using an
ECO CHEMIE Autolab/GPES interface using a three-electrode
electrochemical cell containing 1Molar LiClO4 -C4 H6 O3 [Figure
2.14]. The Li+ -ion-e− -intercalation was carried out using cyclic
voltammetry CV at a scan rate of 10 mV/s in the voltage range
2-4 V vs. Li/Li+ for aWOy ﬁlms, and in the range 1.0-3.2 V vs.
Li/Li+ for aTiOy ﬁlms —reversible range—. The electrochemical
reactions can be schematically represented according to
WOy + xLi+ + xe− ←→ Lix WOy ,

(2.3)

TiOy + xLi+ + xe− ←→ Lix TiOy ,

(2.4)

for aWOy and aTiOy , respectively. The atomic insertion Li+ /W
and Li+ /Ti ratios x, were calculated according to9
x=

Q Li+ M
,
AδeρNA

(2.5)

by stopping CV scans at exact values of inserted charge Q Li+
at the 10th intercalation cycle. In this study, aLix WOy samples
with x≈0.04; 0.15; 0.27, and aLix TiOy samples with x≈0.12; 0.25;
0.34, were prepared. The uncertainties in the insertion Li+ /W
and Li+ /Ti ratios x were estimated to be of about ±0.03.

M: molar mass of a
formula unit
A:surface area
δ: thickness
e: elementary charge
ρ: density
NA : Avogadro’s constant.
9

Figure 2.14: Three-electrode
electrochemical cell used to
carry out cyclic voltammetry.

2.8

Ex-situ optical characterization

̵
Optical measurement of normal-incident Transmittance T(hω),
̵ spectra were carried out on
and near-normal Reﬂectance R(hω)
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Figure 2.15: Spectrometer
and the operating principle
in UV-vis-NIR experiments.

Figure 2.16: Representation
of the port conﬁgurations in
the integrating sphere used
for spectrophotometry.

as-deposited aWOy ; aTiOy , and Li+ -ion-intercalated aLix WOy ;
aLix TiOy ﬁlms. Measurements were performed comprising the
ultraviolet-visible [UV/Vis] and near-infrared spectral range of
̵
300≤λ≤2500 nm [0.5≤hω≤4.13
eV], employing a Perkin-Elmer
Lambda 900 double-beam spectrophotometer equipped with a
BaSO4 -coated integrating sphere [Figure 2.15]. Measurements
of spectrophotometry were realized according to the schematic
conﬁgurations of the integrating sphere shown in Figure 2.16.
Reﬂectance standard was calibrated recording the signal of the
incident light on a spectralon BaSO4 -reference-plate ﬁxed at the
reﬂectance port R P . Total transmittance spectra for the signals
S1,tot , were recorded setting the BaSO4 -reference-plate at the R P
port, and thin-ﬁlms at the transmittance port TP , the specular
reﬂectance exit RSREP port was kept closed. For diffuse signals
S1,di f f , a black cone was placed on R P port, and the ﬁlms on TP
port, the RSREP port was kept closed. In all spectrophotometry
measurements, the reference entry port Rep was kept open, and
the reference exit port R EP was kept closed. The specular Tspec ,
diffuse Tdi f f and total the Ttot transmittance spectra were then
calculated according to
Tspec = S1,tot − S1,di f f ,

(2.6a)

Tdi f f = S1,di f f ⋅ R BaSO4 ,

(2.6b)

Ttot = Tspec + Tdi f f .

(2.6c)

For total reﬂectance measurements of the signals S2,tot , the ﬁlm
was set at the R P port, TP port was kept open, and the RSREP
port was kept closed. For diffuse signals S2,di f f , the ﬁlm was
set at R P while TP ; RSREP ports were kept open. A black cone
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behind the sample in all reﬂectance measurements was used.
The specular Rspec , diffuse Rdi f f , and the total Rtot reﬂectance
spectra were calculated according to
Rspec = (S2,tot − S2,di f f ) ⋅ 0.96,
Rdi f f = S2,di f f ⋅ R BaSO4 ,
Rtot = Rspec + Rdi f f .

(2.7a)
(2.7b)
(2.7c)

The factor 0.96 corrects for the integrating sphere geometry.

2.8.1

Optical properties of aWOy and aTiOy thin-ﬁlms

Figures 2.17(a)-(d) display ex-situ measurements of the normal̵
incident transmittance T(hω)
and the near-normal reﬂectance
̵
R(hω) optical spectra into the Ultraviolet-Visible-Near-Infrared
̵
spectral range of 0.5≤hω≤4.13
eV, for all the as-deposited aWOy
[2≤y≤3] and aTiOy [1.68≤y≤2] thin-ﬁlm oxides. The oscillatory
̵
̵
behaviour observed in the T(hω)
spectra for energies hω≤3.2
eV is because the optical interference, which vanishes as strong
absorption appears in the ﬁlms. The steep decreasing unveiled
̵ spectra for energies hω>3.2
̵
by the T(hω)
eV, is associated with
the optical band gap. Stoichiometric as-deposited aWO3.00 and
̵
aTiO2.00 ﬁlms show high-transparency and display T(hω)≈80%
̵
[aWO3.00 ] and T(hω)≈78% [aTiO2.00 ] at mid-visible wavelength
̵
[T(hω)≈2.25
eV]. However, as-deposited oxygen deﬁcient aWOy
[2.57≤y≤2.93], aTiOy [1.68≤y≤1.87] ﬁlms become more optically
absorbing as the oxygen deﬁciency level y increases. The mid̵ spectra decreases to ≈60, ≈44, ≈30, ≈22% for aWOy
visible T(hω)
̵ decreases to ≈51,
[y=2.93, 2.84, 2.73, 2.57] ﬁlms. Similarly, T(hω)
≈43, ≈34% for aTiOy [y=1.87, 1.78, 1.68] ﬁlms. All those ﬁlms
shows a pronounced optical absorption band with a minimum
̵
centred at about hω≈1.3-1.5
eV. Higher oxygen deﬁcient aWOy
[2.00≤y≤2.44] ﬁlms are optically absorbing in the entire spectral
̵
range measured. It is also perceived that although the R(hω)
spectra are affected to a lesser extent by the oxygen deﬁciency
y, the interference fringes tend to be suppressed as y increases.
These results indicate that increases in the oxygen deﬁciency
y, induces analogous optical absorption phenomena in both
aWOy and aTiOy thin-ﬁlm oxides, which is dependent on the
̵ and R(hω)
̵ optical
y levels and manifested in analogous T(hω)
absorption spectra.
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Figure 2.17: The measured
̵
ex-situ normal-incident T(hω)
̵
and the near-normal R(hω)
of (a)-(b) as-deposited aWOy
[2≤y≤3], (c)-(d) as-deposited
aTiOy [1.68≤y≤2] thin-ﬁlms.

2.9

In-situ optical characterization

Further optical characterization of transmittance T(λ) spectra
was carried out in-situ to assess the optical modulation during
cyclic Li+ -ion-e− pairs charge intercalation and deintercalation
processes in the aLix WOy and aLix TiOy thin-ﬁlms. This results
in the switchable dynamical modulation of transmittance from
optically non-absorbing —bleached— to absorbing —dark-blue—
coloured-state giving rise to the electrochromic effect observed
in transition metal oxides ﬁlms. In-situ optical measurements
were carried out in a glove box ﬁlled with Ar gas using a ﬁbre
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optic spectrophotometer Ocean-optics. The electrochemical cell
was situated between a tungsten halogen lamp and an optical
detector [Figure 2.14]. The reference transmittance was taken
as the cell containing the liquid electrolyte —1 Molar LiClO4 C4 H6 O3 —. Measurements of the transmittance spectra were
carried out as a function of the wavelength λ in the UV/Vis
380≤λ≤800 nm range and, as a function of time at λ=550 nm.

2.9.1

Optical modulation in aLix WOy ; aLix TiOy ﬁlms

Figure 2.18 displays in-situ measurements of transmittance
T(λ) spectra in the visible range of 340≤λ≤810 nm, together
with the optical transmittance modulation as a function of time
at λ=550 nm, and cyclic voltammograms CV for Li+ -ion-e−
intercalated aWOy [y=3.00, 2.84, 2.57] thin-ﬁlm oxides. Those
electrochemical measurements were carried out according with
the procedures described in Section 2.7 and Section 2.9. The
T(λ) spectra are shown for as-deposited aWOy ﬁlms and for
such ﬁlms intercalated to their maximum coloration states. It

Figure 2.18: left column: insitu
transmittance T(λ) spectra at
the 10th cycle. center column:
transmittance modulation at
λ=550 nm at the 10th cycle,
and cyclic voltammograms of
Li-intercalated aLix WOy thin
ﬁlms at the right column. y=3
[upper row], y=2.84 [center
row] and y=2.57 [lower row]
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Figure 2.19: Left panel: in-situ
transmittance T(λ) spectra at
the 10th cycle. center panel:
transmittance modulation at
λ=550 nm at the 10th cycle,
and cyclic voltammograms of
Li-intercalated aLix TiOy thin
ﬁlms at the right. y=2 [upper
row], y=1.87 [lower row]

is observed that additionally to the optical absorption induced
by oxygen deﬁciency, further Li+ -ion-e− intercalation results in
even more pronounced optical absorption phenomena. The Li+
ion-e− intercalation in aWOy [2.57≤y≤3.00] ﬁlms results in the
characteristic optical modulation observed in electrochromic
oxides, which yield dark-blue-like coloured ﬁlms. Li+ -ion-e−
deintercalation shows that such optical modulation exhibits
switchable properties, and thus the optical transmittance at
λ=550 nm can be modulated between ≈10-85% [in aWO3.00 ],
≈10-68% [in aWO2.84 ] and ≈10-44% [in aWO2.57 ], respectively.
Particularly, lower oxygen deﬁcient aWOy ﬁlms display good
coloration efﬁciency and reversibility between their original
[transparent or clear-blue] states and those dark-blue-coloured
states reached upon Li+ -ion-e− intercalation. Analogous results
were obtained for Li+ -ion-e− intercalated aTiOy [y=2.00, 1.87]
thin-ﬁlm oxides as displayed in Figure 2.19. Those ﬁlms also
display high optical modulation and reversibility. The optical
transmittance at λ=550 nm can be modulated between ≈40-90%
[in aTiO2.00 ] and ≈16-67% [aTiO1.87 ], respectively. One can also
observe that the optical transmittance in sub-stoichiometric
thin-ﬁlm oxides in the bleached state increases above the initial
value, which indicates that progressive oxidation of those ﬁlm
takes place into the electrolyte. Analogously, there is a small
progressive increase in the optical transmittance in the dark
state with cycle number, which is due to the degradation of
those thin-ﬁlm oxides. It should be noted, however, that those
optical properties are strongly dependent on the properties of
the as-deposited aWOy and aTiOy thin-ﬁlms. Films deposited
at low O2 /Ar ﬂow ratios yield different surface morphologies,
which in their turn inﬂuence the Li+ -ion-e− intercalation and
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diffusion processes. Thus, the fraction of intercalated Li+ -ions
changes among the ﬁlms. Those effects were clearly observed
in higher oxygen deﬁcient aWOy [2.00≤y≤2.44] ﬁlms, which did
not exhibit notable variation in their optical properties upon
Li+ -ion-e− pairs of charge intercalation. For additional details,
a discussion about the optical modulation and electrochromic
properties of Li+ -intercalated amorphous tungsten [aWO3−y ]
and titanium [aTiO2−y ] thin ﬁlm oxides is given in the papers
III, IV and V appended to this thesis.
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Dielectric model
In this study the optical properties of the as-deposited aWOy
and aTiOy thin-ﬁlms and for such ﬁlms after Li+ -ion-e− charge
intercalation, i.e. for aLix WOy ; aLix TiOy ﬁlms are expressed in
2
̵
terms of the complex dielectric function ε(hω)=[n
− k2 ]+i2nk
̵ for the collective system given
[15].1 In order to calculate ε(hω)
by —glass/ITO/Lix WOy ;Lix TiOy —, the complex refractive index
̃
n≡n+ik for the bare-glass substrate and the ITO layer, denoted
̃
n ITO ≡n ITO +ik ITO , respectively, were estimated
n g ≡n g +ik g and ̃
in advance. The parameters n g , k g for the bare-glass substrate
̵
were calculated from its transmittance T(hω)
and reﬂectance
̵ spectra using analytic inversion [16,17]. Corresponding
R(hω)
data for n ITO , k ITO were calculated by accounting for optical
measurements on —glass/ITO— by an extended Drude model
with frequency-dependent damping to describe the intraband
transitions [18]. The band gap and interband transitions in ITO
were represented by Tauc-Lorentz [TL] and Lorentz-Oscillator
[LO] models [15,19–22]. Calculated optical constants of glass
substrate and the ITO layer were subsequently used to derive
̵ for the aWOy [aLix WOy ] and aTiOy [aLix TiOy ] thin-ﬁlm.
ε(hω)
A discussion of those models and methods is presented below.

3.1

n: refractive index
k: extinction coefﬁcient

1

Dielectric model for the bare glass substrate

According with the conﬁguration shown in Figure 3.1, the glass
substrate is located between air [air/glass/air], with a refractive
index n1 =n2 =1. Thus, the intensity reﬂectance at the interfaces
is the same and deﬁned by R̊. The interface transmittances can
be approximated by T1 =T2 ≡1- R̊, with R̊ deﬁned according to
R̊ =

(T 2 + 2) − (R − 1)2
2 (2 − R)


2
⎡ 2
⎢ (T + 2) − (R − 1)2 ⎤
R
⎥
⎢
⎥ −
−
.
⎢
⎥
2
(2
−
R)
2
−
R
⎣
⎦

(3.1)

The optical constants, i.e., refractive index n g , and extinction
coefﬁcient k g can be straightforwardly calculated according to
the following mathematical relationships [17]
k=−

λ
R − R̊
ln [
]
4πδ
R̊T

⎡ 
2
⎢ 

1 + R̊ ⎢

1 − [ 1 − R̊ ] [1 + k2 ]
1
+
]⎢
n=[
⎢
1 − R̊ ⎢
1 + R̊
⎢
⎣

(3.2)
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

(3.3)

Figure 3.1: Transmission and
reﬂection of light for a glass
substrate located between air
[air/glass/air], with refractive
index n1 =n3 =1. The intensity
reﬂectance at the interfaces is
deﬁned by R̊.
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Figure 3.2: (a) The normalincident transmittance T(λ)
and near-normal reﬂectance
R(λ) for the glass substrate.
(b) The refractive index n g
and extinction coefﬁcient k g
for the glass substrate.

The complex refractive index ̃
n g ≡n g +ik g , for bare glass is then
̵
calculated from the normal-incident T(hω)
and near-normal
̵ spectra of the ≈1.12-mm-thick glass substrate displayed
R(hω)
in Figure 3.2(a) by simple analytical inversions by Equations
3.2-3.3 [16]. The calculated components n g , k g of the complex
refractive index ̃
n g ≡n g +ik g of the bare glass substrate are shown
in Figure 3.2(b). The n g component is approximately ≈1.6 while
the k g component is not signiﬁcantly different from zero in the
entire wavelength λ range.

3.2

me =9.109×10−28 g: mass of
the electron
e=1.6×10−19 C: charge of the
electron
2

Lorentz-Oscillator model

One of the theoretical optical models more commonly used to
deriving the optical properties of an optically isotropic material
[semiconductor or insulator], is the so-called Lorentz Oscillator
[LO] model, which is a classical approach to describe electric
polarization from the concept of bound charges. This approach
considers negative electrons bound to positively charge atomic
nucleus in an analogous way as two different masses are bound
by a spring. The position of the atomic nucleus is considered
to be ﬁxed since its mass is far larger than that of the electron.
The forces due to magnetic induction are negligible since the
electron speed is small compared with the speed of light. Then,
into the Newton’s second law the motion of an electron bound
to the atomic nucleus is described according to2
me

dr
d2 r
= −eE0 eiωt − me ω02 r − me Γd ,
dt
dt2

(3.4)

where r denotes the displacement of the center of charge of the
electron cloud with respect to the nucleus. The term E0 eiωt is
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the local electric ﬁeld acting on the electron as a driving force.
The term me ω02 r states that the electron moved by the electric
ﬁeld of light is restored according to a Hooke’s law force with
ω0 the oscillator resonance frequency. The term me Γd (dr/dt) is
a damping factor for the motion of the electron cloud, which
denotes an energy dissipation pathway caused by interactions
with neighbouring atoms [15]. Since electrons and the electric
ﬁeld oscillate at the same frequency iωt, then the solution to
Equation (3.4) can be expressed in the form r(t)=aeiωt and then;
dr/dt=iaωeiωt and d2 r/dt2 =−aω 2 eiωt . Thus, by substitution the
solution to Equation (3.4) is given by
a=−

1
eE0
.
me (ω02 − ω 2 ) + iωΓd

(3.5)

Considering that the electrons are uniformly distributed, that
is E=E0 eiωt , the complex dielectric function ε LO (ω) in the LO
model can be expressed according to3
ε LO (ω) = 1 +

e2 Ne
1
P
= 1+
.
ε0E
ε 0 me (ω02 − ω 2 ) + iωΓ LO

(3.6)

P=−eNe reiωt is the dielectric
polarization with Ne the
number of electrons per unit
volume
3

√
Deﬁning ω p = e2 Ne /ε 0 me ≡plasma frequency, and multiplying
both the numerator and the denominator of Equation (3.6) by
(ω02 − ω 2 − iωΓ LO ), the real ε LO1 (ω) and imaginary ε LO2 (ω)
components of ε LO (ω), can be expressed according to [23]
ε LO1 (ω) = 1 +

ω 2p (ω02 − ω 2 )
2

(ω02 − ω 2 ) + ω 2 Γ2LO

; ε LO2 (ω) =

ω 2p ωΓ LO
2

(ω02 − ω 2 ) + ω 2 Γ2LO

,

(3.7)

ε LO2 (ω) exhibits a maximum at ω0 , which corresponds to the
resonance frequency of the oscillator, and the half width of the
ε LO2 (ω) peak corresponds to Γ LO as shown in Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: The Real ε LO1 (ω),
and the Imaginary ε LO2 (ω),
components of the complex
dielectric function ε LO (ω) in
the LO model. ω0 indicates
the resonance frequency of
the oscillator and Γ is the half
width of the ε 2 (ω) peak.
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4
The parameter A j denotes
the oscillator strength, which
is a measure of the relative
probability of a quantum
mechanical transition.

Considering classically more than one electron per atom, the
total ε LO (ω) is the sum of the density of the j electrons bound
with resonance frequencies ω0,j , thus, the LO model is usually
̵ according to4
expressed in terms of the photon energy hω
Aj
̵
ε LO (hω)
= 1+∑ ̵
.
̵
̵
2
2
j (hω0,j ) − (hω) + i hωΓ LO j

(3.8)

The analogous quantum-mechanical expression for j oscillators
in the LO model is deﬁned according to
̵
A j hω
0,j
̵
ε LO (hω)
= 1+∑ ̵
,
̵ 2 ̵
2
j (hω0,j ) − (hω) + i hωΓ LO j

(3.9)

̵ 0,j denotes the resonance energy of bound
In Equation (3.8), hω
̵ 0,j denotes the transition energy
electrons. In Equation (3.9), hω
of an electron between two atomic states [23].

3.3

̵ g : Tauc gap
hω
̵ − hω
̵ g ): Heaviside
Θ(hω
function
̵ hω
̵ g )=1 for hω≥
̵ hω
̵ g
Θ(hω̵ hω
̵ g )=0 for hω<
̵ hω
̵ g
Θ(hω5

A TL : amplitude of the
̵
ε TL2 (hω)
peak
BTL : broadening of the
̵
ε TL2 (hω)
peak
̵ 0 : resonance energy for
hω
the Lorentz Oscillator, which
determines the peak position
̵
of ε TL2 (hω)
6

7
ε 1 (∞): high-frequency
̵
contribution to ε TL1 (hω)

Tauc-Lorentz model

The Tauc-Lorentz [TL] model allows obtaining the dielectric
function of amorphous materials such as semiconductors and
transparent conductive oxides near the band-edge region. In
̵
this model the imaginary component ε T2 (hω),
of the complex
̵
dielectric function ε T (hω) deﬁned by the single Tauc model is5
2
̵
̵
̵
̵ − hω
̵ g ) (hω − hω g ) .
ε T2 (hω)
= A T Θ(hω
̵ 2
(hω)

(3.10)

̵ and ε LO (hω)
̵ [Equation (3.9)] the resulting
Multiplying ε T2 (hω)
̵
imaginary part, ε TL2 (hω), of the complex dielectric function
̵
in the Tauc-Lorentz [TL] model for a single transition
ε TL (hω)
[23], is expressed according to6
̵
ε TL2 (hω)
=

̵ 0 (hω
̵ − hω
̵ g )2 Θ(hω
̵ − hω
̵ g)
A TL BTL hω
.
̵
2
̵
̵
̵
2
2
2
2
hω
[(hω) −(hω0 ) ] +(hω) BTL

(3.11)

A key property of the TL [Equation (3.11)], and LO [Equation
̵
(3.9)] models is that the relationship between the real ε TL1 (hω)
̵
̵
and imaginary ε TL2 (hω) components of ε TL (hω) satisfy the
Kramers-Kronig relations [15], deﬁned by the integration7
∞ ξε
2
TL2 (ξ)
̵
ε TL1 (hω)
= ε 1 (∞) + P ∫
̵ 2 dξ,
π
0
ξ 2 − (hω)

̵
ε TL2 (hω)
=−

̵
∞ ε
2hω
TL1 (ξ) − 1
P∫
̵ 2 dξ,
π
0
ξ 2 − (hω)

(3.12)

(3.13)
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where P gives the principal value of the integral according to
P∫

0

∞

dξ = lim [∫
δ→0

0

̵
hξ−δ

dξ + ∫̵

∞

hξ+δ

dξ] .

(3.14)

̵
The integral for the real component ε TL1 (hω)
of the TL model
can be performed analytically and is given by [24]
⎡ ̵
̵ g )2 + α hω
̵ g⎤
⎥
⎢ (hω0 )2 + (hω
A TL BTL aln
⎢
⎥
ln
⎢
̵
̵
̵
̵
2
2
4
2αhω0 ⎢ (hω0 ) + (hω g ) − α hω g ⎥
πξ
⎥
⎦
⎣
̵
̵
2hω g + α
A TL atan
−1 2hω g + α
−1
− 4 ̵
[π − tan (
) + tan (−
)]
BTL
BTL
πξ hω0
⎡
2
2 ⎤
̵
̵
⎥
2A hω
̵ 2 − γ2 ) ⎢
̵ g ((hω)
⎢π + 2tan−1 ⎛ 2γ − (hω g ) ⎞⎥
+ TL4 0 hω
⎢
αBTL
πξ α
⎝
⎠⎥
⎢
⎥
⎣
⎦
2
2
̵
̵
̵
̵
̵ 0 (hω) + (hω g )
∣hω − hω g ∣
A TL BTL hω
−
ln ( ̵
̵ g
̵ g )
hω
hω + hω
πξ 4

̵
ε TL1 (hω)
= ε 1 (∞) +

⎡
⎤
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
̵ − hω
̵ g ∣(hω
̵ − hω
̵ g)
̵ 0
∣
hω
2A TL BTL hω
⎢
⎥
̵
⎥,
+
hω g ln ⎢ √
4
⎢
⎥
πξ
2
⎢ [(hω
2
̵ g )2 ] + (hω
̵ g )2 B ⎥
̵ 0 )2 + (hω
⎢
⎥
TL
⎣
⎦
(3.15)

where8

8

̵ g )2 − (hω
̵ 0 )2 ] (hω)
̵ 2 + (hω
̵ g )2 B2 − (hω
̵ 0 )2 [(hω
̵ 0 )2 − 3(hω
̵ g )2 ] ,
aln = [(hω
TL
̵ 2 − (hω
̵ 0 )2 ] [(hω
̵ 0 )2 − (hω
̵ g )2 ] + (hω
̵ g )2 B2 ,
atan = [(hω)
TL

̵ 2 − γ2 ]2 +
ξ 4 = [(hω)
√
γ=

2
(̵
hω0 )2 −BTL

2
αBTL
4

2
√
̵ 0 )2 − B2
α = 4(hω
TL

(3.16)

̵
̵ hω
̵ g , and
In the parameterized TL model ε TL2 (hω)=0
for hω<
3
̵
̵
̵
ε TL2 (hω)→0 as 1/(hω) as (hω)→∞ [24], as is schematized in
Figure 3.4. The TL model for amorphous materials describes
interband transitions, but it does not provide information on
effects associated with free carrier and lattice absorption, which
also contribute to the optical absorption below the band-edge.
Figure 3.4: The Real ε TL1 (ω)
and the Imaginary ε TL2 (ω)
components for the complex
dielectric function ε TL (ω),
calculated into the TL model.
̵ 0 denotes the resonance
hω
̵ g is the
energy for the LO, hω
Tauc gap and ε 1 (∞) is the
high-frequency contribution
̵
to ε 1 (hω).
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3.4

9
ε 1 (∞): high-frequency
̵
contribution to ε D (hω)
−1 : damping constant
Γ D =τSC
τSC : relaxation time
governing the relaxation of
the system to equilibrium
ω P : plasma frequency
indicating the free electron
density

Extended Drude model

Parameterized dielectric functions based in the Drude model
have been extensively applied to describe optical absorption
due to free electrons [metals] or free carriers [semiconductors].
In this approach the metal is considered as a free electron gas
oscillating in the electromagnetic ﬁeld, which is electrically
equilibrated by a background of positive charged nuclei [15].
The Drude model can be derived directly from the LO model
as deﬁned in Equation (3.6) by allowing all electrons to move
freely throughout the system. This can be straightforwardly
accomplished by setting the restoring force representing the
electron-nucleus bonding equal to zero, that is setting ωn =0 for
all n. Thus, considering that the free electrons are uniformly
distributed, that is E=E0 eiωt , the complex dielectric function
̵
ε D (hω)
in the Drude model [23], is given by9
⎤
⎡
ω2
⎢
⎥
⎥.
ε D (ω) = ε ∞ ⎢1 − 2 P
⎢
ω + iωΓ D ⎥
⎣
⎦

(3.17)

The real ε D1 (ω) and imaginary ε D2 (ω) components of ε D (ω)
are deﬁned according to
ε D1 (ω) = ε ∞ −

ω 2P
ω 2P Γ D
;
ε
(ω)
=
.
D2
ω 2 + Γ2D
ω (ω 2 + Γ2D )

(3.18)

When the Γ D of the free carriers exhibits a dependence with
ω, as in the case of scattering due to charged impurities, the
Drude model as deﬁned in Equations (3.18), must be extended
to the Drude model with frequency-dependent damping. This
model takes into account the smoothly decreasing dependence
of Γ D with the frequency of the incident light from a constant
at low-frequencies to another constant at high-frequency, the
transition region is established by a crossover frequency and
a width. Thus, the extended Drude model consider a Γ D (ω)
mathematically deﬁned according to
Γ D (ω) = Γ L −

ω − ΩΓD
(Γ L − Γ H )
π
)+ ],
[arctan (
π
ΓΓD
2

(3.19)

where Γ L and Γ H denote the low [ω=0] and high-frequency
[ω=∞] damping factors, respectively. The parameter ΩΓD is
the crossover frequency at the center of the transition region,
and ΓΓD is the width of such transition region [25].
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Dielectric model for the ITO layer

The complex refractive index ̃
n ITO ≡n ITO +ik ITO , for the ≈50-nm̵
thick ITO layer was calculated from the normal-incident T(hω)
̵
and near-normal R(hω) spectra measured on the [glass/ITO]
system displayed in Figure 3.5(a). The optical constants of the
bare glass substrate n g and k g were used in order to derive
the corresponding components n ITO and k ITO of the complex
refractive index ̃
n ITO ≡n ITO +ik ITO . The extended Drude model
with frequency-dependent damping as deﬁned in Equations
(3.18)-(3.19) was used in describing intraband transitions. The
band gap and interband transitions were characterized by the
TL [Equation (3.11) in Section 3.3] and three LO [Equation (3.9)
in Section 3.2] models, respectively. The calculated components
n ITO and k ITO of the complex refractive index ̃
n ITO ≡n ITO +ik ITO
of the ITO layer are shown in Figure (3.5). The optical constants
are in excellent agreement with experimental data for optical
constants of ITO layers previously reported in literature [26].

Figure 3.5: (a) The normalincident transmittance T(λ)
and near-normal reﬂectance
R(λ) for glass/ITO system.
(b) The refractive index n ITO
and the extinction coefﬁcient
k ITO for the ITO layer.

4
Dielectric model: aWOy ; aTiOy
̵
This chapter brieﬂy reports the calculation of the real ε 1 (hω)
̵
components of the complex dielectric
and imaginary ε 2 (hω)
̵
̵
̵
function ε(hω)≡ε 1 (hω)+iε 2 (hω)
of aLix WOy and aLix TiOy thin
̵
ﬁlm oxides. The ex-situ normal-incident transmittance T(hω),
̵
and near-normal reﬂectance R(hω) spectra in the UV-vis-NIR
̵
spectral range of 0.5≤hω≤4.13
eV, were numerically inverted by
dispersive methods using a superposition of the LO and TL
models outlined in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. The parameterized TL
model was applied to describe the steep decrease exhibited in
̵ spectra for energies hω>3.35
̵
the T(hω)
eV, which is associated
with band gap transitions. The low energy optical absorption
bands, which are induced by oxygen deﬁciency and Li+ -ion
insertion, were modelled using two Lorentzian LO1 and LO2
̵ c1 ≈0.8-1.3 eV [LO1 ], and at
line shape-functions located at hω
̵
̵ c2 ≈1.9-2.2 eV [LO2 ], respectively. The experimental T(hω)
hω
̵
and R(hω) spectra and the ﬁlm thickness δ were used as input
data for ﬁtting to the TL and LO line-shape models. Deﬁnition
of optical parameters, parameterized dielectric functions and
layer designs were implemented using the simulation software
SCOUT for optical analysis of multi-layered ﬁlms [27].
Figures 4.1(a)-(d) show representative results of the spectral
ﬁtting of the TL+LO models [white lines], to the experimental
̵ and R(hω)
̵ optical spectra for aLix WOy [y=3.00, 2.84] and
T(hω)
aLix TiOy [y=2.00, 1.78] thin-ﬁlm oxides [thick lines]. Similar
results were obtained for non-stoichiometric as-deposited and
Li+ -ion-e− intercalated aLix WOy [2.73≤y≤3.00; 0≤x≤0.27], and
aLix TiOy [1.68≤y≤2.00; 0≤x≤0.34] thin-ﬁlm oxides, as described
in the papers III and IV appended to this thesis. Those papers
provide detailed studies about optical absorption in oxygen
deﬁcient and lithium ion intercalated amorphous tungsten and
titanium oxide ﬁlms. From the results in Figures 4.1(a)-(d) it is
noted that the measured and calculated optical spectra exhibit
an excellent agreement. The superposition of the TL [Equation
(3.11)] and the LO [Equation (3.9)] models suitably reproduce
the interference fringes revealed in the oscillatory behavior of
̵
̵
the T(hω)
and R(hω)
optical spectra for as-deposited and Li+
intercalated thin-ﬁlm oxides.
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Figure 4.1: Spectral ﬁtting of
the TL and LO models [thin
lines], to the experimental
̵
̵
T(hω)
and R(hω)
spectra for
aLix WOy [y=3.00, 2.84] and
aLix TiOy [y=2.00, 1.78] ﬁlms.

Fitting parameters for the TL and LO models as a function
of the intercalation ratio x are given in Figures 4.2(a)-(d) for
aLix WOy [y=3.00, 2.84] and in Figures 4.2(e)-(h) for aLix TiOy
[y=2.00, 1.78] thin-ﬁlm oxides, respectively. The parameters as
̵ c
were deﬁned in Equation (3.11) and Equation (3.9) are: hω
̵
and hω g denote the resonance energy of the Lorentz Oscillator
and the Tauc gap, respectively, whilst A TL and BTL denote the
̵
The parameters β and
amplitude and broadening of ε TL2 (hω).
γ denote amplitude and broadening for the LO. In the ﬁttings
the magnitude of ε ∞ consistently lays in the range 1.2-2.4. One
of the main observations regards to the widening of the Tauc

Dielectric model: aWOy ; aTiOy

̵ g of about ≈0.1-0.25 eV as the insertion ratio x increases.
gap hω
̵ c , A TL , BTL , of the order of ≈0.4-0.8 eV,
Small variations in hω
were also found upon Li+ -ion-intercalation. The amplitude γ1,2
and broadening β 1,2 inherent in the LO1 and LO2 models, with
̵ c around ≈0.8-1.3 eV [LO1 ] and ≈1.9resonance frequencies hω
2.2 eV [LO2 ], increase as the level of oxygen deﬁciency y and
lithiation x increase. This effect is most marked for γ2 .
From spectral ﬁtting through the TL and LO models to
̵
̵
̵
the experimental T(hω)
and R(hω)
spectra, the real ε 1 (hω)
̵
and imaginary ε 2 (hω)
components of the complex dielectric
̵
̵
̵
function ε(hω)≡ε 1 (hω)+iε 2 (hω),
were directly calculated by
Kramers-Kronig-consistent analysis. Figures 4.3(a)-(d) display
̵
̵
̵
and ε 2 (hω)
components of ε(hω)
for
the calculated ε 1 (hω)
aLix WOy [y=3.00, 2.84] and aLix TiOy [y=2.00, 1.78] thin-ﬁlm
oxides, respectively. For stoichiometric aWO3 and aTiO2 ﬁlms,
̵
component exhibits low dispersion at low energy,
the ε 1 (hω)
̵
but increases monotonically as the energy rises. Besides ε 2 (hω)
component is close to zero over most of the spectral range but
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Figure 4.2: TL and LO ﬁtting
parameters for the aLix WOy
[y=3.00, 2.84] and aLix TiOy
[y=2.00, 1.78] thin-ﬁlms.
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Figure 4.3: The Real ε 1 (ω)
and imaginary ε 2 (ω) parts
of ε(ω) for aLix WOy [y=3.00,
2.84], and aLix TiOy [y=2.00,
1.78] thin-ﬁlms calculated by
the superposition of the TL
and LO models.

rises at the highest energies approaching the optical band gap.
For as-deposited oxygen deﬁcient and Li+ -ion intercalated
aLix WOy [2.73≤y≤3.0; 0≤x≤0.27], and for aLix TiOy [1.68≤y≤2.0;
̵
0≤x≤0.34] thin-ﬁlm oxides, the ε 2 (hω)
component shows an
increased broad optical absorption band, which extend into the
visible and near-infra-red spectral range. The bands display a
peak maximum at ≈0.93-1.13 eV [aLix WO3.00 ], and at ≈1.25-1.3
eV [aLix TiO2.00 ]. The intensity of those absorption bands rises
̵
is
with the lithiation ratio x, whilst the maximum in ε 2 (hω)
red-shifted as the intercalation ratio x increases. For all those
̵
ﬁlms ε 2 (hω)
increases near the absorption onset, i.e., above the
optical band gap. In the following Chapter a small polaron
description to those optical absorption bands is presented.

5
Small polaron: optical absorption
An electron at a given state yields distortion of its surrounding
lattice, which can extend spatially over some interatomic sites,
or it can be conﬁned to the vicinity of the electron, depending
on the localization degree [28]. In amorphous solids disorder
can induce electron localization by itself, or together with local
displacements of the surrounding atoms into the structure [29],
and since electrons are immersed in a disordered environment
the formation of extended states becomes unlikely. Particularly,
strong electron-phonon interaction assists electron localization
and is also able to form self-trapped states, even in crystalline
materials [30]. Self-trapped electrons polarize the surrounding
“lattice” and destroys translational symmetry, thus, localization
of the wave function occurs at one or a few lattice sites, leading
to the formation of small polaron states [29]. Deformation of
the local-structure due to small polarons yields variations in
the interatomic distances of the ions as shown schematically in
Figure 5.1. In amorphous materials, in particular, those based
on transition metal oxides with two different charge valence
states, small polarons formation indisputably occur [28]. Thus,
formation of small polarons has been stated for many transition
metal oxides; among them some phases of WO3−y and TiO2−y
oxides [31,32]. Small bipolarons consist of two electrons bound
within their common self-trapping potential well together with
their local-lattice distortion; the repulsive Coulomb interaction
is over-compensated by local-lattice distortion associated with
strong electron-phonon coupling [29].
Figure 5.1: The small polaron
occurs when the electron is
trapped in a potential well
due to the displacements of
the surrounding ions.
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λ: inverse of an energy
β= k 1T

1

Optical absorption due to small polarons or bipolarons has
been studied in the basis of hopping mechanisms [29]. Upon
photon absorption, a self-trapped electron undergoes hopping
from its initial localized state to a localized state at an adjacent
site. The hopping energy from the initial site for small polaronbipolaron to other site depends on the local-atomic distortions
[30]. If the Franck-Condon principle is satisﬁed —excitation of
electrons occurs in a ﬁxed ionic conﬁguration— absorption spectra
arising from small polarons and bipolarons can be calculated
considering a nearly adiabatic process. Theoretical treatments
of the optical absorption due to small polarons are formally
developed for the real part of the high-frequency dependence
of the electrical conductivity, i.e., for the optical absorption.
The mathematical formalism is based on the Kubo formula and
λ-integration, which relates the conductivity σ(ω, T), to the
current-current correlation function as derived from a Holstein
Hamiltonian [39], according to1

B

jc =[ ie̵h ] HH : current operator
associated with a hopping
parameter HH

√
Δ=2 2EP Evib
EP =2Ea : polaron binding
energy
Ea the activation energy for
polaron hopping
Evib : vibrational energy
equals to ≈k B T at high
temperatures
k B =1.38×10−23 JK−1 is the
Boltzmann constant
T: temperature.
n0 : density of polarons
a0 : lattice constant
I: electronic overlap integral
2

3
The magnitude of the
constant C is governed by
site-saturation theory

σ(ω, T) = ∫

0

−∞

dte[i(ω−is)t] ∫

0

β

̵
dλ⟨jc (t − i hλ)j(0)⟩,

(5.1)

This approach makes necessary that electrons in one particular
small band be treated by the tight-binding approximation, and
neglects diagonal processes not involving phonon transitions.
This simpliﬁes the λ-integration deﬁned in Equation (5.1) such
that the optical absorption can be expressed according to2
σSP (ω, T) = σ(0, T)

with

̵2 2
̵
Δ2
4EP hω
− h ω2
Δ
]
e
,
sinh
[
̵
4EP hω
Δ2

√
2
π − 4EP
σ(0, T) = 16EP I2 n0 e2 a20 ̵ 3 e Δ2 ,
hΔ

(5.2)

(5.3)

̵
Analogously, the intensity of the optical absorption σSP (hω)
spectra due to small polarons can be calculated by considering
a parabolic-like distribution of the potential energy related to
the electron-lattice distortion system, as a function of the onedimensional lattice conﬁguration coordinate q, for a two-well
system, as shown in Figure 5.2(a). The intensity of the optical
absorption spectra due to small polarons can be calculated by
considering the transition of an electron from a potential well
centered at a given atomic site to another potential well at an
adjacent site [40,41]. The optical conductivity is then given by3
̵
hω #
2
(̵
hω−4E )2
̵2
1−e Evib $
− 16Ea E a
2 2 I
$
% πh
̵
vib .
σSP (hω) = Cn0 e a0 [ ̵ ]
e
̵
h
hω
16Ea Evib

(5.4)

Small polaron: optical absorption

The polaron at the lowest electronic state ψi in the left potential
well absorbs a photon through a vertical transition to a higher
un-deformed ψ f state in the right well, without any change in
the ionic conﬁguration. The difference in energy, ΔU=Uψ f -Uψi ,
between those electronic states, i.e., the photon energy required
to excite the small polaron state from the bottom of the well
̵
is hω=4E
a , which corresponds to the maximum of the optical
absorption spectra.4 Due to strong electron-lattice interaction,
√
the energy of the localized levels is broadened by ≈8 Ea Evib .
This analysis shows that for strong electron-phonon coupling
Ea >Evib the energy dependence of the optical absorption shows
̵
a slightly asymmetric Gaussian line-shape centred at hω=4E
a,
√
√
5
̵
and half-width of ≈8 Ea Evib ≈8 Ea hωlo /2 [Figure 5.2(b)]. The
phonon broadening of the local electronic energy levels yields
the width of the absorption bands. However, for weak electronphonon coupling, T=0 K, the optical absorption spectrum falls
monotonically as the energy increases [Figure 5.2(b)]. Since the
hopping transition is associated to the annihilation or creation
of optical phonons, a considerable broadening of such polaron
absorption band is expected [40,41].
Optical absorption due to small bipolarons considers that
the two electrons making up the small bipolaron are separated
one from another, and thus, while one electron remains at its
initial site, the second electron is transferred to an undeformed
neighboring site. The energy of the ﬁnal state is ≈8Ea , and the
peak in the optical absorption spectra locates at ≈8Ea -U [33].6
Therefore, optical absorption due to small bipolarons is similar
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Figure 5.2: (a) The parabolic
potential energy of polaron
for a one-dimensional lattice
conﬁguration coordinate q in
a two-well system. (b) Small
polaron optical absorption in
the weak and strong electronphonon coupling.

Ea : activation energy for
polaron hopping. The
difference in energy between
the bottom of the potential
wells and their intersection,
Figure 5.2(a)

4

At low temperatures,
̵ , the vibrational
T≪hω
lo
energy of the system is given
by the energy of the
longitudinal optical (lo)
̵ /2
phonons so that Evib ≈hω
lo

5

U: on-site Coulomb
repulsion energy

6
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to that due to single small polarons, but in the former case the
optical absorption spectrum is peaked at higher energy. Due to
the local character of small polaron and small bipolaron optical
absorption, in practice it is hard to distinguish between them.
Although different models have been proposed in order to ﬁt
the optical absorption spectra to the small polaron absorption
model, all of them yield similar mathematical expressions [34–
38]. In general, polaron states centered on different atomic sites
may have different ground state energies. The general concept
to compute polaron absorption, lies in the integration over the
density of states for simple two-site expressions. These models
yield an asymmetric line-shape function, which suitably ﬁt the
low energy part of the optical absorption spectra [35,37,38].

6
Small polaron: aWOy and aTiOy
In this study, the physical process giving rise to the optical
absorption observed in the as-deposited aWOy ; aTiOy and Li+ ion-e− intercalated aLix WOy ; aLix TiOy thin-ﬁlms, was ascribed
to electronic transitions between localized states situated on
adjacent W or Ti sites. In the amorphous thin-ﬁlm oxides, it is
expected that the charge carriers be embedded in a disordered
environment so that the formation of extended states becomes
unlikely. Particularly, disorder promotes electronic localization
by itself, or in conjunction with structural mechanisms such as
the local displacements of the surrounding atoms. The strong
electron-phonon interaction also leads to electron localization
in self-trapped states [29,33]. Those electrons can polarize the
surrounding lattice so that localization of the wave function
occurs at one or a few lattice sites, leading to the formation of
small polaron states [29,30].
Optical absorption due to small-polarons is usually ascribed
to self-trapped electrons undergoing hopping between adjacent
localized Wi and W j sites in Lix WOy [42], or similarly between
Tii and Ti j sites in Lix TiOy [43], according to
6+ ̵
6+
5+
4+ ̵
4+
3+
W5+
; Ti3+
i + W j + hω → Wi + W j
i + Ti j + hω → Tii + Ti j , (6.1)

and thus, optical absorption due to small polarons requires the
existence of low valence W5+ states in aLix [WOy ], or Ti3+ states
in aLix [TiOy ]. In stoichiometric aWO3 and aTiO2 oxides it is
expected that only W6+ or Ti4+ states exist. In oxygen deﬁcient
and lithiated aLix [WOy ] and aLix [TiOy ] oxides, however, there
must exist also low valence W5+ or Ti3+ states. Those states are
created by transfer of electrons localized at oxygen vacancies
Vo , or by charge-balancing electrons associated to the inserted
−
5+
4+ −
3+
Li+ -ions according to [W6+
i +e →W j ] and [Tii +e →Ti j ].
Optical properties of thin-ﬁlm oxides are strongly affected
by native defect-states created during the deposition processes.
Particularly, as-deposited stoichiometric aWO3 and aTiO2 ﬁlm
oxides are transparent, but, introducing Vo states gives rise to
blue-coloured ﬁlms. In oxygen deﬁcient aWO3−y and aTiO2−y ,
transitions between Vo states and W or Ti sites take place, and
in addition to small polaron absorption, electronic transitions
at Vo states also contribute to optical absorption [44].
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1
It is expected that oxygen
vacancy states and Li+
insertion in
non-stoichiometric WO3−y
thin-ﬁlms oxides increase the
amount of W5+ states to
similar degrees

Γ BR : band width related
with the distribution of
electronic states

2

In aWO3−y for a singly charged vacancy [V1+
o ], one W atom
binds to the Vo site while another W atom has a dangling bond
6+
creating a W5+ state according to [W5+ [V1+
o ]-W ]. The extra
electron, transferred to the latter W ion, enters into the CB of
the aWO3−y oxide. Upon Li+ intercalation into aLix WO3−y , the
+
effect of a V1+
o vacancy is analogous to that of a Li ion binding
to an O2− -ion. Its outer electron is transferred to a neighbor W
site and creates a W5+ state according to [W6+ -O2− -Li+ (W5+ )].1
From the charge conservation it is expected that the density
of W5+ states in as-deposited ﬁlms be equal to the density of
2+
V1+
o sites, and that small-bipolarons associated with Vo states
would be of minor importance. Similarly, the excess electrons
localized at Vo sites create Ti3+ states, which can form localized
polaronic states. In aTiO2−y electron pairs remaining trapped
at Vo states [−O2− −]→Vo +2e− , interacts with adjacent Ti4+ ions
creating Ti3+ states, which contribute to the optical absorption
[35]. For Li+ -intercalation, inserted charge-balancing electrons
localize at adjacents Ti4+ sites, reducing them to Ti3+ states.
Because of strong electron-phonon coupling, the electronic
transitions in W or Ti oxides are mediated by electrons in the
d-levels, which undergo transitions between cations holding
unsaturated covalent bonds [41]. The charge carriers localize at
speciﬁc sites, which can be due to polaronic effects, Anderson
localization or both mechanisms. Electronic transport is then
due to intersite hopping. The small polaron model considers
that the localized electron, which undergoes hopping from a
lattice site to another, contributes to the optical absorption.
̵
Theoretical expressions for the optical absorption, σSP (hω),
can be derived by integrating Equation (5.4) over the density of
̵
initial occupied and ﬁnal empty polaron states, thus σSP (hω)
depends on the position of the Fermi level μ in the density of
states [DoS] [38]. This scheme considers that polaron hopping
occurs in the vicinity of μ, and introduces intraband transitions
between localized energy levels in a DoS given by a Gaussian
distribution according to2
̵
P(hω)
≈e

−

(̵
hω)2
2Γ2
BR

.

(6.2)

̵
Thus, the maximum in the optical conductivity σBR (hω)
is due
to small polaron hopping between μ and the maximum of the
DoS. A broad and asymmetric line-shape function describes
̵
the density of states effects. The optical absorption σBR (hω)
is

Small polaron: aWOy and aTiOy
deﬁned in three energy regimes according to3
̵
σBr1 (hω)
≈ Ae

−

μ2
Γ2
BR

e

−

(̵
hω−4Ea )2
8Ea ̵
hωlo

−

μ2
2Γ2
BR

e

−

,

(̵
hω−4Ea −μ)2
8Ea ̵
hωlo +2Γ2
BR

Ea : small-polaron hopping
energy [neglecting polaron
overlap]
μ: Fermi level measured
with respect to the
maximum in the DoS
Γ BR : band width
̵
hω
k B T= 2lo at low-temperature
̵
T≪hω
3

(6.3a)

̵ 4Ea [1-(μhω
̵ /Γ2 )], by
for hω<
lo BR
̵
σBr2 (hω)
≈ Ae
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,

(6.3b)

lo

2
̵ /Γ2 )]<hω<4E
̵
̵
for 4Ea [1-(μhω
a [1+(μ hωlo /Γ BR )]+2μ, and by
lo BR

̵
σBr3 (hω)
≈ Ae

−

(̵
hω−4Ea )2
8Ea ̵
hωlo +4Γ2
BR

,

(6.3c)

̵
̵ /Γ2 )]+2μ<hω.
for 4Ea [1+(μhω
Hence, the energy dependence
lo BR
̵
of σBr (hω) displays a maximum in the polaronic line-shape at
̵ ≈0.123 eV [44], was
̵ max ≈4Ea +μ. In this study values of hω
hω
lo
̵
used for aWOy and a value of hωlo ≈0.105 eV [45], was used for
aTiOy thin-ﬁlms oxides. Equation (6.3a) establishes that for μ=0
̵
and hω<4E
a , the polaron hopping is most favorable between
̵
levels with similar energy and very close to μ. When hω>4E
a in
Equations (6.3b)-(6.3c), the hopping probability between levels
with similar energy decreases as ω rises. The hopping between
such sites in an energy band near μ is more probable provided
̵
that the energy of the ﬁnal state is hω-4E
a times higher that the
energy of the initial state. The optical absorption decreases due
̵ increases.
to a decreasing in the DoS as hω

6.1

Small polaron description of the optical absorption
in aLix [WOy ] and aLix [TiOy ] ﬁlms

In order to provide a small polaron hopping-based description
of the low energy optical absorption observed in aLix WOy and
aLix TiOy thin-ﬁlm oxides, the associated optical conductivity
̵
̵
σ(hω)
was calculated from the imaginary component ε 2 (hω)
of the complex dielectric function according to4
̵
̵
σ(hω)
= ωε 0 ε 2 (hω),

(6.4)

Figures 6.1(a)-(d) display calculated data on the experimental
̵
σ(hω)
spectra obtained from Equation (6.4) [solid curves],
along with the spectral-ﬁtting according to the small polaron
absorption theory as deﬁned in Equations (6.3a)-(6.3c) [dashed
curves] for aLix WOy [y=3.00, 2.84], and aLix TiOy [y=2.00, 1.78]
thin-ﬁlm oxides. Detailed studies about optical absorption and

ω: frequency
ε 0 : permittivity of free space

4
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Figure 6.1: Calculated optical
̵
conductivity σ(hω)=ωε
0 ε 2 of
aLix WOy [y=3.00, 2.84] and
aLix TiOy [y=2.00, 1.78] thinﬁlm oxides.

small polaron hopping in oxygen deﬁcient and lithium ion
intercalated amorphous tungsten and titanium oxide ﬁlms are
presented in papers III-IV appended to this thesis. From those
results it is observed that the small polaron absorption theory
̵
[Equations (6.3a)-(6.3c)] ﬁts the experimental data on σ(hω)
̵
accurately into the range 0.5≤hω≤2.35-2.5 eV, while signiﬁcant
̵
discrepancies appear at higher energy. For energies hω>2.5
eV
̵
and approaching the optical band gap, the experimental σ(hω)
spectra may be larger than those calculated by small polaron
theory due to the so called "Urbach tails", which involve band
tails states near the VB and CB [46].
Figures 6.2(a)-(d) show ﬁtting parameters for small polaron
theory as a function of the insertion ratio x for aLix WOy [y=3,
2.84], and aLix TiOy [y=2.0, 1.78] thin-ﬁlm oxides, respectively.
From the analysis of those results and their generalization to
the non-stoichiometric as-deposited and Li+ -ion-e− intercalated
aLix WOy [2.73≤y≤3.00; 0≤x≤0.27], and aLix TiOy [1.68≤y≤2.00;

Small polaron: aWOy and aTiOy

0≤x≤0.34] thin-ﬁlm oxides, as described in papers III and IV
the following main results can be obtained
(i) The Fermi level μ increases slightly with Li+ insertion x,
and oxygen deﬁciency y. The increase in μ is due to electrons
originating from oxygen vacancies, and to the charge-balancing
electrons inserted along with Li+ species. μ is close to zero for
small Li+ -intercalation ratios x [near the maximum of the DoS],
and gradually shifts upwards in energy as x is increased. This
result suggests the existence of localized polaron states linked
to the lower valence W5+ and Ti3+ states. Increase in μ agree
̵ g
satisfactorily with the range of optical band gap widening hω
shown in Figures 4.2, which is due to the fact that the optical
band gap relates to transitions from the VB to the Fermi level.
(ii) The activation energy for polaron hopping Ea is related
not only with the polaron binding energy EP , but also exhibits
a contribution from the rises in the energy difference between
the initial and ﬁnal states, which are due to the distribution
of defect-states created by oxygen deﬁciency and Li+ insertion.
The variations in Ea might originate from changes in the local
character of the electron trapping associated to defect-states.
Ea decreases for enhanced lithiation because potential wells
start to partially overlap. The maximum in the spectral polaron
̵ max is red-shifted upon lithiation. Since this redabsorption hω
shift is accompanied by an increase in μ, then a decrease in the
binding energy EP of the polarons must be expected. This in
its turn implicates a decrease in Ea =EP /2, which dependent on
the electron-phonon coupling.
(iii) The band width Γ for polaron absorption increases at
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Figure 6.2: The small polaron
ﬁtting parameters from the
̵
calculated σ(hω)
spectra for
aLix WOy [y=3.00, 2.84], and
aLix TiOy [y=2.00, 1.78] ﬁlm
oxides.
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higher oxygen deﬁciency and lithiation, and hence, a growing
number of CB-like states must be occupied by polaron states,
which suggests an extended distribution of polaron energies.
Finally, it should be noted that the asymmetric line-shape
̵
unveiled in the experimental σ(hω)
spectra shown in Figures
6.1(a)-(d) could be associated with a combination of Gaussian
peaks due single small polarons and small bipolarons. Also in
the oxygen-deﬁcient aWOy ; aTiOy oxides one should consider
transitions between Vo states and W or Ti sites and, in addition
to polaronic absorption, electronic transitions at Vo states also
contribute to the optical absorption. However, when analysing
experimental spectra it is difﬁcult to distinguish between small
polaron, small bipolaron absorption, and optical absorption
associated to Vo states. The combination of all these additional
contributions might explain the detailed experimental data
̵
on σ(hω),
but the simple small polaron theory provides the
general behaviour with a small number of parameters.

7
Atomic-scale structure by X-ray
absorption EXAFS spectroscopy
This chapter outlines the fundamental physical principles
and experimental aspects referring extended X-ray-absorption
ﬁne-structure [EXAFS]. Theoretical concepts on the origin of
EXAFS spectra, the parameters entering the EXAFS equation,
single-/multiple-scattering processes and measurement-modes
are brieﬂy reviewed. Finally, spectral-data-reduction methods
and modelling is implemented in a state-of-the-art systematic
procedure involving theory and experiment in a self-consistent
computational framework to extract the atomic-scale structure
of aTiO2 and aWO3 solid thin-ﬁlm oxides directly from Reverse
Monte Carlo [RMC] simulation of experimental EXAFS spectra.

7.1

Fundamental physical principles of EXAFS

EXAFS spectroscopy is a well-established synchrotron-based
experimental technique for assessing the atomic-scale structure
—local-arrangement of ions around a speciﬁc atom— of materials
—crystals, glasses, liquids, amorphous and solutions— with wideranging applications in physics, chemistry, materials science,
and other ﬁelds [47]. In EXAFS, the X-ray energy is tuned
at and above of a speciﬁc core-level electron binding energy
of a selected element, to measures the energy-dependent ﬁnestructure of the X-ray absorption coefﬁcient μ(E), near and
above of a selected absorption-edge —K, L1 -L3 , M1 -M5 — [48].
Thus, EXAFS is an element-speciﬁc structure-probe, providing
detailed information on the interatomic bond-distances, bondangles, atomic-coordination, and mean-square static disorder
of nearest atomic species neighboring the selected element [49].
The X-ray-absorption process is described by means of the
absorption coefﬁcient μ, deﬁning the probability that X-rays of
intensity I0 incident in a sample of thickness t will be absorbed
according to the Beer-Lambert law It (t)=I0 e−μ(E)δ ; where μ(E)
is the energy-dependent X-ray-absorption coefﬁcient, and It the
intensity transmitted through the sample [48,49], as shown in
Figure 7.1. For X-ray energies below of a threshold-energy Et ,
μ(E) is a smooth decreasing function of the photon energy, but

Figure 7.1: Beer-Lambert law:
When incident X-rays having
intensity I0 , passes through a
sample with thickness t, the
transmitted X-ray intensity is
described by It (t)=I0 e−μ(E)δ .
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Figure 7.2: μ/ρ as a function
of the incident X-ray energy.

1
Photoelectric effect: When
the X-ray is absorbed, a corelevel electron is ejected from
the atom, creating a core-hole
and a photoelectron.

2
X-ray ﬂuorescence: Higher
energy core-level electron ﬁll
the deeper core-hole, ejecting
an X-ray of Kα or K β , energy.
3
Auger Effect: An electron of
a higher level falls to a lower
one ejecting a bound electron
and subsequent emissions ﬁll
each of newly created bound
hole until the atom is relaxed.

dependent on the density ρ of the sample, the atomic mass m,
the atomic number Z, and on the X-ray energy E, according to
μ(E)≈ρZ4 /mE3 [48,49]. Hence, μ(E) decreases as the photon
energy increases, as schematically seen in Figure 7.2. However,
when the incident X-ray reaches an energy Et , equal or higher
than the binding energy of a core-level electron the photon is
annihilated, thereby, creating a photoelectron emitted from the
atom and a core-hole —one of the core electron levels left empty—
in agreement with the photoelectric effect1 . This results in a
sharp increase in μ(E), where the absorption-edge corresponds
to the promotion of the electron to the continuum as shown
in Figure 7.2. Beyond the absorption-edge, the excited atomic
state arising from the absorption event will decay. The excess
between the photon and binding energies turns into kinetic
energy of the photoelectron, and thus μ(E) remains decreasing
as the photon energy increases [Figure 7.2]. Later, an electron
from a higher energy state ﬁlls the core-hole and excess energy
is released either by X-ray ﬂuorescence —for heavy elements—2 ,
or through Auger mechanisms —for light elements—3 [48,49].
The aforementioned fundamental principles are the physical
origin of the EXAFS spectra. The energy dependence of μ(E)
at energies near and above the absorption-edge —at and above
the binding energy of a speciﬁc core level—, of a selected atomic
specie corresponds to the measured EXAFS spectrum. Thereby,
since each atom has absorption-edges at well-known energies
—core-level electrons at well-deﬁned binding energies—, one can
experimentally select the element to analyze by tuning the Xray energy to an exact absorption-edge —K; L1 -L3 ; M1 -M5 —.
Generally, EXAFS is conducted at the K-edge of the element to
reduce beam-induced damage on the sample under analyzes.
As the energy of the incident synchrotron X-rays increases to
just above the energy of a tightly bound [1S] core electron level
E0 —threshold-energy—, of a particular isolated absorbing atom,
the absorption probability undergoes a sharp increase —edgejump— as shown in Figure 7.3. In the absorption process, the
tightly bound core level is annihilated, and the entire energy
from the X-rays in excess of such a binding energy is given
to the generated photoelectron, which will propagates radially
away from the absorbing atom with a wavelength proportional
√
to λ≈1/ (E − E0 ) [48]. Therefore, since the absorbing atom is
isolated, the photoelectron wavelength will propagates radially
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outwards to inﬁnity, and μ(E) will decreases smoothly from
the absorption edge [Figure 7.3]. However, in a real material
the absorbing atom is surrounded by its nearest-neighbor ions.
The outgoing photoelectron wave diffusing from the absorber
undergoes scattering from the electrons of its nearest-neighbor
ions, and some portion of the scattered photoelectron wave will
be back-scattered returning to the absorbing atom [Figure 7.4].
Such a back-scattered waves will interfere with the outgoing
waves, thus inducing variations in the electron density of the
absorbing atom, which depends on the energy of the ejected
photoelectron. Since the X-ray photon energy increases above
the threshold, the energy of the photoelectron also increases,
and therefore the wavelength of the electron decreases. When
the interatomic spacing is an integral or half-integral number of
wavelengths, constructive and destructive interference occurs,
modulating the amplitude of the photoelectron wave-function
at the absorbing atom, and in turn, the absorption coefﬁcient
μ(E) [48,50]. At energy E ph , outgoing and back-scattered waves
are in phase —constructive interference; local-maximum in X-ray
photoabsorption cross-section—. This increases electron density,
increasing probability of the photon to be absorbed, resulting
in a local-maximum in μ(E). Contrary, at higher X-ray energies
Eop , the photoelectron wave has higher kinetic energy —shorter
wavelength— causing destructive interference, resulting in a
local-minimum in the photoabsorption cross-section, and thus
a local-minimum in μ(E). This results in a damped periodic
oscillation in μ(E) above the absorption-edge, which originates
the ﬁne-structure observed in the EXAFS spectra [Figure 7.4].
In experiments, the total X-ray-Absorption [XAS] spectrum
is measured in an extended energy range below, at, and above
a exact absorption-edge —K; L1 -L3 ; M1 -M5 —, corresponding to
transitions where a core level electron can be excited to (i) the
continuum —incident X-ray energies above the ionization energy
of the absorbing atom–, or (ii) unoccupied band states lying just
below the ionization energy [51]. The notation for absorptionedges correlate to the atomic orbital from which the core level
electron is extracted. K-edge relates to transitions from orbitals
with principal quantum number n=1 [K→1s 1 ], the L-edge to
2

electrons from the n=2 orbitals [L1 →2s 1 ; L2 →2p 1 ; L3 →2p 3 ],
2
2
2
and the M-edge corresponds to electrons from the n=3 orbitals
[M1 →3s 1 ;M2 →3p 1 ;M3 →3p 3 ;M4 →3d 3 ; M5 →3d 5 ], as depicted in
2

2

2

2

2

Figure 7.3: X-rays of energy
E0 just over the tightly bound
core electron level lead a high
edge-jump in μ(E). For an
isolated absorbing atom the
photoelectron’s wave spreads
outwards from the absorbing
atom to inﬁnity, and μ(E)
decreases smoothly from the
absorption edge.

Figure 7.4: The photoelectron
undergoes scattering from a
neighboring atom, returning
to the absorbing atom. This
modulates the photoelectron
wave-function amplitude at
the absorbing atom, and thus
modulate μ(E), giving rise to
the oscillatory behaviour in
the EXAFS spectrum.
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Figure 7.5: K, L1 -L3 , M1 -M5
edges in the X-ray absorption
spectrum μ(E).

Figure 7.6: XANES ; EXAFS
and Pre-edge structures.

Figure 7.7: Energy diagrams
displaying the origin of the
pre-edge structures in μ(E).

Figure 7.5. For higher oxidation states of the photoabsorbing
atom the interaction between the core electron and the nucleus
increases, and because removal of valence electrons reduces the
shielding of the core electron from the nucleus, the absorptionedge shifts to higher energy position at high oxidation state.
Around the absorption-edge the XAS spectra can be divided
into two main energy regimes, see Figure 7.6;
(i) The EXAFS energy regime —electronic transitions occur to
continuum states and photoelectrons are ejected with kinetic energy
Ek =E-E0 —, which is located at E≈50 eV above the absorptionedge, and characterized by the oscillatory modulation of μ(E).
On top of the absorption-edge an intense peak emerges —white
line– due to transitions of the core level electron to unoccupied
energy levels near the continuum. Since these energy levels are
closely spaced, the absorption probability is high.
(ii) X-ray-Absorption Near-Edge Structure [XANES] regime
—low-energy part, at, and just above the absorption-edge energy—
which corresponds to the excitation of a core electron to give
a quasi bound state —multiple scattering resonances— below the
ionization continuum. The XANES region is characterised by a
sharp increase in μ(E), which results from the ionization of a
core electron [52]. Below the XANES regime [E<E0 ], a so-called
pre-edge region generally consisting of a featureless monotonic
decrease of μ(E) with photon energy emerges —the probability
of X-ray absorption is low— [50]. Some materials, however, show
pre-edge structure which arise due to excitation from the core
orbitals to singly occupied orbitals —transitions to unﬁlled or
partly ﬁlled energy levels localized on the absorber atom— [52]. The
pre-edge structure provide information on the oxidation states,
electronic structure, unoccupied orbitals, atomic-coordination
and covalency of the system, which affects the energy levels in
the valence shell [51]. Particularly, in centrosymmetric systems
the 3d and 4p orbitals do not mix, hence the pre-edge intensities
are weak. In tetrahedral systems the 3d and 4p orbitals undergo
mixing by their symmetry, allowing for the pre-edge structure
to gain intensity due to dipole allowed 1s→4p and quadrupole
allowed 1s→3d electronic transitions, as shown in Figure 7.7.

7.2

Theoretical background of EXAFS equation

The X-ray-Absorption [XAS] spectrum is proportional to the
electron transition probability between two quantum states,
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i.e., from an initial state ⟨i∣ —an X-ray, a core electron and no
photoelectron– to a ﬁnal state ∣ f ⟩ —with no X-ray, a core hole,
and a photoelectron—. Thus, according to the the Fermi Golden
Rule [53] μ(E) is given by μ(E)∝∣⟨i∣e⋅r∣ f ⟩∣2 ; where the product
[e⋅r]≡eikr denotes the electronic transition dipole operator [51].
In the initial state ⟨i∣, the core level electron is tightly bound to
the absorbing atom, hence it is not inﬂuenced by neighboring
atoms. However, the ﬁnal state ∣ f ⟩ will be inﬂuenced by
neighboring atoms because the photoelectron wave is backscattered from the electron density surrounding them. Thus,
∣ f ⟩ can be expressed in terms of the bare atom contribution
∣ f 0 ⟩, and contribution arising from neighboring atoms ∣Δ f ⟩,
according to ∣ f ⟩=∣ f 0 ⟩+∣Δ f ⟩ [51]. Thus, μ(E) can be expressed
in the form
μ(E)∝∣⟨i∣e⋅r∣f 0 ⟩∣2[1 + ⟨i∣e⋅r∣Δ f ⟩

⟨ f 0∣e⋅r∣i⟩∗
+ C.C].
∣⟨i∣e⋅r∣f 0 ⟩∣2

(7.1)

Since μ0 =∣⟨i∣e⋅r∣ f 0 ⟩∣2 is a smooth background function related
the bare absorption of an isolated atom, then μ(E)4 is given by
μ(E) = μ0 (E) [1 + χ(E)] ,

(7.2)

where χ(E)∝⟨i∣e⋅r∣Δ f ⟩, denotes the magnitude of the EXAFS
ﬁne-structure spectrum emerging from the interaction between
the back-scattered photoelectron wave and that outgoing wave
of the absorbing atom. χ(E) is extracted from measured μ(E)
spectra by subtracting the background μ0 5 and normalizing by
χ(E) =

μ(E) − μ0 (E)
,
Δμ

(7.3)

where Δμ is the measured edge-jump in μ(E), at the threshold
energy E0 [48,50]. The photoelectron is described by a spherical
wave-function Ψ(k, R)=eikR /kR, propagating from the absorber
to a neighboring atom at a distance R, and back-scattered from
the neighbor atom to the absorber according to6
χ(k) =

eikR
eikR
[2k f (k)eiφ(k) ]
+ C.C.,
kR
kR

(7.4)

with f (k) the amplitude energy dependence of photoelectron
scattering and φ(k) the phase shift that the photoelectron wave
undergoes when passing through the potential of the absorbing
and scattering atoms [48]. From Equation 7.4, the magnitude

Experimentally, μ(E) can
be measured in transmission
or ﬂuorescence mode.
Transmission:
μ(E)∝ln[I0 /I] Intensities of
the X-ray beam are
measured prior and after it
passes through the sample.
Fluorescence μ(E)∝I f /I0 ; I f
ﬂuorescence line intensity
(or electron emission)
associated with the
absorption process.
Secondary emissions upon
X-ray absorption are
measured (X-ray
ﬂuorescence or Auger
electrons).
5
It is not possible to obtain
μ0 (E) experimentally,
instead it is approximated by
ﬁtting a smooth spline
line-function through the
spectral-data.
4

The f (k) and φ(k)
scattering factors are
dependent on the atomic
numbers Z of
nearest-neighbor atoms.

6
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of the EXAFS χ(k) spectrum for a single pair of absorbing and
scattering atoms [48,50], is given by the EXAFS equation
χ(k) =

7
With the same energy as
the outgoing photoelectron

Core-hole lifetime depends
on the energy of the speciﬁc
core level, and it is found to
be in the order of ≈10−15 s.
8

S02 is a constant value in the
range between 0.7 <S02 < 1.0.
However, it is correlated
with Nj into the EXAFS
equation.
9

f (k)
kR2

sin [2kR + φ(k)] .

(7.5)

In real systems there are many absorbing atoms surrounded by
their nearest-neighbor atoms —coordination number Ni —, hence
the measured χ(k) spectrum is the superposition ∑i , of a large
number of X-ray absorption events due to different absorbingscatterer pair atoms and their enviroments. Thermal and static
disorder of interatomic bond-distances at the ﬁrst and second
coordination shells will also inﬂuence the scattering processes.
Thus, distinct absorber-scatterer distances will contribute with
different EXAFS oscillations with different frequency, and their
destructive interference results in the damping amplitude of
the measured EXAFS spectrum [51]. These effects are inserted
in the EXAFS equation by a damping exponential term, usually
called Debye-Waller factor σ2 —root-mean-square-displacement in
the absorber-scatterer distance— [48].
On the other hand, contributions to the EXAFS χ(k) spectra
dictate the photoelectron to be back-scatter from neighboring
atoms and returns to the absorbing atom elastically7 . However,
the photoelectron also undergoes inelastic scattering by defects,
phonons, impurities, conduction electrons, and so on. Also, the
back-scattered portion of the photoelectron has to return to the
absorbing atom before the excited state decays through ﬁlling
of the core hole either by ﬂuorescence or by Auger mechanisms.
In order to account for those effects —inelastic scattering and
ﬁnite core-hole lifetime8 —, the spherical photoelectron’s wavefunction, Ψ(k, R)=eikR /kR, must to be multiplied by a damping
factor e−R/λ(k) , where the mean free path λ(k), corresponds to
the interatomic distance that the photoelectron travels before it
undergoes inelastic scattering or the core-hole is ﬁlled [48].
Finally, to include the relaxation emerging from all electrons
beyond the core level in the excited atom, the EXAFS equation
has to be multiplied by the so-called amplitude reduction factor
S02 =∣⟨Φ Z−1
∣Φ0Z−1 ⟩∣2 , to allow for those inelastic loss processes9
f
[48]. ∣Φ0Z−1 ⟩ states for the remaining Z-1 electrons in unexcited
atom; ⟨Φ Z−1
∣ states for the Z-1 electrons in the excited atoms.
f
Entering those Ni ; σ2 ; λ(k); and S02 factors, the EXAFS equation
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Figure 7.8: (a) χ(k) spectrum
as deﬁned in Equation 7.6.
The structural information is
contained in the amplitude,
the shape, the phase, and the
frequency of the oscillations.
(b) FT∣χ(k)∣ showing peaks
associated to the interatomic
bond-distances.

in its ﬁnal form is deﬁned according to
χ(k)=∑
i

S02 Ni f j (k)e−2Rj /λ(k) e
kR2j

−2k2 σj2

sin[2kR j +φj (k)] ,

(7.6)

whit the summation taken over all nearest-heighbors scattering
Nj atoms around the photoabsorber atom. The χ(k) spectrum
deﬁned in Equation 7.6, holds a damped oscillatory character,
that decays gradually with the wavenumber k [Figure 7.8(a)]10 .
The oscillation amplitude in χ(k) is proportional to the number
of scattering atoms Ni , around the photoabsorbing atom. The
frequency is inversely proportional to the interatomic-distances
between absorber-scatterer pair atoms. Oscillations line-shape
is determined by the energy dependence of the photoelectron
scattering [49]. To gain structural information, the χ(k) spectra
as deﬁned in Equation 7.6, have to be Fourier transformed into
the Real-space FT∣χ(k)∣ [Figure 7.8(b)]. The FT∣χ(k)∣ function,
provides information on the distribution of interatomic bonddistances, atomic-coordination Nj at the ﬁrst and second shells
of the photoabsorbing atom and Debye-Waller factor σ2 , when
model-structure-reﬁnement is implemented. However, due to
the phase shift term φj (k) deﬁned in Equation 7.6 the apparent
interatomic distances in the FT∣χ(k)∣, are shifted by α≈0.5 Å.

To make more visible the
damping oscillation at the
high energy range of the
absorption μ(E), the
measured χ(k) spectrum, is
generally multiplied by a
power of the
wavenumber-magnitude k
[k2 ; k3 ;...]

10

8
EXAFS study of aWO3; aTiO2
In this study X-ray-absorption spectroscopy [XAS] was used
to obtain preliminary structural information about the atomic
short-range order of the aTiO2 and aWO3 thin-ﬁlm oxides. The
X-ray-absorption near-edge structure [XANES], and extended
X-ray-absorption ﬁne structure [EXAFS] spectra at Ti K-edge of
aTiO2 , reference anatase TiO2 , and at the W-L3 -edge of aWO3
thin-ﬁlms were collected using a passivated implanted planar
silicon [PIPS] detector at beamline I811 MAX-lab synchrotron
source at Lund, Sweden. The beam was focused using a Si[111]
double-crystal monochromator. As shown in Figure 8.1, in the
basic optical design of the beamline I811, a ﬁrst mirror placed
at 10 m from the wiggler provides vertical collimation as well
as the removal of higher-order harmonics before it reaches the
double-crystal monochromator [DCM]. The DCM, consists of a
pair of crystals that can be precisely positioned and oriented in
the X-ray beam. After the DCM, a second Zerodur mirror ﬁxed
at 20 m after the wiggler refocuses the beam to the sample site.
The second DCM crystal provides sagittal focusing [54].
The XANES and EXAFS measurements were carried out in
ﬂuorescence mode. In this XAS conﬁguration, the incident ﬂux
I0 and the ﬂuorescence X-rays I f that are emitted following
the X-ray absorption event are measured, where the absorption
I

spectra is then given by μ(E)∝ I f . The intensity of the incoming
0
beam I0 is measured by an ion chamber while the intensity of
the characteristic ﬂuorescence X-rays is detected by an energy
dispersive solid state detector [Si or Ge]. The intensity of such
a ﬂuorescence line is proportional to the absorption caused by

Figure 8.1: The basic optical
design of the beamline I811
for XAS experiments [54].
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Figure 8.2: The ﬂuorescence
setup for XAS experiments.

the element under investigation [47]. The ﬂuorescence detector
is generally placed at 90○ to the incident beam in the horizontal
plane, with the sample set at an angle of 45○ with respect to the
beam line, as depicted in Figure 8.2.
For each one of the aTiO2 and anatase TiO2 thin-ﬁlms, a total
of six EXAFS spectra, k2 χ(k), and for aWO3 thin-ﬁlms, a total
of ten EXAFS spectra, k3 χ(k), were extracted by standard data
reduction, absorption edge energy calibration, and background
subtraction, as implemented in the ATHENA GUI for EXAFS data
processing [55]. Those corrected spectra were then averaged to
obtain a total k2 χ(k) spectrum [for aTiO2 and TiO2 ], and a total
k3 χ(k) spectrum [for aWO3 ] in the range Δk≈2-10 Å−1 , and then
Fourier transformed into the real-space to FT∣k2 χ(k)∣ [for aTiO2
and TiO2 ], and FT∣k3 χ(k)∣ [for aWO3 ] in the interval ΔR≈0-6 Å.
In order to previously obtain main values for interatomic bonddistances, atomic coordinations, and Debye-Waller factors, σ2 ,
standard nonlinear least-squares ﬁtting [STF] of EXAFS spectra
was carried out. To this end, atomic clusters of aTiO2 , anatase
TiO2 [space group I41/amdS; ICSD 9852], and atomic clusters
of aWO3 , generated by the ATOMS software [55], were ﬁtted to
the experimental k2 χ(k), FT∣k2 χ(k)∣ spectra [of aTiO2 and TiO2 ]
and to the k3 χ(k), FT∣k3 χ(k)∣ spectra [of aWO3 ], into the ranges
Δk≈2-10 Å−1 , and ΔR≈0-6 Å, using the ARTEMIS GUI for EXAFS
ﬁtting [55]. Amplitudes and phase shifts for single- [Ti-O, TiTi]; [W-O, W-W] and multiple-scattering [Ti-O-O, Ti-Ti-O, Ti-OTi-O]; [W-O-O, W-W-O, W-O-W-O] paths were self-consistently
calculated using the ab-initio real-space full multiple scattering
[FMS] FEFF8.4 code [56]. The STF ﬁttings were done by allowing
small ﬂuctuations of interatomic bond-distances and atomiccoordinations, while the σ2 factors and the threshold energy
shift ΔE0 were treated as free parameters.

8.1

STF EXAFS analysis of aTiO2 thin-ﬁlm oxides

Figures 8.3(a)-(b) show the normalized absorption spectra μ(E)
at Ti K-edge of aTiO2 and reference anatase TiO2 . Both spectra
are characterized by a well deﬁned pre-edge feature. The preedge structure into the XANES region of the μ(E) spectrum of
aTiO2 exhibits an enhanced absorption peak at A2 ≈4970.8 eV
[inset in Figure 8.3(a)]. In contrast, the pre-edge features into
the XANES region of the μ(E) spectrum of anatase TiO2 shows
a triple-peak structure at A1 ≈4968.7, A2 ≈4971.9, A3 ≈4974.2 eV,
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[inset in Figure 8.3(b)]. The origin of those characteristic preedge structures are subject of Chapter 15 and Chapter 16, and
are studied in more detail in paper I appended to this thesis.
Above the absorption-edge at ≈5050.5 eV, the characteristic
oscillatory modulation of μ(E), which gives rise to the EXAFS
spectra is observed [insets in Figures 8.3(a)-(b)]. Figures 8.4(a)(b) display the EXAFS spectra k2 χ(k) of aTiO2 and anatase TiO2
extracted from the normalized absorption spectra μ(E). When
going from crystalline to aTiO2 , the structural disorder around
the photoabsorbing Ti atoms reduces the oscillation amplitude
in the k2 χ(k) spectra at high k values.
Corresponding Fourier transformed FT∣k2 χ(k)∣ of the k2 χ(k)
spectra of aTiO2 and anatase TiO2 are shown in Figures 8.4(c)(d), respectively [Real and Imaginary components are shown
at the bottom]. The FT∣k2 χ(k)∣ spectrum for aTiO2 shows two
intensities at R≈1.45 Å, and at R≈2.52 Å, due to backscattering
from neighboring O and Ti atoms at the ﬁrst [Ti-O] and second
[Ti-Ti] coordination shells of the photoabsorbing Ti atoms. The
FT∣k2 χ(k)∣ spectrum of anatase TiO2 shows three main peaks
at R≈1.45 Å, R≈2.48Å and at R≈3.04 Å due to backscattering
from neighboring O and Ti atoms at the ﬁrst [Ti-O] and second
[Ti-Ti] coordination shells, and overlapped backscattering from
distant Ti and O atoms [Ti-Ti-O, Ti-O-O] of the photoabsorbing
Ti atoms. Absence of higher coordination shells in aTiO2 when
comparing against anatase TiO2 , is due to the loss of long-range
order in aTiO2 solid thin-ﬁlms oxides.
Results from standard nonlinear least-squares ﬁtting [STF]
of the k2 χ(k) and FT∣k2 χ(k)∣ spectra of aTiO2 and anatase TiO2
by ARTEMIS, are shown in Figures 8.4(a)-(d). The STF ﬁtting is
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Figure 8.3: The normalized
absorption spectra μ(E) at
the Ti K-edge of: (a) aTiO2
and (b) anatase TiO2 . Insets
zoom to the pre-edge and
EXAFS regions.
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Figure 8.4: (a)-(b) STF ﬁtting
of the experimental k2 χ(k)
spectra of aTiO2 and anatase
TiO2 . (c)-(d) The STF ﬁtting
of the FT∣k2 χ(k)∣ spectra for
aTiO2 and anatase TiO2 [Real
and Imaginary components
at the bottom].

in good agreement with the experimental data and leads to the
structural parameters shown in Table 8.1. From those results it
is found that the interatomic bond-distances Ti-O and Ti-Ti are
longer in aTiO2 than in anatase TiO2 . However, main atomiccoordinations NTi-O and NTi-Ti are lower in aTiO2 than in anatase
TiO2 . The σ2 factors reﬂect the attenuation of k2 χ(k), FT∣k2 χ(k)∣
spectra due to mean-square static disorder in the distributions
of interatomic bond-distances and atomic displacements, and
hence, due to the structural disorder, the σ2 factors are higher
in aTiO2 than in anatase TiO2 .

8.2

STF EXAFS analysis of aWO3 thin-ﬁlm oxides

Figure 8.5(a) shows the normalized absorption spectrum μ(E)
at W L3 -edge of aWO3 . The μ(E) spectrum shows a strong and
broad white-line absorption maximum above the absorption
edge-energy centered at ≈10210.8 eV. This peak in μ(E), deﬁnes
the XANES region and its origin is subject of Chapter 16,
and is studied in more detail in paper II appended to this
thesis. Above the absorption-edge, the characteristic oscillatory
modulation of μ(E), which gives rise to the EXAFS spectra is
observed [inset, Figure 8.5(a)]. Figure 8.5(b) shows the EXAFS
spectrum k3 χ(k) of aWO3 ﬁlms extracted from the normalized
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Table 8.1: Main interatomicdistances, coordinations and
2σ2 factors for aTiO2 and
anatase TiO2 obtained from
STF ﬁtting of EXAFS spectra.

Least-Squares Fitting [STF] of the EXAFS spectra
Anatase TiO2
1st Shell
Ti-O
NTi-O
2
2σTi-O
Ti-Ti
NTi-Ti
2
2σTi-Ti

aTiO2
1st Shell Å

1.9(5) Å
6.0
0.011(8)

1.9(6) ÅÅ
5.4(2)
0.018(4)

2nd Shell

2nd Shell

3.0(4) Å
4.0
0.012(2)

3.1(2) ÅÅ
2.7(4)
0.026(2)

3th Shell‡
Ti
NTi
2
2σTi
O
NO
2
2σO

3.7(8) Å
4.0
0.014(3)
3.8(5) Å
8
0.012(7)

aTiO2 : S02 ≈0.90(2), and ΔE0 ≈-4.87 eV
TiO2 : S02 ≈0.91(0), and ΔE0 ≈-4.84 eV
‡ 3rd shell in TiO : ﬁtted by overlapped scattering of Ti, O
2

absorption spectrum μ(E). The structural disorder around the
photoabsorbing W atoms reduces the oscillation amplitude in
the k3 χ(k) spectra at high k, thus, the main structural features
can be identiﬁed in the interval Δk≈2-10 Å−1 .
Corresponding Fourier transformed FT∣k3 χ(k)∣ of the k3 χ(k)
spectrum of aWO3 is given in Figure 8.5(c) [Real and Imaginary
components are given at the bottom]. The FT∣k3 χ(k)∣ spectrum
for aWO3 displays a main peak at R≈1.3 Å associated to singlescattering from neighboring O atoms in the ﬁrst coordination
shell [W-O]. The second peak in FT∣k3 χ(k)∣ at R≈2.7 Å emerges
from the multiple-scattering contributions in the ﬁrst shell. The
peak in FT∣k3 χ(k)∣ at R≈3.4 Å arises from the contribution from
mixed single- and multiple-scattering by W and distant O ions
in the second coordination shell.
Results from standard nonlinear least-squares ﬁtting [STF]
of the k3 χ(k) and FT∣k3 χ(k)∣ spectra of aWO3 by ARTEMIS, are
shown in Figures 8.5(b)-(c). The STF is in good agreement with
the experimental spectra and leads to the structural parameters
summarized in Table 8.2. From the results it is observed that
the interatomic bond-distances W-O and W-W, and the atomic
coordination [NW-O , NO-W , NW-W , NO-O ] are lower in aWO3 than in
the crystalline phases of WO3 . The σ2 factors that reﬂect the
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Figure 8.5: (a) Normalized
absorption spectra μ(E) at
W L3 -edge of aWO3 . Inset
zooms the EXAFS regions.
(b) STF ﬁtting of the k3 χ(k)
spectrum of aWO3 . (c) The
STF ﬁtting of the FT∣k3 χ(k)∣
spectra of aWO3 [Real and
Imaginary components at the
bottom].

Table 8.2: Calculated main
interatomic bond-distances,
coordination and 2σ2 factors
for aWO3 obtained from STF
ﬁtting of EXAFS spectra.

attenuation of k3 χ(k) and FT∣k3 χ(k)∣ due to the mean-square
static disorder in the distribution of interatomic bond-distances
and ionic displacements, and thus are higher than in crystalline
phases of WO3 .
It should be noted that STF analysis of EXAFS spectra uses
small atomic clusters without periodic boundary conditions to
optimize structural parameters, Debye-Waller factors σ2 , and
relative weights of scattering paths. Therefore, the STF ﬁtting
just provides average values of the structural parameters, but
not the full 3D-structure of the system. The absence of shortrange order results in a distribution of interatomic distances,
bond-angles and atomic coordinations, which cannot be wellresolved by standard STF analysis. In this study, and in order
to overcomes those drawbacks, the atomic short-range order
of aTiO2 and aWO3 are instead extracted from Reverse Monte
Carlo [RMC] simulations of the experimental k2 χ(k) [of aTiO2 ]

1st Shell

2nd Shell

W-O

NW-O

2
2σW-O

aWO3

1.8(6)

5.8(0)

0.011(8)

aWO3 :

S02 ≈0.92(4); ΔE0 ≈6.84 eV

W-W

NW-W

2
2σW-W

3.7(4)

5.3(0)

0.136(3)

EXAFS study of aWO3 ; aTiO2
and k3 χ(k) [of aWO3 ] spectra, using as input ab-initio molecular
dynamics [MD] structural trajectories. The interatomic bonddistances and atomic coordinations calculated in this Chapter
by STF analysis will be used as average structural constraints
during the RMC simulations of the EXAFS spectra, providing
optimized three dimensional-structures of aTiO2 and aWO3 , as
well as their related parameters.
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9
Ab-initio molecular dynamics
An overview about ab-initio molecular dynamics [AIMD], is
given in the framework of ab-initio ﬁrst principles electronic
structure methods. The formalisms behind the principles of
AIMD and its importance in the understanding of many-body
systems are presented. A generalized adiabatic time-reversible
scheme on the basis of self-consistent ﬁeld [SCF] methods type
Hartree-Fock and density functional theory [DFT], is brieﬂy
described to show how MD and electronic structure methods
are unify. These ideas provide general notions about how MD
schemes derive from the separation of nuclear and electronic
degrees of freedom as deﬁned in the adiabatic approximation,
where the forces acting on the atoms are calculated at the
electronic ground state.

9.1

Born-Oppenheimer molecular dynamics

In the last decades AIMD have been widely used in large-scale
computational simulation to solve a wide range of problems in
physics, chemistry, materials and molecular science [57]. Today
AIMD computational simulations have become a powerful tool
in assessing the dynamical properties of systems under ﬁxed,
controllable and reproducible conditions. Furthermore, AIMD
offers a formidable method for the prediction and exploration
of complex phenomena that would be challenging to observe
directly in experimental research [57].
The Born-Oppenheimer AIMD approach is based on selfconsistent ﬁeld [SCF] methods deﬁned from the Hartree-Fock
[HF] or the Kohn-Sham [KS] formalisms of density functional
theory [DFT]. This approach makes necessary the separation
of nuclei and electronic degrees of freedom in accordance with
the adiabatic approximation [58]. Nuclei are treated classically,
and electrons quantum-mechanically by DFT methods. Hence,
the forces acting on the nucleus are derived through electronic
structure calculations by HF or KS formalisms from DFT, which
are implemented on-the-ﬂy as the AIMD trajectory is generated
[Figure 9.1]. The propagation in time is achieved by solving
the Newton equations of motion and the atomic positions are
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propagated by forces that are calculated at the self-consistent
electronic ground state at each speciﬁc ionic conﬁguration [57].

Figure 9.1: Representation of
the AIMD approach, which
unify electronic structure by
the HF or KS formalisms into
the DFT theory and classical
MD for Newton’s equation of
motion.

In the case of an interacting system of electrons with nuclei
ﬁxed at position R I , the total ground state potential energy is
ET =E[{ψi }; R]. The potential energy ET has to be minimized
at every MD step with respect to {ψi (r)}, under the holonomic
orthonormality constraint ⟨ψi ∣ ψj ⟩=δij [59]. Thus, the minimum
of the total ground state potential energy is given by
ET = min E[{ψi }; R] = min{⟨Ψ0 ∣ He ∣ Ψ0 ⟩},
{ψi }

Ψ0

(9.1)

which leads to the Lagrangian deﬁned according to
L ({ψi }; R, Ṙ) =

1 N
2
∑ M I Ṙ I − min E [{ψi }; R] + ∑ Λij (⟨ψi ∣ ψj ⟩ − δij ) ,
2 i=1
{ψi }
i,j

(9.2)

where the ﬁrst and second terms on the right-hand side denote
the kinetic and potential energy. The third term determines the
orthonormality constraint, with Λij , the associated Hermitian
Lagrangian multiplier matrix, which is necessary to impose the
constraint ⟨ψi ∣ ψj ⟩=δij . Through solution of the corresponding
Euler-Lagrange equations with respect to the conﬁguration of
the nucleus R I and the orbitals ψi [57], one obtains
d ∂L
∂L
=
dt ∂Ṙ I ∂R I

(9.3)

∂L
d ∂L
(9.4)
=
dt ∂⟨ψ̇i ∣ ∂⟨ψi ∣
where the resulting Newtonian equations of motion are given
according to
M I R̈ I = −∇R I [min E[{ψi }; R] ∣
{ψi }

{⟨ψi ∣ψj ⟩=δij }

]=−

⎡
⎤
∂⟨ψi ∣ ψj ⟩
⎥
∂⟨ψi ∣ ⎢
∂E
⎢ ∂E − ∑ Λij ∣ ψj ⟩⎥ ,
+ ∑ Λij
−2∑
⎢ ∂⟨ψ ∣
⎥
∂R I i,j
∂R I
∂R
⎢
⎥
I
i
i
j
⎣
⎦
(9.5)

Ab-initio molecular dynamics
where the ﬁrst term in the right-hand side denotes a HellmannFeynman force [60]. The second term denotes the incompletebasis-set correction or wavefunction force F IBS , which contains
the nuclear gradient of the basis function and the effective oneparticle Hamiltonian linked to the holonomic orthonormality
constraint ⟨ψi ∣ ψj ⟩=δij [61,62].1 The third term in Equation 9.5,
dictates that independently of the particular basis set used in
AIMD schemes, there is an implicit dependence on the atomic
conﬁguration through an expansion coefﬁcient cij (R) due to the
linear combination of atomic orbitals φj by ψi (R)=∑ j cij (R)φj
[63]. Considering the approximation given by
0≲

∂E
+ ∑ Λij ∣ ψj ⟩,
∂⟨ψi ∣
j
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1
Provided that the basis
functions φj explicitly
depend on R, it follows that
/0
F IBS =

(9.6)

the equations of motion can be rewritten according to
M I R̈ I (t) = −He ⟨ψi ∣ + ∑ Λij ∣ ψi ⟩,

(9.7)

j

9.2

Electronic part of AIMD in the Hartree-Fock theory

From the previous analysis it is follows that the resulting BornOppenheimer AIMD scheme for the electronic ground state can
be deﬁned in a general form according to
M I R̈ I (t) = −∇ I min{⟨Ψ0 ∣ He ∣ Ψ0 ⟩},
Ψ0

(9.8)

thus the energy of the system ⟨Ψ0 ∣He ∣Ψ0 ⟩ has to be minimized
at every MD time step, which can be realized by diagonalizing
the Hamiltonian He . For an effective one-particle Hamiltonian
as that deﬁned in the Hartree-Fock [HF] theory, it is possible
to formulate the electronic component of the AIMD equations
of motion by the stationary Schrödinger equation E0 Ψ0 =He Ψ0 .
The HF electronic structure approximation can be derived by
invoking the variational principle for the energy expectation
value ⟨Ψ0 ∣He ∣Ψ0 ⟩, in a restricted space of wave functions [57].
To depict the exact electronic wavefunction, the antisymmetric
HF ground state electronic wavefunction is approximated by a
single Slater determinant of the form2
1
Ψ0 = √ det{ψi },
N!

(9.9)

thus, the corresponding constrained minimization of the total
potential energy with respect to the orbitals ψi , is given by
min E[{ψi }; R] ∣
{ψi }

{⟨ψi ∣ψj ⟩=δij }

,

(9.10)

Note that Ψ0 is constructed
from a set of one-particle
spin orbitals ψj . The HF
orbitals have to fulﬁll the
holonomic orthonormality
constraints ⟨ψi ∣ψj ⟩=δij
2
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and the Lagrangian describing the dynamics of the system can
be expressed in the form
L = −⟨Ψ0 ∣ He ∣ Ψ0 ⟩ + ∑ Λij (⟨ψi ∣ ψj ⟩ − δij ).

(9.11)

i,j

Now, since the corresponding variational minimum of the total
electronic energy He is given by
1
1
EHF [{ψi }] = 2 ∑ ∫ ψi∗ (r) [ ∇2 + Vext (r)] ψi (r)dr + 2∑∫ ∫ ψi∗(r)ψ∗j (r′ )
ψi (r)ψj (r′ )drdr′
2
∣
r
−
r′ ∣
i
ij
1
ψ (r)ψi (r′ )drdr′ ,
′∣ j
∣r−r
ij
(9.12)
application of the constraint minimization ansatz of Equation
9.11 leads to the HF integro-differential equation given by
− ∑∫ ∫ ψi∗ (r)ψ∗j (r′ )

⎡
⎤
⎢ 1 2
⎥
⎢− ∇ +Vext (r)+2 ∑ J j (r)−∑ K j (r)⎥ψi (r) = [− 1 ∇2 + V HF (r)] ψi (r) = HeHF ψi (r) = ∑ Λij ψj (r), (9.13)
⎢ 2
⎥
2
⎢
⎥
j
j
j
⎣
⎦

where HeHF denotes the effective one-particle Hamiltonian [57].
The diagonal set of canonical orbitals HeHF ψi =i ψi is obtained
by unitary transformation [{i } HF eigenvalues] [63]. Thereby,
the AIMD equations of motion in the HF theory are given by
M I R̈ I (t) = −∇ I min{⟨Ψ0 ∣ HeHF ∣ Ψ0 ⟩},

(9.14)

0 = −HeHF ψi + ∑ Λij ψj .

(9.15)

{ψi }

j

Equations 9.14-9.15 describe the dynamics of the nuclei and the
dynamics of the electronic structure, respectively.

9.3

Electronic part of AIMD in the Kohn-Sham theory

In analogy with the previous HF case, it is follows that the
total ground state energy of an interacting system of electrons
with nuclei ﬁxed at positions R I witting the Kohn-Sham [KS]
formalism can be expressed by
ET = min{⟨Ψ0 ∣ He ∣ Ψ0 ⟩} = min EKS [{ψi }; R],
Ψ0

{ψi }

(9.16)

and, hence the minimum of the KS energy is given by
EKS [{ψi }] = TS [{ψi }] + ∫ Vext (r)n(r)d(r) +

1
VH (r)n(r)d(r) + EXC [n],
2∫

(9.17)

Ab-initio molecular dynamics
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The ﬁrst term in the KS functional is the kinetic energy of the
non-interacting reference system. The second term comes from
the ﬁxed external potential, while the third term is the Hartree
energy associated to the classical electrostatic energy of two
charge clouds [57], which stems from the electronic density
n(r) deﬁned by
Nocc

n(r) = ∑ f i ∣ ϕi (r) ∣2 .

(9.18)

i

The exchange-correlation energy functional EXC [n], is the last
contribution to the KS functional [57]. The minimum of the KS
functional is obtained by varying the energy functional deﬁned
in Equation 9.17 for a ﬁxed number of electrons with respect to
the density n(r), or with respect to the orbitals ψi (r) subject to
the orthonormality constrain ⟨ψi ∣ψj ⟩=δij which leads to the KS
equations deﬁned according to
∂E [n]
1
1
[− ∇2 + Vext (r) + VH (r) + XC
ψ (r)]= [− ∇2 + V KS (r)] ψi (r) = HeKS ψi (r) = ∑ Λij ψj (r),
2
∂n(r) i
2
j

which denotes the effective one-particle Hamiltonian HeKS with
local potential V KS and HeKS inolves the electronic many-body
effects by virtue of the local exchange-correlation potential [57],
deﬁned by
δEXC
(9.20)
= VXC (r),
δn(r)
as in the previous HF case, an unitary transformation within
the space of the occupied orbitals leads to the canonical form
HeKS ψi =i ψi of the KS equations [{i } KS eigenvalues] [57]. The
AIMD equations of motion witting the KS formalism are then
given by
M I R̈ I (t) = −∇ I min{⟨Ψ0 ∣ HeKS ∣ Ψ0 ⟩},

(9.21)

0 = −HeKS ψi + ∑ Λij ψj .

(9.22)

{ψi }

j

Thus, Equations 9.21-9.22 describe the dynamics of the nuclei
and the dynamics of the electronic structure, respectively.

(9.19)

10
AIMD aWO3 and aTiO2 oxides
This chapter describes ab-initio molecular dynamics [AIMD]
simulations of the structure of aTiO2 and aWO3 oxides. Those
AIMD structural trajectories of aTiO2 and aWO3 were further
used as input structures for RMC-EXAFS reﬁnement as will be
described in Chapter 11 and Chapter 12. All AIMD simulations
were implemented in VASP [64]. Amorphizations were carried
out by melting an input cubic cell by heating up to 5000 K. The
MD were equilibrated in the liquid states for 2 ps, and then,
allowed to evolve for 2 ps and using 1 fs time steps at constant
energy as a micro-canonical ensemble. A set of MD snapshots
were selected randomly and quenched down to 300 K, in order
to simulate the structure of aTiO2 and aWO3 oxides. Reaching
a steady-state condition by running 10000 ionic steps ensures
that the MD were energetically and structurally relaxed. The
Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof [PBE] exchange-correlation potential
[65] was used with a plane wave cutoff energy of 400 eV [aTiO2 ]
and 700 eV [aWO3 ]. Atomic positions were further optimized
appliying a force convergence criterion of 0.01 eV/Å.
The atomic-scale structure of the AIMD simulated structural
trajectories of amorphous aTiO2 and aWO3 oxides was assessed
in the framework of the total pair distribution function [PDF],
g(R), deﬁned according to
g(R) =

∑α,β cα bα c β bβ gαβ (R)
[∑α cα bα ]2

,

(10.1)

where cα , c β are the concentrations of α, β atoms [cα,β =Nα,β /N],
bα , bβ denotes the scattering length of species α, β, and gαβ (R)
denotes the partial PDF, gαβ (R), deﬁned according to
gαβ (R) =

1
2

4πR ρc β

d⟨nαβ (R)⟩

=

dR

1
2

4πR Nβ

d⟨nαβ (R)⟩
dR

,

(10.2)

where d⟨nαβ (R)⟩ is the ensemble average number of β atoms in
a shell dR at a distance R of an α atom. Here ρ is the number
density and gαβ (R) indicates the probability to ﬁnd a β atom at
a distance R from an α atom. The atomic coordinations [Nβ−α ,
Nα−β , Nβ−β , Nα−α ],1 as a function of R, are calculated by
Nαβ (R) = 4πρc β ∫

0

R

gαβ (R)R2 dR,

(10.3)

1
More frequently referred as
the coordination number N
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with the integral calculated at the ﬁrst minimum of the g β−α (R)
gα−β (R), g β−β (R) and gα−α (R) functions, respectively.

10.1

Figure 10.1: Rutile phase of
TiO2 .
a=4.59400 Å
b=4.59400 Å
c=2.95900 Å
α, β, γ=90○

MD simulations of amorphous aTiO2 oxide

For MD simulations of the disordered structure of aTiO2 oxide,
a cubic super cell consisting of Ti=72 and O=144 atoms, into a
volume V≈2521 Å3 , and a density ρ≈3.82 g/cm3 matching the
ρ experimentally calculated from RBS analysis [Secction 2.4],
was used as input structure. Such an input super cell structure
was rescaled from the crystalline symmetry of the rutile phase
of TiO2 [space group P42/mnm; ICSD 202241, see Figure 10.1].
Figure 10.2 shows three representative results of MD snapshots
of structural trajectories of amorphous aTiO2 . Those structures
are characterized by edge- and corner-sharing distorted TiO4 ,
TiO5 , TiO6 and TiO7 units. The Ti atoms exhibit mainly undercoordinated ﬁve-fold TiO5 -pentahedra [NTi-O =5] and formal sixfold TiO6 -octahedra [NTi-O =6], local-coordination with O atoms.
To balance for the occurrence of under-coordinated four-fold
TiO4 -tetrahedra [NTi-O =4] units, the number of over-coordinated
seven-fold TiO7 -octahedra [NTi-O =7] unit-blocks, increases with
the amount of TiO4 units. The O atoms hold mainly three-fold
coordination with Ti atoms [NO-Ti =3]. Under-coordinated 2-fold
[NO-Ti =2], and over-coordinated 4-fold [NO-Ti =4] units also occur.
Total and partial PDFs, g(r)’s, for three representative results
of MD snapshots of structural trajectories of amorphous aTiO2
are displayed in Figure 10.2. The total g(r)’s show peaks in the
range r≈1.6-9.0 Å, beyond that range the g(r)’s are damped out
due to structural disorder. The main peak in the partial gTi-O (R)
suggests that the main interatomic bond-distance Ti-O occurs
at R≈1.94-1.98 Å, and main atomic coordinations NTi-O =5.4-5.8,
NO-Ti =2.78-2.92. The main peak in gTi-Ti (R), points to two main
interatomic bond-distances Ti-Ti at R≈3.12-3.18 Å and R≈3.423.62 Å and main atomic coordination NTi-Ti =2.82-2.94. Similarly,
the partial gO-O (R) suggests a main interatomic bond-distance
O-O at R≈2.58-2.72 Å, and atomic coordination NO-O =9.4-10.6.
From the results it can be seen that while MD trajectories of
aTiO2 closely reproduce the main interatomic bond-distances,
the atomic coordinations are in some extent higher than those
calculated from standard nonlinear least-squares ﬁttings of the
EXASFS spectra of aTiO2 [Chapter 8]. More detailed analyses
of those issues are given in the paper I appended to this thesis.

AIMD aWO3 and aTiO2 oxides

10.2

MD simulations of amorphous aWO3 oxide

For MD simulations of the disordered structure of aWO3 oxide,
a cubic super cell consisting of W=64 and O=194 atoms, into a
volume V≈4400 Å3 , and a density ρ≈5.27 g/cm3 matching the ρ
experimentally calculated from RBS analysis [Secction 2.4], was
used as input structure. Such an input super cell structure was
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Figure 10.2: Representative
results of AIMD snapshots
of structural trajectories of
amorphous aTiO2 , and their
total and partial PDF, g(r)’s.
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Figure 10.3: The monoclinic
phase of WO3 .
a=7.29700 Å
b=7.53900 Å
c=7.68800 Å
α, γ=90○ ; β=90.9100○

rescaled from the crystalline symmetry of monoclinic phase of
WO3 [space group P121/n1; ICSD 14332, see Figure 10.3].
Figure 10.4 shows three representative results of MD snapshots
of structural trajectories of amorphous aWO3 . Those structures
are characterized by edge- and corner-sharing distorted WO4 ,
WO5 , WO6 and WO7 unit-blocks. The W atoms exhibit mainly
under-coordinated ﬁve-fold WO5 -pentahedra [NW-O =5] and sixfold WO6 -octahedra [NW-O =6], local-coordination with O atoms.
As in the previous case, to compensate for the realization of the
under-coordinated four-fold WO4 -tetrahedra [NW-O =4] units, a
number of over-coordinated seven-fold octahedra [NW-O =7] also
occur in the disordered structure of aWO3 . The O atoms hold
mainly two-fold coordination with W atoms [NO-W =2], however,
some single-coordinated [NO-W =1], and over-coordinated threefold [NO-W =3] unit-blocks also accur. Total and partial PDFs,
g(r)’s, for the three representative results of MD snapshots of
the structural trajectories of amorphous aWO3 are shown in
Figure 10.4. The total g(r)’s show two main peaks between
the range r≈1.4-8.0 Å, beyond that range the g(r)’s are damped
out due to structural disorder. The main peak in the partial
gW-O (R) relates to a main interatomic bond-distance W-O of
R≈1.84-1.88 Å and main atomic coordinations NW-O =5.28-5.42
and NO-W =1.82-1.91. The main peak in gW-W (R), relates to a main
interatomic bond-distance W-W at R≈3.66-3.84 Å, with a main
atomic coordination of NW-W =4.48-4.54. The shoulder at the left
side of gW-W (R) is due to W-W pairs with a shorter interatomic
bond-length of R≈3.0-3.3 Å. Some structures also show a small
peak due to W-W pair atoms having even shorter bond-length
R≈2.8 Å. Similarly, the partial gO-O (R) points to the occurrence
of a main interatomic bond-distance O-O at R≈2.68-2.81 Å, and
an atomic coordination NO-O =7.66-8.26. The short W-W bonds
can induce small polaron formation upon insertion of oxygenvacancies [Ov ], and/or alkali metal impurity ions such as Li+
and charge-balancing electrons. The realization of shorter W-W
interatomic bond-distances has been reported experimentally
for aWO3 solid thin ﬁlm oxides. However, in the case of AIMD
simulations of aWO3 , a large number of short W-W interatomic
bond-distances could be caused by the formation of dangling
bonds. Those dangling bonds could yield to unphysical defectstates in the electronic band gap, and hence, care must be taken
in analyzing the formation and evolution of W-W pair atoms.

AIMD aWO3 and aTiO2 oxides

From the results it can be seen that while MD trajectories of
aWO3 closely reproduce the main interatomic bond-distances,
the atomic coordinations are in some extent lower than those
calculated from standard nonlinear least-squares ﬁttings of the
EXASFS spectra of aWO3 [Chapter 8]. More details about those
issues are given in the paper II appended to this thesis, which
assess the atomic-structure and electronic properties of aWO3 .
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Figure 10.4: Representative
results of AIMD snapshots
of structural trajectories of
amorphous aWO3 , and their
total and partial PDF, g(r)’s.

11
Reverse Monte Carlo simulations
of the atomic-scale structure
This chapter outlines the basic principles and computational
implementations of Reverse Monte Carlo [RMC] simulations.
The theoretical formalisms specifying the inclusion of singleand multiple-scattering processes of EXAFS spectra into RMC
simulation schemes are presented. Application of RMC-EXAFS
reﬁnements to the solution of structural properties of materials,
and underlying contributions of local-atomic conﬁgurations to
the simulated EXAFS spectra are brieﬂy reviewed.

11.1

The fundamental physical principles of RMC

Reverse Monte Carlo [RMC] modelling is a well-established
computational approach for simulating the atomic-structure of
materials through model-structure reﬁnements of experimental
spectral-data. Simple or complex RMC schemes can be applied
in spectral-reﬁnements to simultaneously ﬁt different sorts of
data —X-ray/neutron/electron diffraction; EXAFS; Raman; nuclear
magnetic resonance NMR,...—. This makes RMC a powerful tool
for modelling the atomic-structure of diverse physical systems
—crystals, polymers, glasses, liquids, magnetic materials, disordered
solids, nanoparticles—. The RMC scheme is a Metropolis Monte
Carlo [MMC] algorithm-based simulation method [67], which
resolves the inverse structural problem by optimizing an input
model-structure until its associated structural parameters —i.e.,
interatomic bond-distances, atomic-coordination, bond-angles,...— to
attain the highest agreement with experimental data [66,68].
The implementation of atomic RMC simulations is initiated
by setting an ensemble of N atomic species contained in a cubic
cell —atomic-conﬁguration—. Depending on the local-structural
properties of the system under analysis, the spatial distribution
of atomic species can be randomly distributed or set according
to a speciﬁc crystal symmetry. The atomic number density ρ, of
the simulated system can be adjusted to the experimental value
by scaling the side-length dimensions of the simulation cell. To
simulates the atomic-structure of the material through modelstructure reﬁnements of the experimental spectral-data, atoms
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from the atomic-conﬁguration are moved in random directions
for predeﬁned cut-off distances Δr. When any pair of atoms i, j
get closer than pre-established interatomic cut-off distances ri,j ,
then the move is rejected, and a new movement is executed by
selecting a new atom. In the MMC algorithm, the energy of the
atomic structural-conﬁguration is given as a function of atomic
coordinates E(r), then each movement Δr of one or more atoms
leads to a variation in E(r) according to
ΔE = E[r + Δr] − E(r).

(11.1)

If the energy of the created new conﬁguration is equal or lower
than that before the move, ΔE≤0, the move is accepted and this
optimized structure becomes the new atomic conﬁguration. On
the contrary, if an atomic move results in an increase, ΔE>0, in
the energy of the conﬁguration, then the move is accepted or
rejected according to a Boltzmann criterion deﬁned by
Accept move if → Ξ[0, 1] ≤ e−ΔE/k B T ,
Reject move if → Ξ[0, 1] > e

−ΔE/k B T

(11.2a)

,

(11.2b)

where Ξ[0, 1] is a random number between 0 and 1 [69]. When
a move is rejected, the latest accepted atomic-conﬁguration
continues as the optimized structure. Though the RMC scheme
is algorithmically analogous to the MMC algorithm, the RMC
approach does not minimizes the potential energy, E(r), of the
system, but instead, RMC minimizes a reference set of spectraldata associated to the spatial coordinates of the atoms into the
structural-conﬁguration [66]. The statistical difference between
the measured structural quantity and the RMC-simulated one
is minimized through movements of the atoms contained in the
model-structure conﬁguration and is given by the least-squares
ﬁtting error, χ2 (r), deﬁned according to
2

m

χ (r) = ∑
i=1

2

[Ii,exp − ( f Ii,calc + γ)]
σ2

,

(11.3)

with the sum taken over all m spectral-data points, Ii,exp ; Ii,calc
correspond to the experimental and calculated spectral-data, f ,
γ are a scaling factor and a constant that are optimized in each
move, respectively. σ2 is a parameter giving the weight of the
ﬁt at a point i, and associated to the experimental error [66,69].
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Each movement Δr of atoms in the atomic-conﬁguration leads
to a variation in χ2 according to
Δχ2 = χ2 [r + Δr] − χ2 (r),

(11.4)

If a move leads to a decreas in χ2 [Δχ2 ≤0], then the move and
the generated atomic-structure is accepted, becoming the new
atomic-conﬁguration. The acceptance criterion for moves with
Δχ2 >0 is given according to
[χ2n −χ20 ]
2

,

(11.5a)

[χ2n −χ20 ]
−
2

,

(11.5b)

Accept move if → Ξ[0, 1] ≤ e−
Reject move if → Ξ[0, 1] > e

with χ2n ; χ20 atomic-conﬁgurations after and before the atomic
moves. When comparing with the MMC algorithm, the leastsquares difference between experimental and RMC-simulated
spectral-data plays the role of system’s potential energy [E(r)],
while the σ2 parameter plays the role of temperature [66,69].
After implementation of several RMC cycles a large number of
atomic moves are accepted, and χ2 as deﬁned in Equation 11.3,
will decrease to a steady-state condition, where ﬂuctuations
around the steady-value will not lead to signiﬁcant structural
variations. The RMC-generated atomic-conﬁguration is a three
dimensional structure holding a one-to-one matching with the
experimental spectral-data.

11.2

RMC simulations of EXAFS spectra

RMC reﬁnement of the experimental EXAFS spectra is a more
advanced computational method to assess EXAFS spectral-data
than standard nonlinear least-squares EXAFS peak-ﬁtting. The
last one, uses small atomic clusters without periodic boundary
conditions to optimize the relative weights of scattering paths,
Debye-Waller factors σ2 and ensemble parameters [Chapter 8]
[70,71]. This method just provides average values for structural
parameters, but it does not have the ability to reproduce the full
3D-structure of the system under analysis. Lack of single local
order in amorphous solids leads to distributions of interatomic
bond distances, bond angles, and ionic coordinations [72], that
cannot be solved by standard EXAFS ﬁtting. The RMC-EXAFS
approach overcomes all those drawbacks. It provides statistical
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structural parameters along with fully optimized 3D structures
that ﬁt measured EXAFS spectra and hold the correct scattering
density. Inclusion of multiple scattering terms yields to explicit
treatments of three-body correlations. Effects of static disorder
due to ﬂuctuations of interatomic bond-distances, coordination
and bond angles are intrinsically considered by summing over
large ensembles of atomic conﬁgurations from which structural
ensemble-averaged EXAFS spectra is computed [71].
In this thesis, spectral-data-reduction methods and modelling
are implemented by a state-of-the-art systematic procedure that
uniﬁes theory and experiment in self-consistent computational
frameworks to extracts the atomic-scale structure of aTiO2 and
aWO3 solid thin-ﬁlm oxides directly from RMC simulations of
the experimental EXAFS spectra. The RMC-EXAFS ﬂowchart I,
diagrammatically shows step-by-step the simulation procedure
followed in RMC reﬁnements of EXAFS spectra. This approach
provides a one-to-one matching of measured spectral-data and
corresponding three-dimensional model-structures from which
the electronic properties can be directly calculated by state-ofthe-art ab-initio computational schemes, and used to assess the
role of the atomic short-range structural order on the electronic
transitions giving rise to the XANES spectra of aTiO2 ; aWO3
solid thin-ﬁlm oxides. Reﬁnement scheme is based on ab-initio
self-consistent real-space full multiple scattering [FMS], as it is
implemented into the FEFF8.4 code [73] [Chapter 8], and on the
RMC algorithm implemented into the public domain computer
software RMCProﬁle [74,75].
The ﬁrst step for RMC reﬁnements of experimental EXAFS
spectra is the selection of an input model-structure —crystalline
symmetry, a random distribution of atoms, or structural trajectories
generated by ab-initio MD simulations—. Here, energetically and
structural-pre-converged ab-initio MD structural trajectories of
aTiO2 [comprising Ti=72; O=144 atoms in cubic-cells V≈2521
Å3 ; ρ≈3.82 g/cm3 ], and aWO3 [consisting of W=64; O=192
atoms in cubic-cells V≈4400 Å3 ; ρ≈5.27 g/cm3 ] were used as
input model-structures [see Chapter 10]. Random distributions
of atomic conﬁgurations and crystalline-like symmetries were
also tested as input model-structures to check their viability.
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Set Input Atomic Structural Conﬁguration
Speciﬁc Crystal Symmetry

Ab-initio MD Trajectories

Random Distribution

Calculate Amplitudes
F ΩΘΥ,ξ (k, θ)=ΨΩΘΥ,ξ (k, θ)S02 Λred (k),
Calculate Phase Shifts
φΩΘΥ,ξ (k, θ)=2Δ(k) + Φ(k, θ)
Single- and Multiple-Scattering Paths
Calculate MD EXAFS Spectra by
n pt
ΩΘΥ,ξ
nbt
kn χΩ (k)MD =kn ∑ξ=1
χMD (k)
∑Θ,Υ=1
Calculate FT∣kn χΩ (k)∣MD Spectra by
kn χnΩ (R)MD =[ √1 ] ∫k12 χΩ (k)MD kn e−[2ikR] dk
2π
k

Calculate Difference MD-RMC and Experimental by
n pt
ΩΘΥ,ξ
nbt
kn χΩ (k)MD,Exp =kn ∑ξ=1
χMD,Exp (k)
∑Θ,Υ=1
Calculate FT∣kn χΩ (k)∣MD,Exp by

k χ (R)MD,Exp =[ √1 ] ∫k12 χΩ (k)MD,Exp kn e−[2ikR] dk
2π
Calculate Residuals
k

n n

2

m
χ2 (k)=∑i=1
2

χ (R) =

1
σ2

m
∑i=1 [∣

[χ2MD (k)−χ2Exp (k)]
σ2

[Re + Im] [χ2MD (Ri ) − χ2Exp (Ri )]

2

∣ ]

Move Atoms Randomly; Calculate kn χΩ (k)RMC,Exp by
ΩΘΥ,ξ

n

pt
nbt
χRMC,Exp (k)
kn χΩ (k)RMC,Exp =kn ∑ξ=1
∑Θ,Υ=1

Move Rejected:
Latest Accepted
Atomic-Conﬁguration
Continues as
Optimized Structure

Calculate FT∣kn χΩ (k)∣RMC,Exp by

k χ (R)RMC,Exp =[ √1 ] ∫k12 χΩ (k)RMC,Exp kn e−[2ikR] dk
2π
Calculate Residuals
k

n n

2

m
χ2 (k)=∑i=1

χ2 (R) =

1
σ2

[χ2RMC (k)−χ2Exp (k)]
σ2

2

m
2
2
∑i=1 [∣ [Re + Im] [χRMC (Ri ) − χExp (Ri )] ∣ ]

If χ2 (R)New <χ2 (R)Old Accept the Move
If χ2 (R)New >χ2 (R)Old Accept; P=e−

[χ2n −χ2 ]
0
2

Otherwise Reject Atomic Movements

Move Accepted:
The RMC-EXAFS
Optimized Structure
Becomes the New
Atomic-Conﬁguration
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The second step in RMC-EXAFS reﬁnement consists in using
the MD structural trajectories of aTiO2 and aWO3 as input for
calculations of amplitudes F(k, θ), and phase shifts φ(k, θ), for
single- and multiple-scattering paths. This was done using the
electronic structure FEFF8.4 code based ab-initio self-consistent
real-space full multiple-scattering [FMS], in the mufﬁn-tin like
approximation [Chapter 8]. Amplitude F ΩΘΥ,ξ (k, θ) and phase
shift φΩΘΥ,ξ (k, θ) for single and multiple-scattering paths were
calculated considering atoms upto R≈7 Å from photoabsorbing
Ω=Ti;W atoms according to1

1
Ω;Θ;Υ photoabsorbing and
scatterers atom-types
ξ: path-type; ξ denotes the
path type

F ΩΘΥ,ξ (k, θ) = ΨΩΘΥ,ξ (k, θ)S02 Λred (k), ,
φΩΘΥ,ξ (k, θ) = 2Δ(k)+Φ(k, θ),

[1]

2
S0i
Ri (k) ∣ Fj (π, k)∣

kR2ij

j

eff[2]

[2]

χijn (k)=

Si2 RFjn

(ϑ, k)

kRij R jn Rni
eff[3]

[3]
χijn (k) =

Si2 RFjn

(π, k)

kR4ij
eff[3]

[3]

χijn (k) =

eff[2]

kR2ij R2jn
Si2 RFj

Si2 RFjn

(ϑ, k)]e

eff[3]

sin[2kReff +ψi (k)+φjn

eff[3]

sin[2kReff +ψi (k)+φj

(ϑnij , k)

kR2ij R2in

sin [2kRij + ψi (k) + φj (π, k)] e

sin[2kReff +ψi (k)+φjn

(ϑijn , k)

eff[3]

[3]
χij (k) =

(11.6b)

where ΨΩΘΥ,ξ (k, θ) amplitude-magnitude; Λred (k) reductionfactor; 2Δ(k) k-dependent phase-correction; Φ(k, θ) phase [70].
To incorporate the important single- and multiple-scattering
processes allowing explicit treatment of three-body correlations
and effects of static-disorder due to ﬂuctuation of interatomicdistances, atomic-coordination and bond-angles, the scatteringpaths between the photoabsorbing Ti ; W atoms, and scatterers
Θ;Υ=O;Ti;W atoms shown in Figure 11.1 were included in the
RMC-EXAFS reﬁnements. Following the path-notation given
in Refs. [70,71,75], the contribution of each of those scatteringpaths to the RMC simulated EXAFS spectra is given by

Figure 11.1: Scattering paths

χi (k) = ∑

(11.6a)

2R

eff

λ(k)

2R

eff

−

; Reff=

−

2R

eff

λ(k)

2R

eff

−

2R

eff

λ(k)

[Fig. 11.1(a)] (11.7)

[Rij +R jn +Rni ]
2

[Fig.11.1(b)] (11.8)

; Reff = Rij +R jn [Fig. 11.1(c)] (11.9)

; Reff =2Rij

λ(k)

(ϑnij , k)]e

; Reff=Rij

λ(k)

(ϑijn , k)] e

(π, k)] e

eff[3]

sin[2kReff +ψi (k)+φjn

−

−

[Fig. 11.1(d)] (11.10)

; Reff = Rij +Rin [Fig. 11.1(e)] (11.11)
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where: Ri (k) central atom loss factor; Fj (π, k)=∣Fj (π, k)∣eφj (π,k)
eff[2,3]

complex backscattering amplitude; Fjn
effective amplitude
for scattering angle ϑ; ψi (k) total scattering phase shift for the
photoabsorbing atom; Reff effective scattering-path length. The
RMC simulated EXAFS spectra is thus averaged over absorbing
atom in the conﬁgurations [70,71,75]. After implementations of
self-consistent calculation of cluster potentials by FEFF8.4 those
single- and multiple-scattering paths and the associated F(k, θ)
φ(k, θ) functions were calculated along with the nonstructural
2
parameter S0i
estimated from the overlapping integral.
Note that although some single contributions arising from
those multiple-scattering processes could be lower than others,
their average contributions become important because there are
a large number of them, and they vary among different MD
structural trajectories.
The third step in RMC-EXAFS sumulations consists in using
the input MD structural trajectories of aTiO2 and aWO3 as well
as their FEFF calculated single- and multiple-scattering paths
to calculate their corresponding EXAFS spectra kn χ(k). EXAFS
spectra χn (k), is calculated for all photoabsorbing atoms in the
input MD atomic-conﬁguration as a sum of the contribution of
the different scattering paths deﬁned in Equations 11.7-11.11,
according to
n pt

nbt

ΩΘΥ,ξ

kn χΩ (k)MD = kn ∑ ∑ χMD
ξ=1 Θ,Υ=1

(k),

(11.12)

with n pt number path-types; nbt atom-types, and then Fourier
transformed FT∣kn χ(k)∣ into the real space according to
k2
1
kn χnΩ (R)MD = [ √ ] ∫ χΩ (k)MD kn e−[2ikR] dk,
2π k1

(11.13)

The next step for RMC-EXAFS reﬁnement consist in calculating
spectral-differences between χn (k)MD ; FT∣kn χ(k)∣MD functions
as-calculated from MD structural trajectories and experimental
χn (k)Exp ; FT∣kn χ(k)∣Exp spectra. In k-space spectral-reﬁnement
the total residual is calculated according to
2

m

χ (k) = ∑
i=1

2

[χ2MD (k) − χ2Exp (k)]
σ2

,

(11.14)

For real-space FT∣kn χ(k)∣ spectral-reﬁnements the total residual
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is calculated according to
χ2 (R) =

2
1 m
2
2
∑ [∣ [Re + Im] [χMD (Ri ) − χExp (Ri )] ∣ ] ,
2
σ i=1

(11.15)

To simulate the short-range order by RMC-EXAFS reﬁnements,
MD structural trajectories of aTiO2 and aWO3 were ﬁtted to the
experimental kn χ(k) [in the range Δk≈2-10 Å−1 ]; FT∣kn χ(k)∣ [in
the range ΔR≈0-6 Å] spectra. From prior EXAFS analysis by
ARTEMIS [Chapter 8], the threshold energy shift of aWO3 was
ﬁxed to ΔE0 ≈6.84 eV, and S02 ≈0.92(4). For aTiO2 it was ﬁxed
to ΔE0 ≈-4.87, eV and S02 ≈0.94(2). Thermal damping of RMCEXAFS signals associated to structural disorder σ2 , is given
by the statistical average of kn χ(k)Ave
RMC spectra, calculated by
summing over the ensemble of atomic conﬁgurations.
From EXAFS ﬁtting by ARTEMIS [Chapter 8], atoms were
constrained to move into cut-off distances W-O≈1.4-2.8 Å; OO≈2.2-3.3 Å; W-W≈2.8-4.2 Å for aWO3 , and Ti-O≈1.92-1.98 Å;
O-O≈2.56-2.74 Å; Ti-Ti≈3.0-3.6 Å for aTiO2 . This, avoids the
atoms getting too close and the breaking of W-O or Ti-O bonds.
Average coordination constraints were set and their weighting
was gradually reduced at each RMC-run. This leds to mean
coordination constraints NW-O ≈4-6 and NW-W ≈4-6 for aWO3 , and
NTi-O ≈4.0-7.0; NTi-Ti ≈2.0-3.0 for aTiO2 , which were found to
be the most suitable steady-state conditions to decrease the
residual and reach spectral convergence.
From the ﬁrst RMC-EXAFS run, the atoms from the input
MD atomic-conﬁguration are moved in random directions and
the structurally-averaged kn χ(k)RMC [Δk≈2-10 Å−1 ] spectra were
calculated from all photoabsorbing W or Ti atoms in the input
ΩΘΥ,ξ
atomic conﬁguration as a sum of the χRMC (k) contributions
from single- and multiple-scattering paths deﬁned in Equations
11.7-11.11 and Figure 11.1, and then Fourier transformed to
FT∣k2 χ(k)∣RMC [ΔR≈0-6 Å] into the real space according to

n

n

n pt

nbt

ΩΘΥ,ξ

k χΩ (k)RMC = k ∑ ∑ χRMC (k),

(11.16)

k2
1
kn χnΩ (R)RMC = [ √ ] ∫ χΩ (k)RMC kn e−[2ikR] dk,
2π k1

(11.17)

ξ=1 Θ,Υ=1

with Ω;Θ;Υ the photoabsorbing W or Ti atoms and scatterers
atom-types W, Ti and O.
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RMC-EXAFS model-structures of aTiO2 and aWO3 were then
optimized allowing a 3-5% of atoms to undergo displacements
of ≈0.06-0.08 Å, at every RMC-EXAFS cycle. Total k3 χ(k)RMC ;
FT∣k3 χ(k)∣RMC [aWO3 ], and k2 χ(k)RMC and FT∣k2 χ(k)∣RMC [aTiO2 ]
functions; equals to the averaged over single spectrum of each
photoabsorbing W or Ti atom were re-calculated at each RMCEXAFS cycle. The RMC-EXAFS calculated spectral-differences
between χn (k)RMC ; FT∣kn χ(k)∣RMC functions and experimental
χn (k)Exp ; FT∣kn χ(k)∣Exp spectra, is given by the total residual in
k-space and real-space calculated according to
2

m

χ (k) = ∑
i=1

χ2 (R) =

2

[χ2RMC (k) − χ2Exp (k)]
σ2

,

2
1 m
2
2
∑ [∣ [Re + Im] [χRMC (Ri ) − χExp (Ri )] ∣ ] ,
2
σ i=1

(11.18)

(11.19)

For each RMC-EXAFS cycle, if χ2 (R)New <χ2 (R)Old , the atomic
move is accepted. If χ2 (R)New >χ2 (R)Old then the atomic move
2

2

is only accepted with probability P=e−[χn −χ0 ]/2 , otherwise the
atomic move is rejected.
Convergence to a minimum residual of ≈1-5×10−3 was attained
by running ≈6-8×105 RMC-EXAFS cycles. After reﬁnements,
all the RMC-EXAFS optimized structures of aWO3 and aTiO2
attained a similar atomic-bonding distribution, and displayed
small variation in coordinations and bond-angle distributions.
This is due to the use of already pre-converged MD-trajectories,
and structural constraints applied in simulations, which force
the input structures to achieve similar structural order to ﬁt the
EXAFS spectra.

12
RMC-EXAFS aWO3 and aTiO2
This chapter brieﬂy describes the results from RMC-EXAFS
simulations of the atomic short-range order of aWO3 and aTiO2
oxides according with the simulation scheme given previously
in Chapter 11. Detailed studies addressing the intricate atomic
short-range order of aWO3 and aTiO2 transition metal oxides
and its role on the electronic properties are presented in papers
I and II appended to this thesis. In this analysis, energetically
and structurally pre-converged MD structural trajectories of
aWO3 and aTiO2 as simulated in Chapter 10 were used as input
structures. This ensures that effects of static disorder due to the
ﬂuctuation of interatomic distances, atomic coordinations and
bond-angles, were intrinsically considered in the simulations.
Multiple-scattering processes were included by self-consistent
calculations, considering atoms beyond the ﬁrst coordination
shells. The use of bond-distances and coordinations constraint
prevent the aWO3 and aTiO2 simulated structures getting away
from the atomic short-range order deﬁned in the measured
k3 χ(k); FT∣k3 χ(k)∣ [aWO3 ] or k2 χ(k); FT∣k2 χ(k)∣ [aTiO2 ] spectra.
Since structures were optimized at each atomic displacement,
until reaching the one-to-one matching with the experimental
spectrum, it is expected that RMC-EXAFS simulation properly
describe the atomic short-range order of aWO3 and aTiO2 .

12.1

RMC simulations of the EXAFS spectra of aWO3

Figures 12.1(a)-(b) show representative results for ﬁtting from
RMC-EXAFS simulations k3 χ(k)RMC , to the experimental EXAFS
spectra k3 χ(k) of aWO3 ﬁlms. The simulated k3 χ(k)RMC spectra
reproduces the phase, shape and damping of the oscillations in
good agreement with the experimental data. After convergence
a minimum residual of ≈1-5×10−3 is attained, which shows that
RMC-EXAFS simulation rightly reﬂect the disordered structure
of aWO3 . The thermal damping of the total RMC-EXAFS signal
associated to the structural disorder σ2 is given by the statistical
averaging of k3 χ(k)RMC signals obtained by summing over the
ensemble of atomic conﬁgurations [70,74].
The Fourier-Transform of the experimental k3 χ(k) spectra in
the real-space, FT∣k3 χ(k)∣, and its associated wavelet transform
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Figure 12.1: (a)-(b) Fitting
by RMC-EXAFS k3 χ(k)RMC to
the measured k3 χ(k) spectra
of aWO3 . (c)-(f) The FourierTransform FT∣k3 χ(k)∣ and its
wavelet transform WT. (g)-(h)
Real and Imaginary parts of
FT∣k3 χ(k)∣ and FT∣k3 χ(k)∣RMC

[WT; 2D-contour plot] are depicted in Figures 12.1(c)-(f) [phase
uncorrected, Real and Imaginary components at the bottom in
Figures 12.1(g)-(h)]. The main peak in the FT∣k3 χ(k)∣ spectra at
R≈1.3 Å [k≈5.6 Å−1 in the WT], is associated to single-scattering
by neighboring O atoms in the ﬁrst coordination shell W-O. The
peak in FT∣k3 χ(k)∣ at R≈2.7 Å [k≈4.1 Å−1 in the WT], arises from
multiple-scattering contributions in the ﬁrst shell. The peak in
FT∣k3 χ(k)∣ at R≈3.4 Å [k≈6.4 Å−1 in the WT], emerges from the
contribution from mixed single- and multiple-scattering by W
and distant O atoms at the second coordination shell.
RMC-EXAFS reﬁnements Fourier transformed into the realspace FT∣k3 χ(k)∣RMC of the W-O and W-W coordination shells in
the experimental FT∣k3 χ(k)∣ spectrum was calculated according
to Equation 11.17. Fitting by RMC-EXAFS reﬁned FT∣k3 χ(k)∣RMC
to the experimental FT∣k3 χ(k)∣ spectra reproduce the real-space
position of the ﬁrst W-O and second coordination shells W-W,
and the multiple-scattering contributions of the experimental
spectra [Figures 12.1(c)-(f), as well as the Real and Imaginary
components at the bottom in Figures 12.1(g)-(h)].
Figures 12.2(a)-(b) display the comparison between standard

RMC-EXAFS aWO3 and aTiO2

nonlinear least-squares ﬁtting k3 χ(k)STF ; FT∣k3 χ(k)∣STF , and the
ﬁttings by RMC-EXAFS simulations k3 χ(k)RMC ; FT∣k3 χ(k)∣RMC to
the experimental k3 χ(k); FT∣k3 χ(k)∣ spectra. The ab-initio FMS
k3 χ(k)MD ; FT∣k3 χ(k)∣MD functions as calculated directly from MD
structural trajectories of aWO3 are shown too. The FT∣k3 χ(k)∣MD
function properly reproduces the real-space position of the ﬁrst
coordination shell W-O but the spectral features in the range of
R≈1.7-6 Å are not well-resolved. Interatomic bond distances in
FT∣k3 χ(k)∣MD are close to the experimental data, but the relative
intensities of the peaks in FT∣k3 χ(k)∣MD are lower than those of
the experimental FT∣k3 χ(k)∣ spectrum. Thus, the main atomic
coordination in ab-initio MD structures of aWO3 [NW-O =5.38 and
NW-W =4.53] are lower than those obtained from the experimental
FT∣k3 χ(k)∣ spectra [NW-O =5.80, NW-W =5.30]. Differences between
the experimental k3 χ(k), FT∣k3 χ(k)∣ and ab-initio FMS k3 χ(k)MD ;
FT∣k3 χ(k)∣MD spectra could be ascribed to structural correlations
with the S02 factor and approximations on the mufﬁn-tin radii
for the potential of the photoabsorbing W atoms [47].
Table 12.1 summarizes the main interatomic bond-distances,
atomic coordinations and σ2 factors, obtained from nonlinear
least-square spectral ﬁtting of the measured k3 χ(k), FT∣k3 χ(k)∣
spectra, and those calculated directly from the RMC-EXAFS
optimized structures of aWO3 . The data show good agreement
with each other, proving that averaging over non-equivalent
WOx atomic-environments yields accurate reproduction of the
k3 χ(k), FT∣k3 χ(k)∣ spectra and related structural parameters of
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Figure 12.2: (a) Comparison
between standard nonlinear
least-square k3 χ(k)STF , RMCEXAFS k3 χ(k)RMC ﬁtting and
the FMS k3 χ(k)MD function.
(b) The comparison between
the standard nonlinear leastsquare FT∣k3 χ(k)∣STF , RMCEXAFS FT∣k3 χ(k)∣RMC ﬁtting
and the FMS FT∣k3 χ(k)∣MD .
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aWO3 . The σ2 factors in Table 12.1 reﬂect the attenuation of
the k3 χ(k), FT∣k3 χ(k)∣ spectra because of the mean-square static
disorder in the distribution of interatomic bond-distances and
ionic displacement [48]. Thus, calculated σ2 values correspond
to the degree of disorder in aWO3 , which is mainly manifested
in the shortening of interatomic bond-distances [W-O, W-W, OO], and in the lowering of the atomic coordination [NW-O , NO-W ,
NW-W , NO-O ], with respect to crystalline phases of WO3 .

Table 12.1: Main interatomicdistances, coordinations and
the 2σ2 factors of aWO3 , and
parameters calculated from
RMC-EXAFS simulations of
aWO3 .

Least-Squares Fitting‡
W-O
1.86±0.02 Å
NW-O
5.80±0.10
2
2σW-O
0.011(8)
W-W
3.74±0.02 Å
NW-W
5.30±0.10
2
0.136(3)
2σW-W
----‡

RMC-EXAFS aWO3
W-O
1.85±0.03 Å
NW-O
5.74±0.12
NO-W
1.91±0.03
W-W
3.73±0.03 Å
NW-W
5.24±0.18 Å
O-O
2.76±0.03 Å
NO-O
7.68±0.21

S02 ≈0.92(4) and ΔE0 ≈6.84 eV.

12.1.1 RMC-EXAFS simulated structure of aWO3
Figure 12.3 displays representative results of the RMC-EXAFS
simulated structures of aWO3 . Those optimized structures of
aWO3 comprise mainly corner-sharing distorted WO6,5,4 units
and a small proportion of edge-sharing WO6,5,4 unit-blocks.
Distribution of atomic coordination [W-O bond-length cutoff
of ≈2.8 Å], shows that W atoms hold mainly octahedra [NW-O =6,
≈76%], under coordinated pentahedra [NW-O =5, ≈22%], and low
tetrahedra [NW-O =4, ≈2%] locally bonding with neighbouring O
atoms. This yields a main atomic coordination NW-O ≈5.74±0.12,
in the ﬁrst W-O shell, in good agreement with the main value
NW-O ≈5.8±0.1 obtained from least-squares ﬁtting of the k3 χ(k)
and FT∣k3 χ(k)∣ spectra. The O atoms exhibit a near to two-fold
coordination with W atoms, NO-W ≈1.91±0.10 [Figure 12.4].
The edge-sharing O-W-O and corner-sharing W-O-W bondangle distributions of the RMC-EXAFS simulated structures of
aWO3 show peaks at 94○ , 161○ and at 105○ , 150○ [Figure 12.5].
After reﬁnements, all the RMC-EXAFS optimized structures
of aWO3 attained a similar atomic bonding distribution and the
atomic coordination and bond-angle distribution showed small
variation. This is of course due to the use of pre-converged MD
trajectories, and structural constraints applied in simulations,
which force the input structures to attain similar atomic short-

RMC-EXAFS aWO3 and aTiO2

range orders to properly ﬁt the k3 χ(k); FT∣k3 χ(k)∣ spectra. The
interatomic bond-lengths were the same. Some structures also
show over-coordinated WO7 -units at a larger W-O bond-length
cutoff [≈3.12 Å], but atomic coordinations NW-O =5,6 dominates
the structural characteristics of the EXAFS spectra of aWO3 .

12.2
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Figure 12.3: Representative
results from the RMC-EXAFS
reﬁned structures of aWO3 .

RMC simulations of the EXAFS spectra of aTiO2

Figures 12.6(a)-(b) display representative results from ﬁtting of
RMC-EXAFS simulations k2 χ(k)RMC , to the experimental EXAFS
spectra k2 χ(k) of aTiO2 ﬁlms. The simulated k2 χ(k)RMC spectra
reproduces the phase, shape and damping of the oscillations in
good agreement with the experimental data. After convergence
a minimum residual of ≈1-5×10−3 is attained, which shows that
RMC-EXAFS simulation rightly reﬂect the disordered structure
of aTiO2 . The thermal damping of the total RMC-EXAFS signal
associated to the structural disorder σ2 is given by the statistical
averaging of k3 χ(k)RMC signals obtained by summing over the

Figure 12.4: Distribution of
local-coordination at the W
and O shells.

Figure 12.5: O-W-O; W-O-W
bond-angle distributions.
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Figure 12.6: (a)-(b) Fitting
by RMC-EXAFS k2 χ(k)RMC to
the measured k2 χ(k) spectra
of aTiO2 . (c)-(f) The FourierTransform FT∣k2 χ(k)∣ and its
wavelet transform WT. (g)-(h)
Real and Imaginary parts of
FT∣k2 χ(k)∣ and FT∣k2 χ(k)∣RMC

ensemble of atomic conﬁgurations [47].
The Fourier-Transform of the experimental k2 χ(k) spectra in
the real-space, FT∣k2 χ(k)∣, and its associated wavelet transform
[WT; 2D-contour plot] are depicted in Figures 12.6(c)-(f) [phase
uncorrected, Real and Imaginary components at the bottom in
Figures 12.6(g)-(h)]. The main peak in the FT∣k2 χ(k)∣ spectra at
R≈1.45 Å [k≈5.2 Å−1 in the WT] arises from single-scattering by
neighboring O atoms in the ﬁrst coordination shell [Ti-O]. The
peak in FT∣k3 χ(k)∣ at R≈2.52 Å [k≈5.8 Å−1 in the WT], is due to
single-scattering by neighboring Ti atoms located in the second
coordination shell [Ti-Ti].
RMC-EXAFS reﬁnements Fourier transformed into the realspace FT∣k2 χ(k)∣RMC of the Ti-O and Ti-Ti coordination shells in
the experimental FT∣k2 χ(k)∣ spectrum reproduce the real-space
position of the ﬁrst Ti-O, and second coordination shells Ti-Ti,
observed in the measured spectra [Figures 12.6(c)-(f), Real and
Imaginary components at the bottom in Figures 12.6(g)-(h)].
Figures 12.7(a)-(b) show the comparison between the ﬁttings
from RMC-EXAFS simulations k2 χ(k)RMC ; FT∣k2 χ(k)∣RMC to the
experimental k2 χ(k); FT∣k2 χ(k)∣ spectra and the ab-initio FMS

RMC-EXAFS aWO3 and aTiO2

k2 χ(k)MD ; FT∣k2 χ(k)∣MD function as calculated directly from MD
structural trajectories of aTiO2 . The k2 χ(k)MD function properly
reproduces the phase, shape and damping of oscillations in the
experimental k2 χ(k) spectra. The RMC-EXAFS, FT∣k2 χ(k)∣RMC
and FMS-MD, FT∣k2 χ(k)∣MD , simulated functions reproduce the
real-space position of the Ti-O and Ti-Ti coordination shells of
the experimental spectrum. The close similarity between those
k2 χ(k)RMC ; FT∣k2 χ(k)∣RMC and k2 χ(k)MD ; FT∣k2 χ(k)∣MD spectra is a
clear evidence that the atomic short-range order of aTiO2 can
be properly reproduced by RMC-EXAFS and FMS-MD-EXAFS
simulations based on ab-initio approaches. The remaining small
differences between the experimental spectra and the FMS-MD
computed k2 χ(k)MD ; FT∣k2 χ(k)∣MD functions, can be ascribed to
the size of the simulation-cell and approximation in the mufﬁntin radii for the potential of the photoabsorbing Ti atoms [47].
Table 12.2 summarizes the main interatomic bond-distances,
atomic coordinations and σ2 factors, obtained from nonlinear
least-squares spectral ﬁtting of the measured k2 χ(k), FT∣k2 χ(k)∣
spectra, and those calculated from the RMC-EXAFS optimized
structures of aTiO2 . For comparison, main interatomic bonddistances, atomic coordinations and σ2 factors, obtained from
nonlinear least-squares spectral ﬁtting of the measured k2 χ(k),
FT∣k2 χ(k)∣ spectra of anatase TiO2 , and those calculated from
MD structural trajectories of aTiO2 are also displayed. The data
show good agreement to each other. The increases in σ2 factors
give a measure of the degree of disorder in aTiO2 , which is
manifested in lowering local-coordinations and increasing the
Ti-O; Ti-Ti and O-O interatomic-distances in aTiO2 .
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Figure 12.7: (a) Fitting from
RMC-EXAFS k2 χ(k)RMC , and
the FMS k2 χ(k)MD function.
(b) Fitting from RMC-EXAFS
FT∣k2 χ(k)∣RMC and the FMS
FT∣k2 χ(k)∣MD function.
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Least-Squares Fitting†

Ti-O
NTi-O
2
2σTi-O
Ti-Ti
NTi-Ti
2
2σTi-Ti

Simulated aTiO2
RMC-EXAFS‡

MD⋆

TiO2

aTiO2

1st Shell

1st Shell

O-O

2.6(7) Å

2.6(9) Å

1.9(5) Å
6.0
0.011(8)

1.9(6) Å
5.4(2)
0.018(4)

Ti-O
NTi-O
NO-Ti

1.9(6) Å
5.2(4)
2.6(8)

1.9(6) Å
5.5(9)
2.8(2)

2nd Shell

2nd Shell

NO-O

8.9(8)

9.6(3)

3.0(4) Å
4.0
0.012(2)

3.1(2) Å
2.7(4)
0.026(2)

Ti-Ti

3.1(8) Å
3.5(4) Å
2.6(8)

3.1(5) Å
3.5(2) Å
2.8(8)

NTi-Ti

Reﬁned by ARTEMIS: S02 ≈0.90(2); ΔE0 ≈-4.87 eV.
‡ RMC-EXAFS simulations: S2 ≈0.94(2) eV.
0
⋆ FMS calculated from MD simulations: S2 ≈0.88(4)
0

Table 12.2: Main interatomicdistances, coordinations and
the 2σ2 factors of aTiO2 and
anatase TiO2 and parameters
calculated from RMC-EXAFS
and FMS MD simulations of
aTiO2 .

†

eV.

12.2.1 RMC-EXAFS simulated structure of aTiO2
Figure 12.8 displays representative results of the RMC-EXAFS
simulated structures of aTiO2 which exhibits edge- and cornersharing distorted TiOx -units. The distributions at the Ti and O
coordination shells show that Ti atoms hold under-coordinated
TiO4 -tetrahedra [NTi-O =4; 17%], TiO6 -octahedra [NTi-O =6; 38%],
and TiO5 -pentahedra [NTi-O =5; 44%], the over-coordinated TiO7
octahedra [NTi-O =7] unit also exist, but contribute merely in 1%.
Some RMC-EXAFS simulated structures of aTiO2 do not hold
TiO7 -units, instead they reach a major number of TiO5;6 -units.
O atoms hold mainly 3-fold coordination with Ti [NO-Ti =3; 64%]
under-coordinated 2-fold [NO-Ti =2; 33%] and over-coordinated
4-fold [NO-Ti =4; 3%] units also occur [Figure 12.9]. O-Ti-O bondangle distribution shows maxima at Θ=94○ -104○ associated to
main bond-angles between a Ti atom and two edge-sharing O
atoms. The Ti-O-Ti bond-angle distribution displays maxima
at Θ=102○ -125○ due to the bond-angles between O and two
corner-sharing Ti atoms [Figure 12.10]. As in the previous case,
the structural constraints applied in simulations force the input
structures to achieve similar structural order, and hence similar
contributions to the EXAFS spectrum. This yields RMC-EXAFS
simulated structures of aTiO2 holding similar atomic-bonding,
coordinations and bond-angle distribution. Interatomic lengths
were the same and small variations in coordinations were seen.
During simulations it was observed that the distributions of
TiO5;6 units consistently obtained for RMC-EXAFS optimized
structures of aTiO2 result in an A2 pre-edge XANES spectra,

RMC-EXAFS aWO3 and aTiO2

whose relative intensity, energy position and weight properly
reproduce the experimental spectra. Structures holding higher
under-coordinated TiO4 -units, exhibit an intense A1 pre-edgeXANES peak, and hence, they are unrealistic because of their
inability to reproduce simultaneously the EXAFS and XANES
spectra. No inclusion of bonding-constraints leads to structures
having shorter Ti-O bonds, which also induces a high intensity
pre-edge XANES spectrum. From those results it is concluded
that the RMC-EXAFS simulated structures having proportional
distribution of TiO5;6 -unit and main interatomic bond-distance
of Ti-O≈1.9(6) Å dominate the structural characteristics of the
experimental EXAFS and XANES spectra of aTiO2 thin-ﬁlm.
Detailed analyses on the role of the atomic short-range order
of aWO3 and aTiO2 on the electronic transition given rise to the
experimental XANES spectra of aWO3 and aTiO2 are given in
Chapter 16, and in the papers I and II appended to this thesis.
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Figure 12.8: Representative
results from the RMC-EXAFS
reﬁned structures of aTiO2 .

Figure 12.9: Distribution of
local-coordination at the Ti
and O shells.

Figure 12.10: O-Ti-O; Ti-O-Ti
bond-angle distributions.

13
Theoretical background: ab-initio
computational simulations
In this thesis the atomic short-range structure and electronic
properties of aTiO2 and aWO3 oxides were additionally studied
by First-Principles ab-initio Molecular Dynamic [MD], Density
Functional Theory [DFT] and Finite Difference Method [FDM].
Atomic-scale ab-initio computational simulations1 have become
a cornerstone in materials research by providing key insight of
fundamental processes that are not otherwise accessible —such
as structure, vibrational, thermal, diffusion mechanism and electronic
structure effects—. Nowadays, computational materials physics
has been extending to new ﬁelds of fundamental and applied
research, because those approaches can aid to save laboratory
work and resources, offering interesting topics for fundamental
research from physical point of view. This chapter offers basics
descriptions on the quantum mechanical formalism behind the
different theoretical approaches used throughout the thesis. An
overview on the many-body problem, and the main theorems
describing the different ab-initio approaches are presented.

13.1

1
The ﬁrst-principles ab-initio
computational model is one
that seeks to calculate a
physical quantity starting
directly from established
laws of physics without
making assumptions such as
empirical information or
ﬁtted parameters extracted
from experiments.

The many-body problem

Describing the electronic properties of any system composed
of nuclei and electrons —atoms, molecules and solids—, involves
the complex task of solving quantum mechanical correlations
of electrons. Although it is impossible to analytically solve a
large number of electronic correlations, a solution can be found
through various approximations. The fundamental description
of a quantum mechanical system is founded on the many-body
wavefunction for the electrons Ψ({ri }; t)≡Ψ(r1 , r2 , ..., rn ; t), and
the dynamics is described by the time-dependent Schrödinger
equation for non-relativistic2 particles deﬁned according to [76]
i h̵

dΨ({ri }; t)
= ĤΨ({ri }; t),
dt

(13.1)

where the Hamiltonian operator Ĥ onto the wavefunction, is
just the sum of the kinetic energy T̂n and potential energy V̂(r)
operators. For a system containing atomic nuclei and electrons

2
Relativistic corrections take
into account the mass
increase of the electrons and
indirect relativistic effects
occurring in heavy atoms in
order to follow the
relativistic Dirac equation.
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Ĥ is deﬁned according to
Ĥ = −

Z I Z J e2
h̵ 2
h̵ 2 2 1
e2
Z I e2
1
2
∇I + ∑
−∑
+ ∑
,
∑ ∇i − ∑
2me i
2 i/= j ∣ri − r j ∣ i,I ∣ri − R I ∣ 2 I =/ J ∣R I − R J ∣
I 2M I
122 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 232 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 122 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 322 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 24 122 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 232 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 122 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 322 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 122 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4
T̂e

3

∇2 =

∂2
∂x2

+

∂2
∂y2

+

∂2
∂z2

4
The Born-Oppenheimer
approximation is useful in
the calculation of nuclear
vibrational modes and in
perturbation theory for
electron-phonon interaction.

T̂n

V̂ee (r)

V̂nn (r)

where ri , me denote the position and mass of the i-th electron
and R I , Z I , M I indicate the position, atomic number, and mass
of the I-th nucleus, respectively.3 The terms associated to T̂e , T̂n
indicate the kinetic energies of electrons and nuclei. The terms
V̂ee (r), V̂en (r, R), V̂nn (R) are the Coulomb interactions between
electron-electron, electron-nuclei and nuclei, respectively. Since
the operator Ĥ does not involve any explicit time-dependent
term, the wavefunction can be separate into a spatial and time̵
dependent components; Ψ({ri }; t)=Ψ({ri })e−ihEt , and hence the
Schrödinger equation in its time-independent form is given by
ĤΨ(r, R)=EΨ(r, R); E denoting the energy of the system. Thus,
by variational minimization of the system’s energy, the ground
state of the system can be obtained. Considering that the nuclei
are ≈103 times massive respect to the electrons, then the kinetic
nuclei energy can be ignored, Born-Oppenheimer approximation,4
and the fundamental Hamiltonian operator Ĥ for the theory of
electronic structure takes the form Ĥ=T̂+V̂int +V̂ext according to
Ĥ = −

h̵ 2
e2
Z I e2
2 1
−∑
,
∑ ∇i + ∑
2me i
2 i/= j ∣ri − r j ∣ i,I ∣ri − R I ∣
122 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 232 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 122 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 232 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 122 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 322 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4
T̂e

5
The Slater determinant
ascertains the antisymmetry
of ΨHF (r1 , ..., r N , ..., σ1 , ..., σN )
upon the interchange of the
coordinates of two electrons

V̂en (r)

(13.2)

V̂int (r)

(13.3)

V̂ext (r)

with T̂e the kinetic energy operator for electrons, V̂int (r) is the
electron-electron interaction and V̂ext (r, R) the potential acting
on the electrons from the nuclei [76]. The total energy of the
system is obtained by adding the Coulomb interaction between
nuclei V̂nn (R), which is can be treated classically by the Ewald
method. After this approximation the degrees of freedom into
the many-body Hamiltonian Ĥ are reduced, but the solution of
the Schrödinger equation still remains nontrivial because the
dynamics of electrons is inﬂuenced by other electrons through
the electron-electron correlation term V̂int (r). The Hartree-Fock
[HF] method offers an approximate solution to the many-body
problem. In this approach a Slater determinant5 wavefunction,
ΨHF (r1 , ..., r N , ..., σ1 , ..., σN ), is deﬁned for a speciﬁed number N
of electrons, and attempts to calculates the single determinant
that leads to a minimization of the total energy for the complete
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interacting hamiltonian Ĥ=T̂+V̂int +V̂ext as deﬁned in Equation
13.3
!! ψ (r , σ ) ψ (r , σ ) ⋯
!!! 1 1 1
1 2 2
!!! ψ (r , σ ) ψ (r , σ ) ⋯
1
!! 2 1 1
2 2 2
ΨHF (r1 , ..., r N , ..., σ1 , ..., σN ) =
!!
⋮
⋮
⋱
[N!]1/2 !!!!
!!
!!!ψN (r1 , σ1 ) ψN (r2 , σ2 ) ⋯

ψ1 (r3 , σ3 ) !!!!
!!
ψ2 (r3 , σ3 ) !!!!
!!
!!
⋮
!!!
ψN (r3 , σ3 )!!!!
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(13.4)

where ψi (ri , σi ) denotes the single-particle spin-orbitals given by
the product of a position function ψiσ (r j ) and a spin variable
function αi (σj ). Upon quantization of spin functions, variation
of ψiσ∗ (r), which minimize the expectation value ⟨ΨHF ∣ Ĥ∣ΨHF ⟩,
under orthonormality constrain of single-particle wavefunction
leads to the HF equation deﬁned according to
εσi ψiσ (r)

σ
⎤
⎡
σ
⎢ 1
ψj j (r′ ) ⎥
σj ′ ψ j (r)
⎥ σ
⎢
2
′ σj ∗ ′
′ σj ∗ ′
⎥ ψi (r) − ∑ ∫ dr ψj (r )ψj (r )
= ⎢− ∇ + Vext (r) + ∑ ∫ dr ψj (r )
.
⎢ 2
∣r − r′ ∣ ⎥
∣r − r′ ∣
⎥
⎢
j,σj
j
⎦
⎣

(13.5)

The HF approximation explicitly takes into account the electron
exchange energy. The HF approach considers that the electrons
are subject to the potential due to nuclei and others electrons,
the solution can be found by the self-consistent ﬁeld approach.

13.2

Density functional theory

Density functional theory [DFT], establishes that any property
of a system of many interacting particles can be understood in
function of the ground state density n0 (r), which determines
the information contained in the many-body wavefunction for
the ground and excited states [76].

13.2.1

Hohenberg-Kohn theorems

In the formalism of Hohenberg-Kohn, DFT is an exact theory
of many-body systems consisting of interacting particles in an
external potential Vext (r), and it is founded in the framework
of two fundamental theorems:
Theorem I: For any system of interacting particles in an external potential Vext (r), the potential Vext (r) is
determined uniquely, except for a constant, by the ground state particle density n0 (r).
Corollary I: Since the Hamiltonian is fully determined from n0 (r), except for a constant shift of the energy,
it follows that the many body wavefunctions for all states (ground and excited) are determined, Therefore, all
properties of the system are completely determined given only the ground state density n0 (r).
Theorem II: A universal functional for the energy E[n] in terms of the density n(r) can be deﬁned, valid for
any external potential Vext (r). For any particular Vext (r), the exact ground state energy of the system is the
global minimum value of this functional, and the density n(r) that minimises the functional is the exact ground
state density n0 (r).
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Corollary II: The functional E[n] alone is sufﬁcient to determine the ground state energy and density. In
general, excited states of the electron must be determined by others means. Nevertheless, the thermal equilibrium
properties are determined directly by the free-energy functional of the density.
[1]

Figure 13.1: Theorem I:
Many-body wave functions:
Ψi ({r}).
Ground state: Ψ0 ({r}).
From the external potential
Vext (r), the Hamiltonian Ĥ,
that enters the Schrödinger
equation is calculated. Then,
by solving the Schrödinger
equation the Ψi ({r}) and the
ground state Ψ0 ({r}) wave
functions are obtained. From
the Ψ0 ({r}) the ground state
density n0 (r) is calculated.
From ﬁrst HK theorem: from
n0 (r) the Vext (r) is uniquely
deﬁned except for a constant
shift [76].

[2]

From Theorem I: two different potentials Vext (r) and Vext (r)
leading to the same ground state density n(r), but differing by
more than a constant, lead to the Hamiltonian and ground state
wavefunctions Ĥ [1] ; Ψ[1] and Ĥ [2] ; Ψ[2] , with the same ground
state density n0 (r). Therefore, since Ψ[2] is not the ground state
of Ĥ [1] , and Ψ[1] is not the ground state of Ĥ [2] , it follows that
E[1] = ⟨Ψ[1] ∣ Ĥ [1] ∣ Ψ[1] ⟩

<

⟨Ψ[2] ∣ Ĥ [1] ∣ Ψ[2] ⟩
122 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4

(13.6)

⟨Ψ[1] ∣ Ĥ [2] ∣ Ψ[1] ⟩
122 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4

(13.7)

[1]

[2]

E[2] +∫ d3 r[Vext (r)−Vext (r)]n0 (r)

E[2] = ⟨Ψ[2] ∣ Ĥ [2] ∣ Ψ[2] ⟩

<

[2]

[1]

E[1] +∫ d3 r[Vext (r)−Vext (r)]n0 (r)

Thus, by summing those equations the contradictory inequality
E[1] +E[2] <E[1] +E[2] is obtained, proving that there cannot exist
two external potentials differing by more than a constant with
the same non-degenerated ground state charge density. Hence,
the density uniquely determines the external potential within
a constant [76], see Figure 13.1.
From Theorem II: it follows that all properties of the system
are uniquely determined if the density n(r) is speciﬁed, and
thus, all properties can be described as a functional of n(r),
including the existence of a universal total energy functional
EHK [n] deﬁned according to
EHK [n] = T[n] + Eint [n] + ∫ d3 (r)Vext (r)n(r) + Enn ,
122 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 32 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 24

(13.8)

FHK [n]

where the universal functional FHK [n] involves all the internal
energies —kinetic, potential— of the interacting electron system,
which are functionals only of the density n(r). Thus, if FHK [n]
is known, the exact ground state density n0 (r) and energy can
be calculated by minimization of the total energy of the system
with respect to variations in the density function n(r) [76].

13.2.2 Kohn-Sham formalism
The Kohn-Sham self-consistent formalism substitutes the initial
interacting many-body problem with an auxiliary independent
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particle problem, by using an interacting exchange-correlation
functional of the density to incorporate the many-body terms.
The auxiliary system is such that its ground-state density is the
same as that ground-state density of the interacting problem
[see Figure 13.2]. This scheme leads good approximation of the
universal energy functional EHK [n], allowing the use of noninteracting methods to calculate the properties of an interacting
many-body system, while the approximation in the exchangecorrelation functional deﬁnes the accuracy of the method. The
auxiliary Hamiltonian consists of the kinetic operator and an
σ
effective local potential Veff
(r) acting on an electron of spin σ
6
at a point r, given by
1
σ
Ĥaux
= − ∇2 + V σ (r).
2

6
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Hartree atomic units
h̵ = me = e = 4π
=1

0

(13.9)

The density of the auxiliary system is given by
Nσ

n(r) = ∑ n(r, σ) = ∑ ∑ ∣ Ψiσ (r) ∣ .
σ

σ i=1

(13.10)

The classic Coulomb interaction energy of the electron density
n(r) interacting with itself —self-interaction energy EHartree — is
EHartree =

n(r)n(r’)
1
d3 rd3 r′
.
2∫
∣r − r′ ∣

(13.11)

Therefore, the Hohenber-Kohn ground state energy functional
EHK [n], in the Kohn-Sham approach for interacting many-body
problem is given by
EKS [n] = Ts [n] + ∫ drVext (r)n(r) + EHartree [n] + Enn + EXC [n],
(13.12)

where the kinetic energy is split into the non-interacting Ts [n]
component and the remaining part is included in the exchangecorrelation energy EXC [n], which involves all the exchange and
correlation many-body effects, and is given by
EXC [n] = EHK [n] − (Ts [n] + EHartree [n]),

(13.13)

with [n] a functional dependent on the position r and spin σ,
n(r, σ). If the universal functional EXC [n] giving the exchangecorrelation energy is known, the exact ground state energy, the
density and properties for the many-body electron problem are
obtained by solving self-consistently the Kohn-Sham equations
for independent-particles deﬁned according to
[ ĤKS − εσi ] ψiσ (r) = 0,

(13.14)

Figure 13.2: The Kohn-Sham
ansatz: The auxiliary noninteracting problem is solved
[instead of the interacting
problem], by constructing an
auxiliary potential VKS ({r}).
The single-particle, Ψi ({r}),
wave functions are obtained
by solving the Schrödinger
equation for non-interacting
Hamiltonian ĤKS [76].
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1
σ
σ
ĤKS
(r) = − ∇2 + VKS
(r).
2
σ
(r) = Vext (r) +
VKS

δEHartree
δEXC
+
,
δn(r, σ) δn(r, σ)
122 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 322 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 122 2 2 2 2 2 232 2 2 2 2 2 2 4
VHartree (r)

(13.15)
(13.16)

σ (r)
VXC

σ
the non-interacting hamiltonian ĤKS
(r) is numerically solvable
σ
σ
and there is a unique potential VKS (r)≡Veff
(r)∣min related to the
interacting electron system. The self-consistent solution of the
Kohn-Sham equations (13.14)-(13.16), in the effective potential
and density is shown in Figure 13.3. Calculation of the effective
potential from the density n(r), the external potential, and the
exchange-correlation potential lead to a new density that builds
new effective and exchange-correlation potentials. Kohn-Sham
self-consistent scheme uses independent-particle methods, but
describes interacting densities. Since VHartree (r) holds the longrange Coulomb interaction, the exchange-correlation energy is
σ
(r) is the
well approximated. This short-range character of VXC
main reason for the accuracy of DFT methods in describing the
electronic structure of several condensed matter systems [76].

13.3

Figure 13.3: Self consistent
DFT cycle solving the KohnSham equations.

Exchange-correlation functionals

The crucial success of the Kohn-Sham formalism is the explicit
division of the independent single-particle kinetic energy and
the classical Hartree term from the remaining interacting part
exchange-correlation functional. The key quantity deﬁned into
the Kohn-Sham scheme is thus the exchange-correlation energy
EXC [n], which is function of the density. Thus, the total energy
deﬁned in Equation 13.12, can be exactly resolved only if the
exact form of EXC [n] is known. However, the deﬁnition of a
exact expression for this functional is complex and remains as
an unsolved issue. This fact, makes it necessary to approximate
the functional EXC [n], which has to be implemented and tested
with respect to the energy of the exact ground state. Concrete
descrptions on the relevant approximations of the exchangecorrelation functional are described below.

13.3.1 Local density approximation
The Kohn-Sham formalism also states that in solids the electron
density can be locally-treated as an uniform electron gas. Thus,
the exchange-correlation energy is considered to be the same as
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the energy of the uniform electron gas at any local space-point.
This idea constitutes the Local Density Approximation [LDA],
in which the exchange-correlation energy is simply an integral
over all space given by
LDA ↑ ↓
U
U ↑
U ↑
EXC
[n , n ] =∫ d3 rn(r)XC
(n↑ (r), n↓ (r)) =∫ d3 rn(r) [X
(n (r), n↓ (r)) + C
(n (r), n↓ (r))] , (13.17)

with XC the exchange-correlation energy per particle that can
be expressed in the basis of the exchange X [n] and correlation
C [n] terms by XC [n] = X [n] + C [n]. The spin densities n↑ ,
n↓ are related with the total density n(r) through the fractional
spin polarization ζ(r) = [n↑ − n↓ ]/n(r)7 . The X [n] term can be
explicitly evaluated by the Hartree-Fock method8 . The form of
C [n] is unknown but numerical forms of c [n] can be obtained
by Quantum Monte Carlo calculations9 [76]. The LDA scheme
is one of the most widely used functionals.

13.3.2

Generalised-gradient approximation

The ﬁrst upgrade beyond the LDA approximation consists in
take into account the locality of the density, along with higher
order gradient corrections to the charge density distribution at
the same spacial coordinate. This approach is the basis of the
Generalised-Gradient approximation [GGA]. The functional is
deﬁned in a generalized form according to

In the case of unpolarized
electronic system the LDA
approach is found by using
n(r)
n↑ = n↓ = 2
7

8
The Hartree-Fock method
leads to an approximate
value given by
X [n] = − 0.458
, with rs the
rs
Seitz radius or the radius of
the sphere enclosing an
electron
9
Quantum Monte Carlo
calculations leads to an
approximate value given by
C [n] = r 0.44
+7.8
s

GGA ↑ ↓
U
EXC
[n , n ] =∫ d3 rn(r)XC (n↑ , n↓ , ∣∇n↑ ∣, ∣∇n↓ ∣, ..) =∫ d3 rn(r)X
(n)FXC (n↑ , n↓ , ∣∇n↑ ∣, ∣∇n↓ ∣, ..),

(13.18)
U
with XC
(n) is expressed by the homogeneous exchange energy
U
X (n) enhanced by a factor FXC 10 . Since there is no unique way
to deﬁne the gradient of the charge density distribution several
forms for exchange-correlation functionals have been proposed
from which the most popular are those presented by PerdewWang [PW91] and by Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof [PBE], which is
deﬁned according to11
GGA ↑ ↓
EC
[n , n ] = ∫ d3 rn[C (rs , ζ) + H PBE (rs , ζ, t)],

(13.19)

The gradient-corrected GGA approximation keeps the features
of LDA while includes inhomogeneity contributions. The GGA
scheme offers often better results in calculations of structural
properties and phase transitions. However, as LDA, the GGA
underestimate the band gaps in insulators and semiconductors.

3e2 k

U (n) = −
F
XC
is the
4π
exchange term for
homogeneous density
systems

10

11

(n↑ ,n↓ )
n
4k f 1/2
∣∇n∣
= 2k φn
ks = [ π ]
s
1
[(1 + ζ)2/3 + (1 − ζ)2/3 ]
2
1/3

3
]
rs = [ 4πn
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13.3.3 Orbital-dependent functional LDA+U
A major drawback with the Kohn-Sham formalism is that there
is not a systematic procedure to improve exchange-correlation
functionals. In an exact functional the derivative ∂E/∂N shows
a discontinuity largely contributing to the band gap. However,
in LDA-GGA schemes the energy functional E(n) depends on
the number of electrons N, and ∂E/∂N is continuos, and thus
LDA-GGA schemes underestimate the band gap. Specially, for
TMOs and rare earth elements and compounds, electrons tend
to be localized and strongly interacting, leading to phenomena
such as the metal-insulator transition, heavy fermion behaviour
and high temperature superconductivity, which cannot be well
described by LDA-GGA approaches. LDA-GGA schemes also
break down in obtaining orbital energies i =∂E/∂ni ,12 showing
frequently bad agreement with the experimental results.
The correction to LDA-GGA energy functionals incorporates
an explicit orbital-dependent interaction, Coulomb interaction
U, to the highly localized atomic orbitals in a Hatree-Fock [HF]
approach, which is analogous to the U interaction in Hubbard
models and its known as LDA+U correction. The U parameter
shifts the localized orbitals relative to the others orbitals. Thus,
the Coulomb interactions are explicitly considered for localized
electrons, while LDA-GGA describe the delocalized electrons.
Into the LDA+U formalism the corrected energy functional is
deﬁned in terms of density matrix elements {ρ}, according to

The ni term denotes the
orbital occupation numbers
12

ELDA+U [nσ (r), {ρσ }] = ELDA [nσ (r)] + EU [{ρσ }] − EDC [{ρσ }],

(13.20)

where nσ (r) is the charge density for electrons with spin σ. The
term ELDA [nσ (r)] is the Kohn-Sham energy functional, and the
term EU [{ρσ }] is the HF correction to the functional deﬁned by
EU [{ρσ }] =

1
′′
′
′′′ σ
−σ
∑ {⟨m, m ∣Vee ∣m , m ⟩ρmm′ ρm′′ m′′′
2 {m},σ

+ [⟨m, m′′ ∣Vee ∣m′ , m′′′ ⟩ − ⟨m, m′′ ∣Vee ∣m′′′ , m′ ⟩] ρσmm′ ρσm′′ m′′′ } ,
where the matrix elements of the screened coulomb interaction
Vee , for correlated electrons is given by the Slater integrals Fk
and spherical harmonics according to
⟨m, m′′ ∣Vee ∣m′′′ , m′ ⟩ = ∑
k

k
4π
′
′′ ∗
′′′ k
∑ ⟨lm∣Ykq ∣lm ⟩⟨lm ∣Ykq ∣lm ⟩F ,
2k + 1 q=−k

(13.21)
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The term EDC [{ρσ } in Equation 13.20 is the double counting
1
1
EDC [{ρσ } = Untot [ntot − 1] − J [n↑ (n↑ − 1) + n↓ (n↓ − 1)] ,
2
2
with ntot =Tr[ρ], nσ =Tr[σρ], and has to be subtracted from the
total energy functional. If U, J do not enter individually, then
a difference between them has to be considered according to
ELDA+U [nσ (r), {ρσ }] = ELDA [nσ (r)] +

[U + J]
σ
′ σ
σ
∑ [[∑ ρmm ] − [∑, m ρmm′ ρm′ m ]] ,
2
σ
m
m

The U parameter is calculated from linear-response method or
constrained random phase approximation [RPA], and thus the
LDA+U scheme does not involves adjustable parameters. The
implementation of LDA+U is convenient to describe electronic
localized polaronic states, and the U term yields accurate band
gap calculations by increasing the gap between the ﬁlled and
empty d and/or f states.

13.3.4

Hybrid functionals

The most accurate energy functionals developed so far are the
Hybrid functionals, which mix the orbital-dependent HartreeFock [HF] with an explicit density functional. In this approach
the exchange-correlation EXC can be expressed according to
EXC =

1 HF
DFA
],
[E + EXC
2 X

(13.24)

where DFA denotes either the LDA or the GGA functional. As
an example, the EXC of Hybrid functionals can be constructed
by certain mixture of the HF exchange and the PBE correlation.
The non-local range separated screened hybrid functional HSE
by Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof [76], adopts a screened Coulomb
potential. Into the HSE functional a portion of the nonlocal HF
exchange is mixed with the semilocal PBE exchange-correlation
functional. Thus, the exchange hole becomes delocalized near
a reference point but not beyond, reducing the self-interaction
error [76]. The HSE exchange-correlation functional is a PBE0based functional by range separation and then by elimination
of counteracting long-range contributions, according to
HSE
EXC
= αEXHF,SR (ω) + (1 − α)EXPBE,SR (ω) + EXPBE,LR (ω) + ECPBE ,

(13.25)

where α is a mixing coefﬁcient, and ω is the range-separation
parameter that determines the portion of short-range [SR] and
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(13.22)

(13.23)
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long-range [LR] components of the interaction. ExHF,SR (ω) is
the short range HF exact exchange functional, ExPBE,SR (ω) and
ExPBE,LR (ω) are the short and long range components of the
PBE exchange functional, and EcPBE (ω) is the PBE correlation
functional. The HSE functional reduces to the PBE0 functional
for ω=0 and to the PBE functional for α→0. Analogous hybrid
functionals can be constructed, such as the B3P91 from Becke, a
three-parameter functional mixing HF exchange, the exchange
functional by Becke [B88], and correlation from Perdew-Wang
[PW91]. In particular, the B3LYP hybrid exchange-correlation
functional constructed from the LYP correlation [Becke, threeparameter, Lee-Yang-Parr], is deﬁned according to
B3LYP
Exc
= ExLDA + a0 [ExHF − ExLDA ] + ax [ExGGA − ExLDA ] + EcLDA + ac [EcGGA − EcLDA ],

(13.26)

where the coefﬁcients a0 , a x , ac are adjusted or determined by
ﬁtting experimental data for atomic or molecular species.

13.3.5 The projector augmented wave [PAW] method
The projector augmented wave [PAW] scheme is an all-electron
method to solve the electronic structure problem that combines
the plane-wave pseudopotential approach and the augmentedwave method [76]. In the PAW scheme a valence wavefunction
̃v (r) —a plane wave or an atomic orbital— is deﬁned, and a linear
ψ
i
̃v is inserted to map the exact all-electron
transformation ψv =T ψ
̃v (r)
valence wavefunction ψvj (r) to an auxiliary wavefunction ψ
i
as in the case of the ultrasoft pseudopotential method [77]. Thus
for an augmentation sphere centered on the nucleus [T =1+T0 ],
̃ in partial waves
the expansion of each valence wavefunction ∣ψ⟩
p is deﬁned according to
̃ = ∑ c p ∣ψ
̃p ⟩ ;
∣ψ⟩

̃ = ∑ c p ∣ψ p ⟩.
∣ψ⟩ = T ∣ψ⟩

p

(13.27)

p

and the full wavefunction over the space is determined by
̃ + ∑ c p [∣ψ p ⟩ − ∣ψ⟩]
̃ .
∣ψ⟩ = ∣ψ⟩

(13.28)

p

If the projection operators
satisfy the orthogonality
̃p ∣ψ
̃p′ ⟩=δpp′ , then
condition ⟨G
̃p ∣ψ⟩
̃p ⟩⟨G
̃
the expansion ∑ p ∣ψ
̃p
of the wavefunction ψ
̃ itself
equals ψ
13

Because the transformation T is linear the coefﬁcients are given
by the projection into each augmentation sphere according to
̃p ∣ψ⟩
̃ 13 The transformation
̃ for the projection operators G.
c p =⟨G
T involving the all-electron wavefunction for core and valence
states is given according to
̃p ∣,
̃p ⟩] ⟨G
T = 1 + ∑ [∣ψ p ⟩ − ∣ψ
p

(13.29)
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and hence, for an operator Â into the all-electron problem, an
̃ over the wavefunction gives
inserted transformed operator A
̃p ⟩ [⟨ψ p ∣Â∣ψ p′ ⟩ − ⟨ψ
̃p′ ∣.
̃ = T † ÂT = Â + ∑ ∣G
̃p ∣Â∣ψ
̃p′ ⟩] ⟨G
A
pp′

(13.30)

The PAW approach allows the calculation of physical quantities
directly from Equations 13.29-13.30. For instance an observable
associated to the electron density can be derived by taking the
expectation value of the real space projector operator ∣r⟩⟨r∣, by
n(r) = ̃
n(r) + n1 (r) − ̃
n1 (r),

(13.31)

which in terms of eigenstates i, with band occupation number
f i , can be expresed according to
̃i (r)∣2 ,
̃
n(r) = ∑ f i ∣ψ

(13.32)

i

̃i ∣ψ
̃p ⟩ψ∗p (r)ψm′ (r)⟨ψ
̃m′ ∣ψ
̃i ⟩,
n1 (r) = ∑ f i ∑ ⟨ψ
i

pp′

̃i ∣ψ
̃p ⟩ψ∗p (r)ψ
̃m′ (r)⟨ψ
̃m′ ∣ψ
̃i ⟩,
̃
n1 (r) = ∑ f i ∑ ⟨ψ
i

pp′

(13.33)
(13.34)

The achievement of the PAW approach is the decomposition of
the original wavefunction into a smooth auxiliary and rapidly
oscillating wavefunctions, which contributes in a small region.
Contrary to the pseudopotential approach for which the KohnSham equations are solved only for the valence state, the allelectron PAW method also maps the core states wavefunctions.
Into the DFT framework, the PAW approach gives access to the
full wavefunction, charge and spin density by implementation
of a simpler basis set.
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14
DFT study of aWO3 and aTiO2
This chapter presents results of ab-initio Density Functional
Theory [DFT] calculations of the electronic properties of aTiO2
and aWO3 oxides. Calculation were implemented for the RMCEXAFS optimized structures of aTiO2 and aWO3 , as simulated
from the procedures described in Chapter 11 and Chapter 12.
The projected Density of States [DoS], calculated from hybrid
DFT were further used to assess the correlation between atomic
short-range order and electronic properties. Electronic effects
where disorder yields band-tail states, electronic hybridization
and p-d orbital mixing are studied. All DFT calculations were
implemented in VASP [64]. Structural relaxation was carried out
employing the PBE [78] exchange-correlation potential into the
electron Projector-Augmented Wave [PAW] method [79]. Here,
a maximal force criterion convergence of 0.01 eV/Å was used,
and energy cut-offs of 400 eV [for aTiO2 ] and 700 eV [for aWO3 ]
were used to expand the Kohn-Sham orbitals in the plane wave
basis set. A 1×1×1 Monkhorst-Pack mesh [80] centered at the Γ
point was used for k-sampling. The non-local range separated
screened hybrid functional HSE06 [10-20% HF, 80-90% PBE and
ω=0.2 Å−1 ] [81] was used.
To describe disorder-induced localization of electronic states
at VB and CB tails-states, the inverse participation ratio [IPR],
I(ψη,l ), which allows to distinguish between the localized and
delocalized states, was calculated according to1
N

I(ψη,l ) = N

4

∑i=1 ∣ψη,l (Ri )∣

2

N
[∑i=1
∣ψη,l (Ri )∣2 ]

.

(14.1)

For an ideally localized state, only one atomic site contributes
all the charge [I(ψη,l )=1]. For a uniformly delocalized state, the
charge contribution per site is uniform and equal to 1/N, that
is, I(ψη,l )≈1/N. Therefore, large values of I(ψη,l ) correspond to
localized states, and low I(ψη,l ) to delocalized states [82].

14.1

DFT study of the electronic properties of aWO3

Figure 14.1(a) displays the total and projected DoS as calculated
from the RMC-EXAFS optimized structures of aWO3 . For sake
of comparison, the total and projected DoS calculated from MD

ψη,l (Ri ) denotes the
eigenstate projection of a
state η for the atom at a
distance Ri , and angular
momentum l. N is the total
number of atoms in the cell.
1
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Figure 14.1: Calculated DoS
and IPR I(ψη,l ), function for:
(a) RMC-EXAFS optimized
structures of aWO3 . (b) MD
trajectories of aWO3 .

structural trajectories of aWO3 is also shown in Figure 14.1(b).
The DoS shows that in aWO3 the VB comprises mostly O-[2p]
states, and the CB consists mainly of W-[5d] states. Thus, aWO3
to a great extent conserves the electronic structure deﬁned in
its crystalline counterparts. From the RMC-EXAFS optimized
structures of aWO3 an electronic band gap of ≈3.12 eV without
defect-induced in-gap states was consistently calculated. After
increasing the HF exchange in the hybrid HSE06 functional the
band gap increases in ≈0.8 eV. The MD structural trajectories
of aWO3 exhibits similar DoS, with a lower energy band gap
of ≈3.08 eV. Because of the lack of periodicity in aWO3 , and
thus an ill-deﬁned k-vector, the electronic energy band gap is
merely given by the Kohn-Sham eigenvalue difference between
the highest occupied [HOMO] and lowest unoccupied [LUMO]
states. When going from crystalline WO3 [band gap ≈2.8 eV],
to aWO3 [band gap ≈3.12 eV], a band gap widening of ≈0.32 eV
is found. This electronic energy band gap is in agreement with
̵ g ≈3.2±0.07 eV, obtained
the experimental optical band gap of hω
from optical UV-vis-NIR spectroscopy in Chapter 4.
The I(ψη,l ) function based on the electron density obtained
from the hybrid DFT calculation is displayed at the bottom of
Figures 14.1(a)-(b). For the RMC-EXAFS optimized structures
of aWO3 , I(ψη,l ) exhibits higher values at the VB and CB edges,
suggesting electronic localization of the O-[2p] VB and W-[5d]
CB tail states. The VB tail states show slightly more localization
than those electronic orbitals at the CB tail states. The mobility
band gap deﬁned as the energy gap between extended VB and
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CB states, is estimated to be ≈3.22 eV. It is noted that while the
MD trajectories of aWO3 display a similar DoS, the VB and CB
tail-states seem to be more localizated than those of the RMCEXAFS optimized structures of aWO3 . This could be due to the
lower atomic coordination and high disorder of MD trajectories
of aWO3 . This result suggests that a lower atomic coordination
do not inﬂuence greatly the global DoS, but inﬂuenced largely
the character of the electronic VB and CB tail-states.
The extent of localization at the VB and CB tail-states, then,
depends on the charge density contributions due to the atomic
short-range order of the distinct WOx -units. Figures 14.2(a)-(b)
display the electronic charge density contribution arising from
localized O-[2p] VB and W-[5d] CB tail states [denoted φ; ϑ in
Figure 14.1(a)-(b)]. Fully delocalized Bloch VB and CB states
[denoted ν; ϕ], are also shown in Figures 14.2(c)-(d). Localized
VB tail states emerge from O-[2p] charge density contributions
due to single- and two-fold coordinated O atoms having short
bonds with the W atoms [≈1.72-1.76 Å]. Localized CB tail-states
arise from W-[5d] charge density contribution due to four-ﬁvefold undercoordinated WO4,5 -units, and to a minor extent from
six-fold coordinated W atoms that are largely displaced from
the center of the WO6 -octahedra.

14.2

DFT study of the electronic properties of aTiO2

The projected density of states [DoS], for both the RMC-EXAFS
optimized structures and MD trajectories of aTiO2 is displayed
in Figures 14.3(a)-(b). The DoS shows that for aTiO2 oxide, the
VB consists mainly of O-[2p] states and the CB consists mostly
of Ti-[3d]-like states. For RMC-EXAFS optimized structures of
aTiO2 the DoS unveils a band gap of ≈3.21 eV, without statedefects yielding in-gap states. MD trajectories of aTiO2 exhibit
similar DoS, with a slightly higher energy band gap of ≈3.42 eV
[Figure 14.3(b)]. The electronic energy band gap agree with the
̵ g ≈3.28±0.07 eV, obtained
experimental optical band gap of hω
from optical UV-vis-NIR spectroscopy in Chapter 4.
The high intensity observed in the I(ψη,l ) function at the
VB- and CB edges suggests electronic localization of the O-[2p]
VB- and Ti-[3d] CB tail-states [bottom Figure 14.3]. In analogy
with the previous analysis, the degree of localization of the VB
and CB tail-states depends on the charge density contributions
arising from the atomic short-range order of under-coordinated

Figure 14.2: (a)-(b) Electronic
charge density contributions
[Isosurfaces] to the localized
VB and CB tail-states [φ, ϑ],
and (c)-(d) delocalized Bloch
VB and CB states [ν, ϕ].
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Figure 14.3: Calculated DoS:
(a) RMC-EXAFS optimized
structures of aTiO2 [with IPR
I(ψη,l ), function at bottom].
(b) MD trajectories of aTiO2 .

and over-coordinated TiOx and Tix O unit-blocks.
It should be noted that for both aWO3 and aTiO2 oxides, the
unpaired electrons from under-coordinated O ions could yield
localized acceptors-like dangling bonds at the VB tail edge. The
over-coordinated W atoms [aWO3 ], or Ti [aTiO2 ] atoms could
yield localized donor-like electronic states at the CB tail-edge.
Therefore, the VB and CB edges are strongly dependent on the
type of ligands and on the atomic short-range order around the
O, W and Ti sites in the ﬁrst and second coordination shells.

14.3

Li+ -insertion and oxygen-vacancy state-defects

The defect-states induced by Li+ -insertion and oxygen-vacancy
in aTiO2 are now brieﬂy assessed. Especially, Li+ -intercalated
aLix TiO2 type compounds exhibit good performance as anode
material for application in high-energy-density Li-ion-batteries
and switchable modulation of solar-irradiation transmittance
for energy-efﬁcient electrochromic "smart windows". Electronic
state-defects arising from oxygen-vacancies provide hopping
channels for hole conduction, making aTiO2 a coating-layer in
photochemical water splitting. The reversible drift of positively
charged oxygen-vacancies under an applied bias makes aTiO2
a key oxide for application in memristors, spintronics, resistiveswitching memories and thin-ﬁlm-transistors [5–7].
The DFT calculations of the electronic properties of aLix TiO2
were implemented using the PBE Gradient-Corrected [GGA],
exchange-correlation functional with a Hubbard +U correction
[GGA+U] [83]. Values of UTi =4.2 eV and UO =5.5 eV were used
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for the on-site Coulomb corrections applied to the Ti-[3d], and
to the O-[2p] states, respectively.
Figure 14.4(a) displays the total and projected DoS of a single
+
Li -ion-intercalated aTiO2 , that corresponds to the aLi0.014 TiO2
composition. As corroborated by full structural relaxation, the
intercalation of a single Li+ -ion does not induces any structural
variation. The DoS shows an in-gap state at ≈1.16 eV below the
CB minimum, and the projected charge density as displayed in
Figure 14.4(b) shows that only a single Ti site neighboring the
Li+ -ion-intercalated site contributes to this defect in-gap state.
This suggests that excess electrons from intercalated Li+ -ions
may trap as polaronic Ti3+ states in aLix TiO2 . As corroborated
from integrating over the in-gap state an occupation of ≈0.67 e
on the Ti site is calculated that complies with a Ti3+ oxidation
state. The formation of this in-gap state support the prevailing
view that optical absorption arises from polaronic trapping of
electrons at Ti3+ sites.
For the case of an oxygen vacancy, the removal of an oxygen
atom leads to two unbound electrons, which localize on the Ti
sites surrounding the oxygen vacancy site, and subsequently
create Ti3+ states. In this case the associated defect in-gap states
are located at ≈1.4-1.8 eV below the CB minimum.
In aWO3 analogous in-gap states are expected to occur upon
Li+ -ion-intercalation or formation of oxygen vacancies. In this
case the formation of in-gap states arises from excess electrons
localized at W5+ sites. Particular, W-W pairs with short bondlength R≈3.1 Å, in neighboring edge-sharing WOx structural
units induce the formation of polaronic W5+ states.
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Figure 14.4: Calculated DoS
[GGA+U], for a single Li+ ion intercalated into aTiO2
oxide [with the IPR I(ψη,l )
function at the bottom]. (b)
Projected charge density.
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It should be noted, however, that the energy formation of
those defect in-gap states induced by Li+ -ion-intercalation or
insertion of oxygen vacancies could be different from site to
site into the amorphous structures of aTiO2 and aWO3 oxides.
However, because of the intrinsic bonding frustration in those
amorphous structures of aTiO2 and aWO3 , it is expected that
the formation energy of some defect-states be lower than that
of their crystalline counterparts.

15
Ab-initio XANES calculations
As previously mentioned in Chapter 7 the X-ray-absorption
Near-Edge Structure [XANES] spectra correspond to excitation
of a core electron to unoccupied states. Therefore, since it maps
the electronic structure of unoccupied states of a selected atom,
XANES is sensitive to the atomic-size structure of the selected
atom. Specially, when comparing with the experimental data,
ab-initio calculations of the XANES spectra provide a powerful
tool to validate the structural models of amorphous materials
generated by ab-initio molecular dynamics or by others ab-initio
computational methods. In this chapter, the Finite Difference
Method for ab-initio calculation of XANES spectra is described.
The formalism behind the calculation method is described in
the basis of the approach implemented into the computational
ab-initio Finite Difference Method Near-edge Structure FDMNES
package [84,85]. This scheme was implemented in this thesis to
assess the role of the atomic short-range order on the electronic
transitions accounting for the XANES spectrum of aTiO2 and
aWO3 solid thin-ﬁlm oxides.

15.0.1

Finite Difference Method for ab-initio calculation of
the XANES spectra

The ﬁnite-difference method [FDM], is a procedure to resolve
differential equations by discretizing them over a grid of points
in the whole volume where the calculation is implemented [84].
For calculations of XANES spectra from FDM the Schrödinger
equation has to be solved in a spherical volume centered on the
photoabsorbing atom, where the spherical volume encompases
a big atomic cluster to attain realistic solutions. The discretized
problem, thus, consists in determine the wavefunction ψi =ψ(ri )
on each grid point i. This makes it necessary to calculate the
Laplacian by approximating the wavefunction around the point
i through a polynomial function of the form
∇2 ψi =

1
D2

⎡
⎤
⎢4
⎥
⎢ ∑ ψε − 1 ∑ ψεε − 15 ψi ⎥ ,
j
j
⎢3
⎥
12
2
⎢ j,ε
⎥
j,ε
⎣
⎦

(15.1)

where ψεj , ψεε
j [ε=-,+], are the wavefunction values on the ﬁrst
and second neighboring points on the grid in the directions εj,
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∇2ii : Laplacian operator
N: number of neighbor
atoms

1

and D is the distance between the points [84]. The Schrödinger
equation at point i is hence given by1
N

[−∇2ii + Vi − E] ψi + ∑ −∇2ii ψj = 0,

(15.2)

j

k: photon wave vector
ε: polarization direction
r: position from the
photoabsorbing atom

2

α: ﬁne structure factor
̵ photon energy
hω:
δ(E): density of states
Ei : energy of the ground

3

where a combination of linear equations connects the values of
the wavefunction on all points i. In order to classically describe
the electron-phonon interaction, a ﬁeld operator Ô deﬁned by2
i
Ô =  ⋅ r [1 + k ⋅ r] ,
2

is introduced, such that the cross section σ(ω) associated to the
absorption, and the structure factor F(Q, ω) associated to the
resonant diffraction [85], can be represented according to3
[j]

j

[j]

Γ f : sum of the inverse of
the ﬁnal state and the core
hole lifetimes
F0j : energy-independent
Thompson term
F j′ (ω) + iF j′′ (ω): complex
resonant contribution
F j′ (ω)<0 and F j′′ (ω)>0

2

[j]

̵ ∑ ∑ ∣ ⟨ψ ∣ Ô ∣ ψ ⟩ ∣ δ [hω
̵ − [E − E ]] ,
σ(ω) = 4π 2 αhω
f
i
i

state Ψi
E: energy of the
photo-excited state Ψ f

4

(15.3)

(15.4)

f ,i

F(Q, ω) ∝ ∑ eQ⋅Rj [F0j + F j′ (ω) + iF j′′ (ω)] ,

(15.5)

j

where Q denotes the diffraction vector, R j the position vector
of the atom j and F j∗ (ω) is given by4
[j] 2

F j∗ (ω)

[j]

[j]

∗
∣ Ψ f ⟩ ⟨Ψ f ∣ Ôin ∣ Ψi ⟩
[E − Ei ] ⟨Ψi ∣ Ôout
me
= ̵2 ∑
, (15.6)
[j]
h f ,i
̵ − [E − E ] + i Γ (E)
hω
2 f
i

where the localized core level ground state for X-ray absorption
is denoted by the index j, and the ﬁnal state f is an unoccupied
state of the continuum. The summation is taken over all j atoms
into the unit cell. Ôin and Ôout denote incoming and outgoing
photon ﬁeld operators [86]. In order to remove the contribution
[j]

of all Ψi states with energies below the Fermi energy, the sum
over the ﬁnal states in Equation 15.4 takes the form
∑≡∫

∞
EF

dE ∑,

(15.7)

f

A FDM approach to calculates the XANES spectrum by solving
Equation 15.4-15.7, is implemented in the computational realspace ab-initio Finite Difference Method Near-edge Structure
FDMNES package [84,85]. This approach consists in building an
atomic cluster around the photoabsorbing atom, whose radius
has to be large enough to achieve convergence with respect to
the accuracy of the calculation of the ﬁnal states [86]. The initial
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state Ψi of the photoabsorber and the atomic cluster density are
calculated self-consistently. The absorption signal is computed
for an excited electronic conﬁguration for the photoabsorbing
atom, which is attained by placing the core electron on the ﬁrst
available unoccupied level [85]. The charge density is obtained
from superposition of atomic densities. The Coulomb potential
is obtained by solving the Poisson equation in the local density
approximation [LDA], using the energy-dependent exchangecorrelation potential by Perdew-Wang [87], deﬁned by5
μσc (rs , ζ) =

∂[nε c (rs , ζ)]
∂ε c (rs , ζ)rs
∂ε c (rs , ζ)
= ε c (rs , ζ) −
−[ζ − σ]
,
∂nσ
3∂rs
∂ζ
(15.8)

or the real part of the energy-dependent exchange-correlation
potential by Hedin-Lundqvist [88], deﬁned according to6
μXC (rs ) = β(rs )μX (rs ).

(15.9)

The calculated potential is then used to resolve the Schrödinger
equation in order to obtain the electronic structure of the ﬁnal
states Ψ f (r) associated to the transition for each cluster builded
around the photoabsorbing atom. From the calculations of the
electronic structure new potential is calculated self-consistently
up to reach convergence. Through the electronic structure, the
matrix elements in Equations 15.4-15.7 governing the transition
are calculated depending on the polarization conditions. Those
matrix elements are summed and multiplied to calculate the
tensorial expressions of the scattering-absorption properties of
the photoabsorbing atom in its cluster [85,86]. To account for
the core hole Γh broadening and the spectral width γ(ω) of the
ﬁnal state, the σ(ω) absorption cross-section spectrum deﬁned
in equation 15.4 is convoluted with a Lorentzian function with
energy-dependent Γ f (ω)=Γh +γ(ω) according to7
σC (ω) = ∫

∞
EF

dEσ NC (ω)

Γ f (ω)
1
̵ − E]2 .
π [Γ f (ω)]2 + [hω

(15.10)

The FDM approach implemented in FDMNES employs the full
potential method without introducing approximations on the
potential’s form, offering a proper description of the scattering
phenomena [84,85].
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sgnσ=+1, −1 for σ=↑ for σ=↓
ε c : correlation energy
rs : density parameter
ζ: relative spin polarization
nσ Up- and Down-spin
electron density

5

e2 k

μX (rs )=− π F
β(rs ) is a factor depends on
the local density β(ρ(r))

6

σC (ω) convoluted and
σ NC (ω) unconvoluted
absorption signals
7
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FDM-XANES aTiO2 and aWO3
In this thesis, ab-initio calculations of the XANES spectra for
both RMC-EXAFS and/or MD simulated structures of aTiO2
and aWO3 were carried out in order to;
(i) Validate the atomic coordination of the photoabsorbing
Ti, W and O atoms by reproduction of the experimental XANES
spectra. This includes the proper reproduction of the pre-edge
structure of the experimental XANES spectra observed in aTiO2
and crystalline anatase TiO2 .
(ii) Assess the electronic transitions [t2g ] and [e g ] associated
to the electronic structure of unoccupied states in aWO3 and
aTiO2 oxides.
Here, the Ti and O K-edge RMC- and MD-XANES spectra
of aTiO2 and crystalline anatase TiO2 , as well as the W-L3 and
O-K edge RMC-XANES spectra of aWO3 were calculated selfconsistently by ab-initio FDM, as implemented in the FDMNES
package [84,85]. During FDM calculations, the real part of the
energy-dependent exchange-correlation potential from HedinLundqvist was employed. The FDM-XANES spectrum for the
crystalline anatase phase of TiO2 [space group I41/amdS; ICSD
9852], was calculated in order to validate the FDM calculations
when comparing with previous published data. In Figure 16.1
the most basic routine implemented for FDM calculations of
XANES spectra is presented. For calculations, single Ti and O
K-edge spectrum for aTiO2 , as well as, single W-L3 and O Kedge spectrum of aWO3 for RMC-EXAFS and MD structures
of aTiO2 and aWO3 were calculated on a grid of 7 Å centered
at each photoabsorbing Ti, O or W atom and then averaged to
a total FDM-RMC and FDM-MD XANES function.

16.1

Ab-initio FDM calculations of XANES for aTiO2

Figure 16.2(a) displays the experimental and FDM-computed
Ti K-edge RMC-XANES and MD-XANES spectra of aTiO2 . The
FDM-RMC-XANES and FDM-MD-XANES functions properly
reproduce the position and relative intensity of the pre-edge
structure [peak A2 ] in the measured XANES spectrum of aTiO2 .
The pre-edge structure [peaks A1 , A2 , A3 ], of measured XANES
spectrum of anatase TiO2 , are well-reproduced by its computed
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Figure 16.1: Basic routine for
FDM calculations of XANES
spectra using FDMNES

FDM-XANES function [Figure 16.2(b)]. The pre-edge structure
in the XANES spectra of aTiO2 unveils an enhanced absorption
peak at A2 ≈4970.8 eV [Figure 16.2(a)], which differs from the
triple-peak structure due to the TiO6 -octahedron crystal-ﬁeld
splitting found in anatase TiO2 [peaks at A1 ≈4968.7, A2 ≈4971.9,
A3 ≈4974.2 eV in Figure 16.2(b)]. The strongly distorted TiOx units, with out-of-center distortion of Ti atoms and deviation
in the O-Ti-O; Ti-O-Ti bond-lengths and bond-angles in aTiO2 ,
removes degenerated states, and reduce the magnitude of the
crystal-ﬁeld splitting. Local-disorder around photoabsorbing
Ti atoms at the ﬁrst and second coordination shells induces
strong Ti4+ -[p-d] orbital-mixing yielding the intense pre-edge
structure A2 characteristic of the XANES spectra of aTiO2 .
The CB states of the Ti projected DoS show that the pre-edge
region [4964.1-4974.8 eV XANES → 2.8-10.0 eV DoS], consists
mainly of d-states with lower contributions from p- and s-states
[bottom and inset (1) in Figure 16.2(a)]. Because of the sharp
DoS of the Ti d-states, the quadrupole Ti [1s→d] transitions are
negligible compared to the dipole Ti [1s→p] transitions. This
means that the electronic dipole hybridized Ti-[t2g ] [1s→4p-3d],
and Ti-[e g ] [1s→4p-3d] transitions on the neighboring Ti atoms

FDM-XANES aTiO2 and aWO3
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Figure 16.2: (a) Experimental
and FDM calculated Ti Kedge XANES spectra of aTiO2
[half-circles], and Ti-[s, p, d]
DoS at the bottom. The insets
(1)-(3) zoom the pre-edge
structure, and Ti-[s, p, d] DoS
giving rise to the pre-edge
peak A2 of XANES spectra.
(b) Experimental and FDM
calculated XANES spectra for
anatase TiO2 , and the Ti-[p]
DoS at the bottom. Insets (1)(2) show crystal ﬁeld splitting
of the Ti-[p,d] states into Ti[t2g ; e g ] bands giving rise to
the pre-edge peaks A2 ; A3 of
XANES spectra.

at the second coordination shell become strongly allowed. The
Ti-[t2g ], Ti-[e g ] electronic transitions merge into a single intense
absorption peak, comprising the pre-edge structure A2 ≈4970.8
eV, in the Ti K-edge XANES spectra of aTiO2 . The white-line at
B≈4988.8 eV could be ascribed to higher-lying p atomic-orbitals.
The O K-edge XANES spectrum of aTiO2 shows two peaks
due to the transitions from the O-[1s] core level to the t2g and
e g bands due to hybridization of unoccupied O-[p] states with
unoccupied Ti-[s,p,d] orbitals, which are clearly resolved in the
O-[s, p] projected DoS. The broad feature at ≈544 eV due to O[p] states hybridized with Ti-[s,p] states is also well resolved
[Figure 16.3]. The e g band shows lower intensity respect to the
t2g band. This increase in the t2g /e g intensity ratio is due to a
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weaker crystal-ﬁeld interaction due to the distorted symmetry
of under-coordinated Ti and O atoms NTi-O =5.24, NO-Ti =2.68.
From the relative energy position of the t2g and e g bands in the
O K-edge XANES spectrum, the crystal-ﬁeld splitting of aTiO2
is Δd≈E(e g )-E(t2g )≈2.4±0.3 eV, which is lower than in anatase
TiO2 [Δd≈2.9 eV]. Considering that Ti-e g orbitals point toward
neighboring O-[p] orbitals, then the low crystal-ﬁeld splitting
can be ascribed to short-range disorder at the ﬁrst and second
coordination shells around the Ti and O atoms in aTiO2 .

16.2
Figure 16.3: Calculated O Kedge FDM-XANES spectrum
of aTiO2 obtained from RMCEXAFS optimized structures,
and the O [s, p] DoS.

Ab-initio FDM calculation of XANES for aWO3

Figures 16.4(a)-(b) display the measured and FDM calculated
W-L3 -edge XANES spectra of aWO3 . The spectra show a broad
absorption maximum over the absorption edge-energy located
at ≈10210.8 eV, which is well reproduced by the FDM-XANES
function calculated from the RMC-EXAFS optimized structures
of aWO3 . The absorption W-L3 -edge is due to electronic dipole
transitions of the photoelectron from the W-[2p3/2 ] orbitals to
the ﬁnal unoccupied hybridized W-[5d]-O-[2p] CB states. From
the projected DoS it is observed that the W-L3 -edge follows the
distribution of W-[5d] and O-[2p] CB states [Figure 16.4(c)]. The
second derivative, d2 μ(E)/d2 E, of the measured and calculated
W-L3 -edge XANES spectra [bottom Figures 16.4(a)-(b)] exhibits
lower and higher energy minima at ≈10208.9-≈10212.9 eV, and
at ≈10209.2-≈10213.2 eV, respectively, due to the splitting of the
W-[5d] orbitals into the W-[t2g ] and W-[e g ] bands by the crystal
ﬁeld of surrounding O atoms. From the energy separation of
the W-[t2g ] and W-[e g ] bands, the crystal ﬁeld splitting is found
to be Δd≈E(e g )-E(t2g )≈4.0±0.2 eV, being lower than that of
crystalline WO3 . Considering that W-[e g ] orbitals are oriented
toward neighboring O-[2p] orbitals, then this weaker crystalﬁeld splitting Δd could be ascribed to local structural disorder
in the ﬁrst and second coordination shells and contribution of
undercoordinated W and O atoms [NW-O ≈5.74, NO-W ≈1.91].
Figure 16.4(d) shows the FDM calculated O-K-edge XANES
spectrum of aWO3 . According to the dipole selection rules, the
spectrum is due to electronic transitions from the O-[1s] corelevel into unoccupied O-[2p] orbitals. The O-K-edge spectrum
exhibits a main peak at γ≈530.2 eV, which reﬂects the O-[2p]
states into the t2g CB due to the unoccupied W-[5d] and O-[2p]
orbitals. The peak τ≈535.7 eV emerges from W-[5d][e g ]-O[2p]
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hybridization whilst the peak ζ≈542.8 eV is due to W-[6sp]-O[2p] interactions. The intensity of the τ and ζ peaks depends on
the atomic short-range order of the WOx -units, and thus, the
ζ peak exhibits lower intensity compared to crystalline WO3 .
The CB states of the O projected DoS in Figure 16.4(e), shows
that the O-K-edge XANES spectrum of aWO3 , which gives the
unoccupied ﬁnal states located above the Fermi level, emerges
mainly from contributions due to the W-[5d]-O-[2p] hybridized
states. The W-s, W-p states do not contribute signiﬁcantly to
the absorption at low energies, but they contribute to the ζpeak, and in some extent to the broad feature at ε≈565.1 eV,
observed in the O-K-edge XANES spectrum of aWO3 .
Details about the structure of the XANES spectra for aTiO2
and aWO3 are presented in papers I-II appended to this thesis.
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Figure 16.4: (a) Experimental
W-L3 -edge XANES spectrum
of aWO3 and d2 μ(E)/d2 E. (b)
FDM calculated W-L3 -edge
XANES spectrum from RMCEXAFS optimized structures
of aWO3 and d2 μ(E)/d2 E. (c)
W-[5d] and O-[2p] projected
DoS. (d) The FDM calculated
O K-edge XANES spectrum
of aWO3 , as calculated from
its RMC-EXAFS optimized
structures. (e) W-[s, p, d] and
O-[s, p] projected DoS.
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Conclusions
In this thesis amorphous thin-ﬁlm oxides of aTiOy [1.68≤y≤2]
and aWOy [2.73≤y≤3] deposited by DC sputtering, followed by
in-situ electrochemical Li+ -ion-intercalation Lix TiOy [0≤x≤0.34],
and Lix WOy [0≤x≤0.27] were experimentally characterized.
Dispersion analysis, using the superposition of Tauc-Lorentz
and Lorentz-Oscillator models, was applied to obtain KramersKronig-consistent dielectric functions from the measurements
̵
̵
of optical transmittance T(hω)
and reﬂectance R(hω)
spectra.
̵
The obtained complex dielectric function ε(hω),
and associated
̵
optical conductivity σ(hω)
showed a broad low-energy optical
absorption band in the Vis-NIR spectral range. Strong increase
in optical absorption was observed for as-deposited ﬁlms with
enhanced oxygen deﬁciency and upon Li+ -ion-intercalation in
the ﬁlms. Optical absorptions induced by oxygen deﬁciency
and Li+ -ion-intercalation were assessed in the framework of the
small polaron absorption model, which accounts for polaronic
hopping between Ti4+ and Ti3+ sites in aTiOy , or W6+ and W5+
sites in aWOy . The small-polaron-based analysis indicates that
the appearance of absorption bands in the optical spectra is
accompanied by band gap widening and increases in the Fermi
level and depends on the oxygen deﬁciency and lithiation ratio.
This approach provides a quantitative method to understand
optical absorption phenomena in disordered transition metal
oxides with different valence states of the metallic ions.
For aTiO2 and aWO3 solid thin-ﬁlm oxides the atomic shortrange order was studied using Extended X-ray-absorption ﬁnestructure [EXAFS]. From nonlinear least-squares ﬁtting [STF] of
measured EXAFS spectra structural information was extracted.
Structural disorder around the photoabsorbing atoms reduces
the oscillation amplitude in the EXAFS spectra at high k, thus,
the main structural features are into in the range Δk≈2-10 Å−1 .
However, since the STF scheme does not provide a 3D-structure
of aTiO2 and aWO3 systems, the experimental EXAFS spectra
was compared with ab-initio EXAFS signals, calculated directly
from MD structural trajectories of aTiO2 and aWO3 . Those MD
EXAFS signals reproduce the phase, shape and damping of the
oscillations of the measured EXAFS spectra. However, atomic
coordination were found to be under or overestimated.
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In order to correct for those structural discrepancies and to
accurately reproduce the atomic short-range order of aTiO2 and
aWO3 , those ab-initio MD structural trajectories were ﬁtted to
the experimental EXAFS spectra through Reverse Monte Carlo
[RMC] simulations. This approach incorporates the important
multiple-scattering processes yielding to explicit treatment of
the three-body correlations, and effects of static disorder due
to the ﬂuctuation of interatomic distances, atomic coordination
and bond-angles distributions. From RMC-EXAFS simulations,
a one-to-one matching of the experimental EXAFS spectra
and corresponding model structures of aTiO2 and aWO3 was
consistently obtained. Analysis of the atomic short-range order
of the RMC-EXAFS optimized structures shows that aTiO2
and aWO3 comprise mainly corner- and edge-sharing distorted
TiO4,5,6,7 [aTiO2 ] or WO4,5,6 [aWO3 ] units. In both aTiO2 and
aWO3 the Ti or W atoms hold mainly formal six-fold and under
coordinated ﬁve-fold local bonding with neighbouring O ions.
To balance for realization of under-coordinated four-fold units,
some over-coordinated seven-fold unit-blocks also occur in the
disordered structures of aTiO2 and aWO3 . The result is lower
atomic coordinations than that of their crystalline counterparts.
From the RMC-EXAFS optimized structures, the correlation
between atomic short-range order and the electronic properties
of aTiO2 and aWO3 was assessed by detailed calculations of the
electronic structure by hybrid DFT. Results from the projected
DoS show that in aTiO2 oxide the VB consists mainly of O-[2p]
states and the CB consists mostly of Ti-[3d] states. Analogously,
in aWO3 oxide the VB comprises mostly O-[2p] states and the
CB consists mostly of W-[5d] states. The DoS of aTiO2 unveils a
band gap of ≈3.21 eV, and The DoS of aWO3 unveils a band gap
of ≈3.12 eV, both of them without state-defects yielding in-gap
states, and in agreement with the optical band gaps obtained
from UV-vis-NIR spectroscopy. Structural disorder leads to the
electronic localization of the O-[2p] VB and Ti-[3d] [aTiO2 ], W[5d] [aWO3 ] CB tail-states. The degree of localization of the VB
and CB tail-states depends on the charge density contributions
arising from the atomic short-range order of under-coordinated
and over-coordinated TiOx or WOx unit-blocks. Analysis of the
state-defects induced by Li+ -ion-insertion and oxygen vacancy
shows the realization of in-gap states linked to excess electrons
strongly localized as polaronic Ti3+ or W5+ , which support the
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prevailing view that the optical absorption in aTiO2 and aWO3
arises from polaronic trapping of electrons.
Finally, from RMC-EXAFS optimized structures, hybrid DFT
and ab-initio FDM calculations, the electronic transitions giving
rise to X-ray-absorption near-edge structure [XANES] spectra
of aTiO2 and aWO3 were studied. Proper reproduction of the
relative intensity and weight of the XANES spectra, prove that
the simulated structure closely resembles the the experimental
disordered structures of aTiO2 and aWO3 . The experimental
XANES spectra is consistent with the calculated projected DoS
on the photoabsorbing Ti or W atoms. From the relative energy
position of the t2g -e g bands in XANES spectra, the crystal-ﬁeld
splitting is obtained to be Δd≈E(e g )-E(t2g )≈2.4±0.3 eV [aTiO2 ],
and Δd≈E(e g )-E(t2g )≈4.0±0.2 eV [aWO3 ]. The low crystal-ﬁeld
splitting is ascribed to the short-range disorder at the ﬁrst and
second coordination shells around the Ti, W and O atoms into
the disordered structures of aTiO2 and aWO3 oxides.
The approaches presented in this study provide a systematic
method to experimentally and theoretically assess the atomic
short-range order of amorphous systems from which electronic
properties can be analyzed in terms of the projected DoS and
experimental XANES data. This scheme allows assessing how
local disorder affects the electronic and optical properties in
aTiO2 and aWO3 oxides, and could potentially be applied to
the study of other disordered systems.

Summary in Swedish
Sammanfattning på svenska
Amorfa övergångsmetalloxider, aTMOs, har på senare tiden
dykt upp som innovativa funktionella material inom ett brett
fält av elektroniska, optiska och energirelaterade applikationer.
Det ﬁnns dock ingen systematisk och allmänt tillämpbar
metod för att fullt ut kvantiﬁera hur den lokala strukturen
på atomskala korrelerar med de optiska och elektroniska
processerna i dessa material. Forskning inom detta område
är viktig både för att kartlägga och förstå de grundläggande
principerna i de elektroniska egenskaperna hos oordnade och
således amorfa material men även viktigt för att förklara
mekanismerna och de fysikaliska egenskaperna i mer praktiska
tillämpningar av dessa material.
Denna avhandling presenterar experimentella och teoretiska
studier av ordning och oordning på atomskala hos två
övergångsmetaloxider som används i Li-jon batterier med hög
energitäthet och i elektrokroma material för dynamisk
modulering av solenergitransmittans i energieffektiva
"smarta fönster".
Speciellt studeras här hur de optiska
och elektroniska egenskaperna påverkas av defekter som
induceras av inlagring av Li-joner och syre-vakanser i tunna
ﬁlmer av amorf titandioxid, aTiO2 , och volframtrioxid, aWO3 .
Förutom syntes och experimentell karakterisering, används
kvantmekaniska beräkningar med densitetsfuktionalteori
[DFT] för att svara på frågor hur den lokala oordningen
påverkar inlagringen av Li-joner och hur syrevakanser med
motsvarande defekttillstånd påverkar de optiska egenskaperna
och de möjliga laddningsöverföringsmekanismerna för
laddningsbärarna.
Efter en presentation av områdena för de olika studierna,
kommer de teoretiska begrepp som används för att beskriva
de experimentella rönen i amorfa fasta ämnen att gås
igenom.
Därefter kommer en omfattande analys av de
optiska absorptionsfenomen som experimentellt observerats i
syrefattiga och Li-jon-inlagrade tunna ﬁlmer av aLix TiO2−z och
aLix WO3−z att presenteras. De elektrokroma egenskaperna och
den optiska absorptionen beskrivs inom ramen för en modell
för polaronabsorption mellan lokala tillstånd.
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Slutligen kommer en state-of-the-art systematisk procedur
som inbegriper teori och experiment i en gemensam ram
att utvecklas för att analysera strukturen på atomär skala
hos aTiO2 och aWO3 och strukturens roll för de elektroniska
egenskaper som kan kvantiﬁeras och förstås. Proceduren
är baserad på omvända Monte Carlo beräkningar [RMC]
och simuleringar med ﬁnita differensmetoder [FDM] av
röntgen-absorptionsspektra för att konstruera en oordnad
teoretisk strukturmodell med samma bindningsinformation
och distribution av atomer som de experimentella systemen.
Ab-initio molekyldynamiksimuleringar och DFT används
för att analysera oordning, samt platsberoende och
koncentrationsberoende energier för bildandet av defekttillstånd. Dynamiken under överskott av elektroner inducerade
av inlagring av Li-joner och effekten av syrevakanser i
aTiO2 och aWO3 oxider analyseras också. De systematiska
procedurerna som läggs fram i denna studie ger ett konsekvent
sätt att experimentellt och teoretiskt utreda hur strukturen på
atomskala påverkar de optiska och elektroniska egenskaperna
hos aTiO2 och aWO3 och skulle kunna utvidgas till studier
av andra oordnade och amorfa strukturer. Dessa slutliga
resultat ger en viktigt bidrag till förståelsen av optiska
och elektroniska mekanismer där oordningsberoende
jon-inlagring och syrevakans-inducerade defekt-tillstånd
påverkar laddningsöverföringsmekanismer och därmed har
en avgörande betydelse för för de optiska och energirelaterad
tillämpningarna av amorfa TiO2 och WO3 oxider.
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